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LOCAL NEWS

On the road to stay?

Roat

White Sox continue winning
ways away from home

On top of the World

Tigers rally iu UUWil
Lakers 7-4

Burton elected CEO
of World Color Press
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 17,
1991

Congress to take action
after rail workers strike

50-CENTS

Sound check

Allied troops
will run Kurd
haven in Iraq

By KAREN BALL
Associated Press Labor Writer

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
UNITED NATIONS — Iraq is
requesting that the United
Nations ease its trade embargo
so Baghdad can sell nearly SI
billion in oil and buy emergency
food and other supplies for its
people.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Most murdersuicides in Kentucky since 1985
were "an extreme form of
domestic violence," a federal
researcher told a- state panel
studying how the state responds
to domestic violence crime.

SPORTS
LEXINGTON — Kentucky
coaches are looking for No. I
among five quarterbacks as
spring football practice draws to
a close this week, and Calloway
County product Pookie Jones
will draw extra attention from
Bill Curry • and his staff.

BUSINESS
TOKYO — An infusion of
money, technology and management know-how from Mitsubishi Motors Corp. of Japan
may be the best hope to save the
ailing Chrysler Corp., but not
necessarily as an independent
company. analysts say.

FORECAST
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a 30 percent chance of
showers toward morning. Lows
near 60. Light wind. Mostly
cloudy Thursday with showers
likely, possibly a thunderstorm.
Highs in the mid-70s. Chance of
rain 60 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.9, 0.0: below 319.4, +4.0
Barkley Lake
357.9, -0.1; below 322.1, +1.8

INDEX
Two Sections - 24 Pages
Classifieds
10B, 11B
Comics
9B
Crosswords
10B
Dear Abby
3B
Dr. Gott
9B
Horoscope
5A
Murray Today
9A- 11 A
Obituanes
8B
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B. 3B
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

WASHINGTON — Unions struck major freight carriers today in the
first nationwide rail strike in nearly a decade, shutting down cargo lines
and wreaking havoc with commuter traffic around the country.
Congress pledged quick action to keep the walkout from being .a long
one after last-ditch negotiations failed to produce a settlement. Transpor
tation Secretary Samuel Skinner told a House subcommittee this morning
there was "a sense of urgency" to end the strike quickly — hopefully
"before tomorrow's rush hour."
However. Democratic lawmakers said it could be the weekend before
legislation to end the strike reaches President Bush.
"Nothing's operating that we know of," said George Whaley, a
spokesman for the Association of American Railroads, which represents
all the nation's major freight carriers.
"We've seen some pretty pictures" of picketing under way, said Ed
Vv'ytkind, a spokesman for the Railway Labor Executives Association. an
organization of railroad labor unions.
As many as 235,000 workers were expected to walk off their jobs in a
walkout that could strand thousands of passengers, stop the flow of onethird of U.S. goods and idle as many as a half-million non-railroad
workers.
Though the striking unions work on freight lines, most Amtrak trains,
and many commuter trains such as those in the Chicago area, share tracks
with freight lines and therefore service was affected.
Amtrak's busiest region, the Northeast corridor from Washington to
Boston, was not affected because Amtrak owns that track.
Congress had been bracing for the shutdown and a House subcommittee
held an early morning hearing on the matter. Skinner told the panel he
hoped Congress would have legislation to end the strike to Bush
by
tonight or before Thursday morning's rush hour.
"There is a sense of urgency, especially at this critical time to our economy," Skinner said.
"A national rail strike clearly impairs our national defense and has disastrous consequences for the economy," he told the transportation subcommittee of the House Energy and Commerce Committee an hour after
picket lines went up at 7 a.m.
The subcommittee's chairman, Rep. Al Swift, D-Wash.. said he planned
to have a bill ready for a vote by the panel by mid-afternoon. Congressional leaders said there could be a vote by the full House on it by late
Thursday or early Friday. Senate leaders also promised quick action.
At issue was a three-year dispute over wages, health care costs and
work rules determini,ng crew sizes and miles traveled in an eight-hour
shift. The old contract expired in 1988.
"It doesn't matter how long it takes, I'll stay out here," said Dave
Duval, a member of the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
who picketed outside the Burlington Northern Office in Fargo, N.D.
"We do not apologize to anyone for what we have to do," Mac Fleming, president of the 55,00p-member Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employes. said early today after a midnight bargaining deadline expired.
"We have waited and we have waited a long time. And if anyone
should give an apology, it should be" the railroads, Fleming said.
Fleming ordered his workers to strike at about 7 a.m. local time and the
United Transportation Union sent similar orders to its 70,000 members.
sources said.
Nine other unions, including three that had reached tentative settlements with the railroads, were expected to join in the strike.
Talks broke off even before the federally imposed -cooling off" period
expired at midnight Tuesday.
"I guess it just occurred to everybody, after spinning their wheels for
three ycars, another two or three hours wasn't going to make or break
anybody's hopes," said Whaley.
Both sides said they offered new proposals in the waning hours of
bargaining.
"I guess the scene shifts to the Hill," Whaley said of Congress.
The 1926 Railway Labor Act, which governs labor relations in the railroad and airline industries, does not spell out a, specific role for Congress
in rail strikes, but lawmakers have intervened in at least 11 rail labor disputes over the past 28 years.
Skinner had urged Congress to send legislation ending the strike to
President Bush by tonight.
However, House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., and Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, declined to take action before a strike
started, and other congressional leaders expressed doubts that a legislative
solution could be completed before Friday.

By CHRISTOPHER BURNS
Associated Press Wnter

The campus of Nlurray State University is gearing up for the annual
All Campus Sing competition sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota. Monday afternoon, Voices of Praise rehearsed on the steps outside of
Pogue Library in preparation for the competition held Wednesday at
4 p.m.. on the steps of Lovett Auditorium. Voices of Praise represent
one of the independent groups in the contest and will perform two
gospel numbers. They are directed by Dexter Gilbert.
Staff photo by Marianna Alexander

Zoning definitions recommended
By MARK COOPER

the Murray City Council for adop- computed separately."
tion at a later date.
Under those guidelines, a
A shopping center, as defined by planned shopping center must
the commission. includes "a uni- allow the correct amount of parkfied grouping in one or more build- ing for the types of businesses
ings of retail shops and stores which will occupy the center.
which are planned, developed, Restaurant parking, for example
, is
owned and managed as a unit and computed differently than other
related in size (gross floor area) businesses and generally requires
and type of shops to the trade area
more spaces.
that the unit serves."
If the tenants of a center change,
The definition would apply to
businesses moving into the center
any "strip centers" which could (such as a restaurant) would
not be
possibly move into the narrow lots
allowed occupancy unless the
along 12th Street. a definition
required parking is available,
which the zoning ordinance cur- accordin
g to commission chairman
rently lacks.
Bob Dunn.
The commission also set requireThe commission also recomments for off-street parking for
mended that screening and landsuch centers as "the sum of the
requirements for the various uses (Cont'd on page 2)

Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

Concern over the business development of 12th Street has led to
recommendations Tuesday from the
Murray Planning Commission to
add definitions to the city's zoning
ordinance.
/ The recommendations include
definitions for shopping center, offstreet parking for such centers and
a change in the screening and landscaping section of the ordinance to
include government zoning.
The recommendations also
include an increase in the conditional use permit fee to S50 and an
increase in rezoning fees to SI50.
The recommendations, approved
unanimously, will be presented to

Man on the street

How were you treated by income taxes this year?

Trevathan, Bell
appointed to
Red Cross board
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Mitzi Boggess
"I didn't get back as much as I
hoped I would. I got back less than
last year."

Jane Garland
"I am getting money back this year
and that is doing well. I thought 1
might have had to pay taxes this
year."

.,
'•

•, •••

Chad Young
"I got returns. It treated mc all
right. It was my first year to file
taxes. 1 filed the first of February
because I needed the money."

Bruce Greer
"Taxes treated me fair this year,
but I normally get back more. I
filed about two months ago."
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Rev. Andre Trevathan and Gerald Bell have been appointed to fill
two vacancies on the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross Board. This action was
taken during the board's quarterly
luncheon meeting Tuesday at
Pagliai's.
Trevathan is the minister of St.
John's Episcopal Church and Bell
is an auorney.
As a result of an unexpected
increase in a pledge, the MurrayCalloway County United Way
Board has increased the Red Cross
allocation for 1991 by $2,500 to a
total of $16,000.
"We could not be the agency we
(Cont'd on page 2)
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The United States, Britain and
France are sending thousands of
troops to northern Iraq to establish
a secure enclave for Kurdish refugees, and Britain suggested today
that the camps to be set up come
under U.N. administration.
President Bush, in a policy
reversal, announced Tuesday that
he was committing U.S. forces to
the task. He had previously vowed
not to risk involving American soldiers in a civil war "that has been
going on for ages." But consensus
appeared to have been reached that
efforts until now to ease the Kurds'
suffering were having only limited
success, with hundreds dying of
daily in crude settlements in mountainous border areas.
The allies had been criticized for
not doing enough for the refugees
beyond setting up ill-equipped
camps and dropping supplies from
the air that were reaching only a
limited number of the needy.
The roughly 2 million Kurds fled
after a failed rebellion toward
Turkey and Iran, where authorities
have been overwhelmed trying to
provide for them.
In Britain, Prime Minister John
Major said today that plans were
being finalized to send British and
French troops, U.S. engineers and
U.S. air cover. Major originally
proposed the enclave last week, but
it received an initially cool reception from Washington.
Officials did not immediately
say precisely where the camps
would be located — other than at
lower, more hospitable elevations.
Nor did they say how many
troops would be sent and to what
extent the plan would help Kurds
who fled to Iran.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1991

Study: poverty persists, those trapped in it ch
By MIKE FEINSILBER

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Progress in the, attempt to abolish povert
y
America has come to a halt and there is somewhat more destitution in
now
than 15 years ago, says a study of the nation's urban underclass
that
uncovered some unexpected results.
Poverty lingers, with the condition shared at any given time by 13
percent of the population, but the big change is in its uneven nature
.
accord
ing to "The Urban Underclass" issued by the private Brooki
ngs Institution at a, coherence Tuesday.
The gild) found that white people and older people are less
impoverished than in the past, but young families, especially those
with no father
present. are more likely to be poor.
For blaeks, the story is stagnation: 31 percent were poor4, 1967.
in
31
percent are poor now.
Digging beyond the statistics. sociologist Chrifitopher Jencks of
Northwestern University looked at eight aspects of the underclass
and found:

'Two problems that "have gotten steadily
worse" are joblessness among
men and unwed parenthood.
Long-term joblessness rose in both the 1970s
once worked sporadically have "often withdr and 1980s. Blacks who
awn from the labor force"
as work for the unskilled has disappeared.
Babies without fathers at home arc increasing
both because of out-ofwedlock births and divorce.
'Two problems that "have stopped gettin
g worse" are welfare and
violence.
The proportion of single mothers collecting
welfare has leveled off
since 1974. Violent crime is less common than it
was 10 or 20 years ago.
especially among blacks.
'Two problems that "have gotten steadil>
better" are dropout rates and
reading and mathematics skills.
More whites and blacks are likely to earn a high
school diploma or an
equivalency certificate than at any time in the
past.
The proportion of
17-year-olds with basic reading skills has risen
and young blacks have
improved their math skills.

Gorbachev issues blunt appeal for aid

I.R.A.
8.1%

TOKYO (AP) — Mikhail S.
Gorbachev today made his bluntest
public appeal yet for foreign aid.
telling Parliament that Japan and
other advanced countries must prevent the Soviet Union from collapsing and ret,urning to
dictatorship.
'If we don't halt the disintegration of the state — of the econorn.v,
the law, and relations between

republics — the country could fall
intolhe chaos that gives birth to
dictatorship," the Soviet president
said.
"Despair and hopelessness are a
serious threat to the progress of
civilization. Therefore, advanced
countries help themselves by helping others," the first Soviet leader
to visit Japan said in his address.

Zoning...
iCont'd from page 1)
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL -t _
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
•Dve, '5 r•s Ezoe•
-rck =

Ky Farm Bureau
(A+ Superior Rated)

• —woe & Exter.or

753-4703

_• • —

OMP1

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
.)
—Prices To Fit Any Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

V

MSU HORTICULTURE CLUB

/
/ - - • -.• ' e---,.."7
/

Trevathan, Bell.••

fLont'd from page 1)
are without the United Way." said
Peggy Billington. coordinator of
the local Red Cross chapter.
Billington announced that
reg:stration for the summer swim
program will begin May 6 in her
office. which is located in the
George Weaks Community Center.
The summer swim program will
begin June 3 and end Aug. 9. There
be five sessions this summer,
each lasting two weeks. Classes
will be held from 10 a.m. until
noon and from 8-9 p.m.
The chapter is currently looking
for water safety instructors. Any
interested in becoming an
7 - - ..:tor should contact the Red
office.
In her report which highlighted

_0 -4

/

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

April 19th & 20th
on College Farm Road
Friday 3 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

/et
•

' Shell

•fir'(IrlITIC Plants, •fiantlital

TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY
COI VI\
'ro,7 .g Martha Wilkinson for Governor or :ne

•

LOl:SV1LLE. 1<. .A1)) —
Here are Tue
winning
selected by the Ken._ y Lottery: Pick 3: 1-1-5
he. fivei

and I have the fig,:res to prove
the: Wallace
peen tne best Governor for rural KentL.
,ky in the hist "s
-•;.,!Cornrnor:wealth I know we have received mor..:.
as
es
West Kentckv during his administrator-. For
many
. .-.g
and Louisville received a great maj.ority of a!!
7r,,nie•
.i:mon.

Pigs'', wiggly

:r7C

Waljace Wilkinson has resurfaced. (not
counting this year
seventy one (71; miles of black top in Callo
way County. He has buii:
hridges and will give us S75.(10(1.00 dollars
on a third one. We nal.c
- 0.0)00.00 dollars for the
etved $2
Community Center We have
received So;ri 000.00 dollars for an elevat
or for :ha: Center The
receive 54.000.0(g).(k) dollars to renova
te Lo....::
AUdi:07:-7t4. arid we have been
awarded 510.000.00(i 00 dollars to... 4u.!
:he Events Center with additional monies
pledged to build this Es e7:1,
Center
1 h;, jjus7a p.irtior. of what Calloway Counts
has received from the
WAirson Adorinistration. I am aware that
a great majority of :ne
::'eop:e do not k now how :0).j seLiat: roads
and other things through
C):.7:1_
A ,lm!o.rsiration. Ordinarily, you do not
go to the Governor for
roads er,(1 other grants. hut to his people who
work under him. Inc
Goverr..,ilw 0,1d not have tIrne to know
about the Tom Tay lor Road or
the Bro. ,Iss C1 Road. although I'm sure
he approves them. You go
to the !v1.1() Bryant,. Lee Troutw inc. Donni
e Kell. Linda MaGee.
‘IcMartL.s and others who work under the
aemmistration While I ha'. el
not talked w th Martha Wilkinson
ahout who w J1: work :n her
adrr.inistraii.m. I am sure that a great 'majority
of ;hose now serving v. II
cntinje to do s'I know Martha Wi:kin
son. and wni:e I arr, sure she
11 take ads ice from the Governor and
others, she will he the
Governor She has a m:rid of her ow
it.
Wh\ am I for Martha Wilkinson..hecause
I can deal with their teem
11 I cannot get something for Calloway Count
y from the Srate I would
not care if we have a Governor or
not
You might believe a man from Northern
Kentucky and Dr_ Poore .s
e nice guy. h..o. I heard him advocate an
Events Center for a Northern
I •niversity at a local Rotary' meetin
g. Scotty Baesler. although I don't
know him very well, has been Mayor of
Lexington for three terms, arid
is there any doubt in your minds that his
loyalties will be to Lexington
and Fayette County? If you think not, you
are dreaming. Brenon Jones
has spent the last three years running for
Governor and the greater pan
of his financing has come from the Golden Triangle'. and the Race
Horse Industry. He alsocomes from Lexing
ton. His loyalties will he to
Central Kentucky They think far Western
Kentucky stops at Bowling
Green. Kentucky.
I served two years as County Judge/Execut
ive while John Y. Brown
was Governor and I have a quart of black
top to prove it. If any of the
three mentioned, are elected Governor,
we will be in the same position
we were in under John Y. Brown.
Therefore, I ask you to consider and
vote for Martha Wilkinson for Governor
and tocontinue to progress for
Calloway County.

residential or agricultural zoning
districts" include "government zoning districts" as well.
The raises in fees are to cover
rising costs in conditional use and
rezoning procedures. Dunn said.

scaping guidelines, which apply for
"office, institutional, business and
industrial development when established on property adjacent to any

PLANT SALE

*

He received standing ovations at
the beginninf and end of his
45-minute speech, which was interrupted seven times by applause.
The Soviet leader said his Olintry was making further military
reductions in the Far East. He also
proposed a regional security conference including the United States.
Japan and the Soviet Union.

Red Cross activities during the first
three months of this year. Billing ton said that she has been conducting "a tremendous amount" of CPR
and standard first aid classes within
the community.
Billington commended the
efforts of a Murray State University student. Greg Alexander, for
helping her conduct standard firstaid classes to fourth graders in Calloway County schools,
She reported that she has worked
closely with Dorio Burris, Hal
Winchester and Brother Charles
Anderson to form support groups
for individuals who had friends and
relatives in Saudi Arabia.
During the first three months of
this sear, the local Red Cross chapter has received 19 messages from
the military. The Red Cross provides 24-hour-a -day servi,.e. for
military messages.
Billington said that one of the
services the local chapter provides
to the community is a source of
referrals. This month aloe. she has
referred two people to 'the Lion's
Club for glasses, and one woman to
Woodmen of the World when she
anted to donate walkers and other
medical equipment
During regular business, the
board made a motion to not sponsor any students for youth • camp
this summer, and set the annual
dinner recognizing Red Cross volunteers for September. Also scheduled for September is a regional
disaster training ,class Which will
be held in Murray.
The next board meeting of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will be July 9.
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Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

IRAQ
UNITED!NATIONS — Iraq is requesting
that the United Nations ease its trade
embargo so Baghdad can sell nearly $1
billion in oil and buy emergency food and
other supplies for its people "The situa
lion with regard to food and basic humanitarian needs in Iraq is currently critical
and exceeds the resources available to
the Iraqi government and to international
humanitarian organizations,- Iraqi
Ambassador Abdul Amir al-Anban said
Tuesday in a letter to the head of the
Security Councils sanctions committee
His government wants to sell $924 5 million of oil over tour months "to buy things
like wheat, rice, cheese, milk and other
basic necessities

TIBET
WASHINGTON, D C — President Bush
received the Dalai Lama of Tibet in what
the exiled ruler's supporters said was a
malor breakthrough symbolizing the
importance of their crusade against the

Chinese government Bush's private
meeting with the Dalai Lama on Tuesday

evening was the first between a U S
president and a Dalai Lama, and was
sure to prompt a negative reaction from
Beijing. which has tried to thwart the
Nobel Peace Prize recipient s U S tour
The Dalai Lama. who arrived in the
United States on March 24, is visiting
several U S cities and this week has
several appearances in Washington to
spotlight the plight of his Chinese
governed Himalayan nation

.ISRAEL
JERUS
a
ALEM
A
LEM — ''Stop this man' Secret of State James A Baker III is
reported to have urged Israeli leaders
when conversation turned to Ariel Sharon, the hawkish housing minister who
savors sprinkling the occupied lands witty
new Jewish settlements Sharon is leading the drive against Baker's diplomatic
overtures in the region fearing them too
dangerous for the Jewish state Choosing
one of the most sensitive subtects. he
has announced plans to build 13.000
new housing units for Jewish settlers in
tne occupied West Bank and the Gaza
Str p over the next two years The United
States considers new settlements in the
occupied areas an obstacle to possible
pea:e negotiations and is pushing a form,, a that would see Israel trade land for
Vddle East peace Baker is due Thursday to continue efforts at winning support
for a regional peace conference Shaken
o a...r.s his settlement plan is precisely
the Israeli government wants

Sc.e.-•Ing Monday to members of Prime

s!er Yitzhak Shamir's Likud bloc. he
sad tr,e program means -putting into
bractice government decisions with the
vncwiedge and blessing of the prime
rr n.ster • But officials close to Shamir
say Sharon has no blessing from the prem,er not to speak of government approval anct many moderate Likud members
were chagrined by the sudden politically
motivated establishment of a new Israeli
settlement in the West Bank this week

PERU
LIMA — The death toll from Peru's cholera epidemic has passed 1 000 and officials in neighboring Brazil and Chile confirmed Tuesday the disease has spread
across their borders Cholera has already
killed at least 59 people in Ecuador and
has spread along Colombia's Pacific
coast Health officials in Miami meanwhile, plan cholera tests on two recent
visitors to Peru and Ecuador who showed
symptoms of the disease State epidemiologist Dr Richard Hopkins said it
could be two weeks before the results of
the tests are known The man and
woman arrived in the United States last
week The Geneva based World Health

Organization has predicted the epidemic
could spread through most of Latin
America Miami is the first U S stop for
many flights from the region Peru's
Health Ministry said Tuesday cholera has
killed 1 088 people and infected nearly
148.000 About 20 people a day are
dying from the disease first reported in
Peruvian port cities in late January

ECUADOR
QUITO - Four former nuns with 22
pounds of cocaine hidden under their
habits were arrested by airport authorities who noticed the women were having
trouble walking, police said Tuesday The
women, who left the Sacred Heart of Colombia order last year, strapped the
cocaine packets to the legs and were
walking "like ducks' thrdu,gh Quito s
international airport, a police report said

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG — Law and Order
Minister Adriaan Vlok said today the African National Congress appears to be
involved in all the violence that has killed
hundreds of people in black townships
this year His spokesman said Vlok would
call a meeting of all parties affected by
the unrest, which has mostly hit townships near Johannesburg and in Natal
Province Vlok's statement was the latest
salvo in an escalating conflict with the
ANC, the largest black opposition group,
over the chronic township violence Four
more people died in scattered violence

Ma

police said today, including three killed at
Taylor s Halt near Pietermaritzburg in
Natal and a man burned to death in the

Soweto township near Johannesburg

Joe
was ci
when I
turned,
report
The
three rr
Bcnn
approxii
control
police

Murray ultra-light
pilot hospitalized
after crash-landing
A Murray man was injured after
his ultra-light aircraft crash-landed
Tuesday around 6 p.m., according
to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department,
William R. Stephen-s. 53. of
1508 London Drive, Murray, was
listed in stable condition Wednesday at, the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after his ultra-light
apparently ran out of fuel, according to reports.
Stephens suffered a broken leg
as he was attempting to land on the
Coles Campground Road about
three miles north of Murray, police
said.

Vehicle reported
stolen Tuesday
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of a vehicle Tuesday night, according to
reports.
A copper-colored 1977 Cadillac
was reported stolen sometime
between 8:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
from the home of Gene Landolt at
203 S. 12th, police said.
The vehicle, license plate number TYF-042, has exterior damage
to the right side, police said.

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30
24 Hour Serrire Auoilahle
Glendale at Whit nell
753-1175
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Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer
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)one out of six adult:,
has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor can do it
together.
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What's Your Blood Pressure?

Pad fro fry GeorgeII Weaks
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'Two problems that "have stopped getting better
" are teen-age parenthood and poverty.
Teen-age motherhood declined during the 1960s and 1970s.
then stabilized. Families and individuals with below povert
y-level incomes fell
steadily between 1940 and 1970, but has not chang
ed much since.
By any measure, overall poverty has climbed slightly betwee
n
1988, the latest year for which statistics Were av4lable, Jencks 1974 and
said. Lyndon Johnson's "war on poverty" in the late 1760s did
not achieve its
purpose, but it was not a failure, said Paul Peterson, directo
r of the Center
for American Political Studies at Harvard University.
The effort especially helped the elderly, bringi
ng them low-cost medical services and greatly improved retirement
benefits, Peterson said. It
also boosted cash assistance to the blind,
deaf and disabled.
But "young families have experienced a steadily increa
sing chance of
being poor," Peterson said. "The probability that a
child under the age of
IS would be living in a poor family increased from
15 to 20 percent"
between 1970 and 1986.

REASONABLE PRICES
AND SO MUCH MORE!

Thanking you very much, I remain,
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County. Murray. Kentucky
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Burton elected to new positions with World Color Press
World Color / Press, Inc.
announced that Robert G. Burton
has been elected chairman of its
Board of Directors and also named
president and chief executive officer of the company.
In this new position, Burton will
have executive responsibility for
World Color Press, the nation's
largest consumer magazine printer
and a major factor in the printing
of directories, inserts, catalogs and
other segments of commercial
printing.
Burton, 53, joins World Color
from ABC Publishing, a subsidiary
of Capital Cities/ABC Inc. He has
been president of ABC Publishing
since 1981 and an officer of Capital Cities/ABC since 1986. Prior to
ABC, he was vice president of
operations for CBS Publishing. He
previously held executive positions
with Science Research Associates.
the publishing subsidiary of IBM.
Burton received a B.S. degree in
Business Administration from Murray State University, and was,caplain of the football team. He also
has an M.A. degree from Tennessee University, and has done additional graduate work toward his
doctorate at the Universities of
Chicago and Alabama. He is the
recipient of both "Distinguished
Alumnus" and "Distinguished.
• Achievement— Awards 'froth MSU,
and has been inducted into the
"Special Achievement Society" and
"Athletic Hall of Fame" in his
home town of West Frankfort, II.
Burton lives in Greenwich. Con.
with his wife, Paula, and their three
sons.
Burton's civic activities include
serving as chairman of the board of
the American Business Press,
memberships on New York University's Business Press Advisory

Board, MSU's Dean's Advisory
Council for their College of Business and Public Affairs, and the
MSU Foundation Board of Trustees. In addition, he is a trustee for
the Boy Scouts of America National Museum in Murray, and,a director of the Kentuckians of New
York, as well as a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Eagle Hill
School in Greenwich, Con. His is
national chairman for National
Bible Week of the Laymen's
National Bible Association and the
publishing industry chairman for
the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
and the American Cancer Society.
James A. Dawson, 53, the former
chairman and president of World
Color, is resigning from the company after 19 years of service. "Jim
Dawson has made a significant
contribution to establishing World
Color's outstanding franchise in the
printing industry, for which we
thank him," said R. Theodore
Ammon, a director of the company.
"At the same time, we are pleased
to welcome Bob Burton to the
company. The board believes that
his outstanding track record as a
business executive together with
the perspective he can bring to
World Color given his publishing
background make him uniquely
qualified1 to lead _World Color into
the 1990s."
Burton said, "The opportunity to
guide World Color is an irresistable
invitation. I accepted it with the
one regret of leaving Capital
Cities/ABC, a great company. With
a preeminent position in the publications segment, and a recently
completed S340 million multi-year
capital expenditure program which
built new state-of-the-art plants and
upgraded existing operations,
World Color is positioned to take

maximum advantage of a consolidating industry. The combination
of the latest available technology,
unmatched distribution systems and
top notch people provides an
opportunity to offer superb quality
and cost effectiveness in renewing
long-term partnerships. Publishers'
needs are constantly changing in
the rapidly evolving media environment. The few printers who can
meet this challenge will survive
and prosper. In addition, World
Color has a proven capability to
satisfy the increasingly stringent
requirements of buisness areas
where its presence is growing, such
as directors and catalogs."
Founded in St. Louis in 1903 as
the World's Fair Printing Company, World Color Press, with
headquarters in Effingham. II., is
the largest consumer magazine
printer and the third largest commercial printer in the nation. It
prints such publications as Brides,
Cosmopolitan, Forbes, Golf Digest.
Good Housekeeping, Gourmet.
House and Garden. Hot Rod. Insti-

Mayfield man injured in crash
Joe M. Bennett, 35, of Mayfield
was critically rinjured Tuesday
when his tractdr-trailer rig overturned, according to a published
repori
The accident occurred off Ky. 58
three miles east of Clinton.
Bennett was westbound at
approximately 1 p.m., when he lost
control of the rig on a curve, state
police said.

The tractor-trailer, owned by
Henry Edwards Trucking Company
of Clinton, landed on its side in a
yard.
Bennett was cited for violating
federal safety regulations. He suffered multiple head wounds and
listed in critical condition in the
intensive care unit at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah Tuesday
night.

759-1144
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tutional Investor, Life. McCall's.
Motor Trend, People, Road and
Track, Sports Afield, Sports Illustrated, Teen, Time, T.V. Guide.
Vogue, and Woman's _Day. The
company distributes seven major
production facilities and associated
distribution centers, as well as
sales offices throughout the United
States.
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Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Rack
s, Sun Roofs
10% Off Installation I Car Wash
Wax, 135 base price
With this Ad
Vacuum & Clean Windows
615 S. 3rd a*.aody wait) Eddie Rhod
es, Owner .753-8558
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(TO TABLE VALUES)
Baby Limas

Robert G. Burton

Hull Peas

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

Hook Limas

$2195

20 lb. bx

$28"

20 lb bx

Soec ec

Butter Beans
vi-o,
Kernel Corn
Creamed Style

BINGO

20 ;b bx $
24
95

Forc

On
-Life 'Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

State Line

PAGE 3A

SN OM CAR CA
Automotive
Accessories & Installation

COMPARE MY RATES
Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

4„,

Corn

20 lb. bx.

20 lb bx

$2495
$2195

4 b bx $
5
"

Located Out 121 South to the State Line

Reopening Friday, April 19th

Wholesale & Retail Meat

Doors open at 5:30 p.m. * Early Birds
at 7 p.m.
Sunday Matinee at 2 p.m.
Doors Open at 2:30 p.m.

GIBSON HAM CO.

••01"\!....,

Sponsored by
The United States
9.../
,..
Veteran's Association

107 N. 3rd St.
Phone: 759-9785
Hours: 7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Frt., 7 a.m.
-12 p.m. Sat.
We Accept Food Stamps

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

Sprite, Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
or Minute Maid Orange

Coke, Diet Coke, Diet Sprite,
Caffeine Free Coke, A&W Root Beer,
Tab or Caffeine Free Diet Coke
Sunshine Kracklin Chunk

Dog Food

98
20 Lb. '
Bag

Green

Onions
,
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the editor

Poisoning the groves ofacademe

Teen urges congressman
to support solar power

Let this much be conceded to the
racists who are promoting remedial
racism at American colleges and
universities: Our institutions of
higher learning have indeed been
remiss in teaching , cultures other
than Western culture. No other
concessions need to be made.
These comments are occasioned
by the appearance in March of the
most important work of of nonfiction in many months. It is "Illiberal Education: The Politics of
Race and Sex on Campus," by
Dinesh D'Souza. The book is
restrained, temperate and
devastating.
D'Souza's purpose is to expose
corruption. He examines intellectual rot at four representative institutions, but his observations could he
widely extended. He looks at Stanford University, Howard University, the University of Michigan and
the University of California at
Berkeley.
He finds patterns that are deeply
disturbing — patterns of deceit,
self-deception, unwarranted guilt
and the very best intentions.
Let us stipulate: the intentions of
the deceivers are good intentions.
They wish to protect black students
(and Jewish students, Asian students and women students) from
the harm that is done to them by
"insensitive" remarks. Because
they perceive many political positions as wrong. they would impose

(Ed. note: 13-year-old Tom Richter of Murray was recently
named a
finalist in the third annual RespecTeen "Speak For Yourse
lf'
letterwriting contest. Richter was chosen from among 8,000
studen
wide who submitted letters they wrote to members of Congre ts nationss, stating
their views on public policy issues. Tom, the child of Fred
and Margaret
Richter of Rt. 8 Murray and an eighth -grader at Callo
way County
Middle School, wrote to U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr. on
increased
funding to lower the greenhouse effect. Finalists were named
in each
participating congressional district: Richter- is the finalist for
the 1st
District. His letter is printed below:)
Dear Rep. Hubbard:
Please consider working with other members of Congress in helpin
g
our environment by lowering the greenhouse effect. This can
be done by
banning CFCs. reducing the amount of CO2 in the air, and
by finding
substitutes for greenhouse chemicals. The amount of heat
trapped in the
air depends on the amount of CO2 present. The resulting heat
is a serious
problem, because it can cause droughts, food shortages, floods
from melting polar ice caps, and heat-related illnesses.
I ask that you consider supporting the increase of funds for develo
ping
substitutes for greenhouse chemicals. Solar power is one
substitute that
should be strongly considered. It produces no waste and is
always renewable. Solar power is more attainable than wind or hydroelectri
c power,
and therefore it is the best choice for Kentucky. The main
argument
against solar power is that it is too expensive. According to
Time magazine. however, the price per peak watt of solar power has droppe
d from
fifty dollars to five dollars. If it drops one more dollar it will
be
very
competitive with already used fossil fuels. This drop in price will
eventually happen without government support. but much sooner with
it. Can
Kentucky afford to wait?
If Congress will support funding for alternative power. it will
not only
save money, but our environment as well. If you and other Congressme
n
will study this ever-increasing problem. I believe that you will agree
with
my conclusions.
Sincerely,
Tom Richter

MY
VIEW
ByJamesJ.
Kilpatrick
new positions that are politically
COrTCCL

The reformers desire to replace
traditional courses in part with
untraditional courses — with
courses that would place heavy
emphasis upon the cultures of Africa. They would send many dead
white male poets into exile, and
replace them with writers of
obscure reputation or no reputation
at all.
All this would be done in the
name of "diversity" or "multiculturalism." The restructuring of curricula would be accompanied by a
restructuring of the student body
itself.
At Berkeley this has taken the
form of unabashed racial discrimination: highly qualified white and
Asian students are rejected so that
less qualified blacks may be
enrolled.
Administrators make no bones
about it. The policy is deliberate.
Quotas must be met according to
the color of one's skin.

If this be racism, and it is, then
let critics make the most of it.
D'Souza defines the movement
as "a new cultural imperialism."
The noun stems from the Latin root
of imperare, to command, and it is
in this spirit of dominance that the
corrupters have gone to work. If
there is insufficient authentic African culture to meet the demands of
self-esteem, then Culture must be
borrowed from ancient Egypt. No
black pharaohs? A few must be
invented. Not enough first-rate
women poets? Let second -raters be
taught instead.
The inevitable consequences of
this lunacy are as regrettable as the
misguided motivation. Sadly, the
principal victims are the black student themselves. Those who are
genuinely qualified for college
work are lumped with blacks who
are there solely by reason of their
race. Which are which?
Damage also is done to the
whole concept of higher education.
The theory is to expose inquiring
young minds to the experience of
knowledgeable

old

minds, and

together to let students and their
professors pursue truth to its lair.
At its best, this is an exciting
experience, but the process will
work only in an atmosphere of reason and civility. When student radicals break down the door to the
dean's office, reason and civility
fly out the window.

D'Souza makes another damage
assessment. A part of the rationalization for discriminatory admissions is that whites should learn to
get along with aspects of black culture. But one lamentable consequence of the new imperialism is that
racial incidents seem to occur more
frequently than ever.
Black students seem to cling
together. The manifest hostility of
black radicals, fueled by the notion
that all whites are inherently'
"racist," is bound to inflame white
students.
This is the third book in two
years to treat the same problem.
"Tenured Radicals," by' Roger
Kimball, offered dismaying
insights into the politicization (St
the humanities.
"The Hollow Men." by Charles
J. Sykes, covered the ground with
particular attention to Dartmouth.
D'Souza's work encompasses the
whole field.
Nothing is wrong. and a great
deal is right, about "diversity" and
"multicultural" teaching. As the
planet shrinks, all of us will have
to deal in some fashion with alien
cultures.
True diversity has great appeal
to those who love individual freedom. But first things first. When
Milton is exiled because Milton is
a sexist, students of English literature are being shortchanged.

Mitch McConnell
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Why blame liberalsfor smirking now?
My conservative friend Grump
was peering in the window of the
bookstore,. where the best sellers
are displajtcl. His scowl was even
stormier than usual.
He suddenly- gripped his walkin
g
stick like a baseball bat and raised
it above his head.
I asked him what he intended
to
do.

Today In History

"I'm thinking of smashing
this
window,- he shouted.

In 1969. Czechoslovakian Communist Party chairman Alexander
1)bwas deposed.
In 1975. Phnom Penh fell to Communist insurgents, ending Cambo
dia's
five-year war.
In 1984, machine-gun fire from Libya's Embassy in London
raked a
crowd during a protest against the government of Cot Moammar
Gadhafi.
killing a police officer and wounding 10 miler people.
Thought for Today: "There is no such thing as conversation
.
illusion. There are intersecting monologues, that is all." — Dame It is an
Rebecca West. Irish-born author and journalist (1892-1983).
cek
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Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
Dr. Forest C. Pogue and Max B.
Ken Barber has been named
Hurt will be speakers at Murray
Community Resource Developer
State University Alumni Associafor Calloway and Graves Counties
tion Day events on April 25.
working toward rehabilitating juveRainey Apperson of Murray has
nile delinquents.
been named to the Kentucky Arts
March rainfall averaged 4.5
Commission by Kentucky Goverinches across the Tennessee Valley
nor John Y. Brown Jr.
Births reported include a girl to or 86 percent of normal 5.2 inch
Mr. and Mrs. Hucl West Jr., March total for the month. TVA reports.
21: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry' T.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman
Wyatt. March 26: a girl to Mr. and were married for 50 yearsArmstrong
on April
Mrs. Jimmy Dale Greer, March 27. 6.

KM 700)
The Murray ledger & rime: is published every afternoo
n except Sundays,July 4,Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc, 1001 Whiuiell Dr.
Murray. Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers
$500 per month, payable in advance
By mail m Calloway and to Benton, Hardin,!vim field,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $5700 per year By mail
to other destinations $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper. phone
753- 1916
The Murray Ledger & Times is • member of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively =mice to news
ongmated by The Murray Ledger &
Times
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about family values, goodness and
virtue, and then it is alleged that
both of them, at one time or
another. engaged in...
"Don't gay it. I warn you again. I
am capable of taking action to
defend their good names. Of
course. I know what this is all
about. It is nothing but a media
plot."
That isn't what you said when
Gary Hart's indiscretions were
made public. As I 'recall, you said
that when reporters spied on Hart.
ruining his presidential hopes. it

the long
pett sq
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n
little int",
an old it
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force to defend the honor of the
first lady.Former first lady. All right. I
won: go into ttie juicy stuff about
Sinatra. Abourhov.. it is supposed
to have started years ago in
was the media's finest hour.
Ca.. ma.
"And it was. The man was
"You are, walking a thin, dangernotorious womanizer. A'ould we
was line."
want someone with that back Then le: me remind you of your
ground in the White House?"
a5solute delight and hilarity' when
But Kitty Kelley says that in his
embarrassing disclosures were
Hollywood days, Ronny was one of
made about the late Martin Luther
the most notorious...
King Jr.
"You should both be tried for
"That's an entirely different matter. Why. the man was a hypocrite. treason."
A minister, mind you. a man of the
Wait. I'm not saying it's a big
cloth, preaching about goodness deal. But if we're going to know
and the Ten Commandments. Yet about Democrats sueh as Hart and
he indulged in sinful hanky-panky. Kennedy and even FDR. why not
And remember. that was not revemake keyhole peeping a bipartisan
aled by some trashy journalist. It activity?
was leaked from the private, offi"It doesn't matter. People aren't
cial. secret files of the beloved I. going to believe this trashy book
Edgar Hoover himself. Of course, I
wasn't surprised about Icing's anYA4a
You're
) probably right. It's only
behavior and hypocrisy. That's the going to sell at
least 750.000
way those people are, too."
copies in hardcover and another
Well, speaking of hypocrisy, one couple of million
in paperback.
might argue that when the nation's
"I think I will smash that winfirst couple talks to the nation dow, after ail."

Looking back

WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger It rims ,I;SPS
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best of families. srn ..,tty
.
things can
happen.
"Doesn't matter. Even if it were
the truth — which I consider
unthinkable and incomprehensible
— such matters are best left in the
laundry hamper where they belong.
It is unconscionable to muck about
the private lives of .this nation's
most beloved public figures."
You may be right. On the other
hand. I recall your uninhibited glee
when disclosures were made about
the enthusiastic bedroom habits of
Jack Kennedy., In fact. you
smacked your lips over every nasty
tidbit about the entire Kennedy
clan, and you still do.
"That's not true. I never said one

That's against the law, and you
have always been a law -and-order
man.
"True," he said. lowering the
stick. "But something should be
done. This is slanderous. scurrilous, outrageous and perfidious.1 assume that you're referring to
critical word about the • eldest
the new and shocking and wildly
brother who died in the war. Of
popular book by Kitty Kelley.
course, if he had lived, he would
"Don't even mention that vile surely have been a rogue, too.
creature's name in presence. A That's the way those people are."
shameless keyhole peeper. transom
Yes, but you sneer and leer
snooper, rumor monger, spreader about the Jack Kenne
dy stories.
of malicious lies. contortions and
"And why not? The man was an
distortions. She is a disgrace to the
utter cad. The public had a right to
profession of journalism.know that he was no gentleman.
But you've always said every Imagine, carrying on
that way in
journalist is a disgrace.
the White House itself. With the
"True. but she's even more dis- taxpayers paying for the bedsheets.
graceful than the rest of you. She Shocking."
should be tried for treason for writWell. Kitty Kelley says that
ing smutty lies about my comman- Frank Sinatra regularly slippe
d in
der in chief and our first lady."
through the back entrance of the
He's no longer your commander White House and spent long, priin chief. Besides, how do you vate afternoons with...
know they were smutty lies? May"Don't finish that sentence, I
be it's the smutty truth. Even in the
warn . you. I'm prepared to use

Today is Wednesday. April 17. the 107:h day of 1991. There are 258
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on April 17. 1961. about 1.500 CIA-trained -ban
C.
exiles launched the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in a
failed
attempt to overthrow the government of Fidel Castro.
On this date:
In 1492, a contract was signed between Christopher Columbus
and
Spain to seek a westward ocean passage to Asia.
In 1521. Martin Luther went before the Diet of Worms to face charge
s
stemming from his re.ligious writings.
In 1964. Ford Motor Company unveiled the "Mustang."
In 1969. Sirhan Sirhan was convicted of assass
inating Sen. Rober: F.
Kennedy.
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In out sociiet the of-wious is all too often understated.
Our
nation's leadin: e,:onotnic indicators shov, an alarm
ing slip in
industrial and technological superiorit. This is quickl
rationaliied
as either an economic
or an' educational prolakm-let the
economists and the' teacher•
Howe'.c. the problem rests ••k
s.H.:t2• •• :,1.th:H.
pr per]
acknowledge its. responsibiliti. 1-a7
man', childre•-.
adequate food on a dail basis.
Last 'ear.
...1..hirc.:••• this ha• on rrohsle rn
a bill considered durino the reauthoritation process.
but rejected
_because there 'were insufficient 'funds aailable for
this txpe of
project. Howoer. a two-state pilot project was approxed.
This *pilot
project extends the eligihlit of child care food program
benefit,
to child are :enters based on the number ot children who
qualit
for tree or reduced -price meals in the National Schoo
l Lunch \cit.
Presentl • participation :is based on the hurnhe7..ot
Titie 21) urd,
aXailable for child .'care. kentil:Isi. and Iowa are
the states participatin2 in this ilo:
show that the number
of children
benci's
requirements is
rising.
1
This pas: .seek I
•o.ciisicie Christian Child Care
Center in I ouis‘ille. The ce•ret- is
of mans statewide that are
enjo:ng the benefits hrouz):: about hr this program
The children
were happ. health'. and enthasiastic
of these are factors that
contribute - to a su:cesstui educational experience
The link between sound diet and learnine ahilitr s clear.
The
best educatiot . proorams we n de% ise will ha‘e little
effect it our
children are simpli. too huri.:;-:. to concentrate properb,.
Exentuall!..
a better educated labor porlm ill help this ,:oun:rr regain
the sound
egonorm that it s aL,Aistorned to hk.)Idine. S%,it•
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Thirty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield has released the
named for jury duty for the May
term of Calloway County Circuit
Court. They were drawn by Circuit
Judge Earl Osborne.
Jimmy Story, Larry Hurt, Randy
Patterson and Charles Paschall.
members of Debate Team of Calloway Counmty High School, presented a program at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.

• •••

Forty years ago
award for "meritorious service in the interest of polio care,
education and research" has been
conferred upon Ray Brownfield,
director of Calloway County 1951
Match of Dimes by Kentucky
Chapter, National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis.
An

Mrs. Dawson Smith of Asheboro. N.C., has been visiting her
parcnts. Mr. and Mrs. Billie
McKee!.
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Rail strikes begin in state

The Murray State University Symphonic Wind
Ensem
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the MSU campu ble will present a free concert Sunday. April 21, at 2
s.

Ensemble to present "Music From Around the World"
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
present "Music From Around the
World" at 2 p.m. Sunday, April 21,
in Lovett Auditorium as a salute to
international education.
The free concert will feature
compositions by composers from
around the globe. The free public
performance will mark the final
concert appearance by the wind

ensemble this academic year. Czechoslovakia, Russia, the United
States, Germany, Scotland, England and Switzerland will be presented in the musical showcase.
Of special interest will be the
performance of "Non Dobis„Domine," a selection from the movie
"Henry VIII" arranged by Dennis
Johnson, director of bands at Murray State, and featuring a combina-

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

THURSDAY. APRIL I8.1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE mance a secon
d chance. Trust pay s
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: iii I.
Guard against getting so in oh ed in
VIRGO( Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Keep
a pet project that you neglect your your
ideas under %craps until all your
business attairs this summer. Step research
is completed. Consolidating
hack occasionally to get the ocerall resources
v. ill help you achiece hetpicture! Sound Inc,estments m Sep- ter result
s. Choose a healthier lifetember cc ill guarantee future finan- style
cc ith mate's encouragement.
cial sec linty.1 raceling tor business
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Somein December could turn to pleasure. one assum
es that \chat is good tor
Happy romance hes ahead. Chang- him'.'.
ill also he good for you. Set the
ing your htesty le in Januar> 1992 n...cor
d straight before you find yourV,ill unpro% e yourhealth
hile boost- sell painted- into a corner. Listen to
ing >our self -esteem.
mate s sensible suggestion.
UFILEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noc .21 ):
"MIS DATE: actress Ha\ ley %till. Spend
time s'. ith those ho ill fall
door James Wood..basketball
Nate in cc ith your mood. Domestic relaArchibald. actress Barbara Hale.
tit iris may deteriorate if you do not
!March 21 -April 19i:
nd out \\ hat is troubling a loc eel one.
Look forccard to miproced doiimeslic
Ask probing hut sympathetic quesconditions. A real "estate transacth
tions.
brings record financial gains. Take a
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
rosier c lecc and a romantic relation- 211:
Inc oh eau:tit in a romantic triship cc ill blossom before your eyes! angle
could cause great embarrassTAURUS( April 20-May 2th:The ment. Be
smart! Keep your personal
emphasis toda I v.- 4m practicing and profes
sional lite strictly sepamoderation in ec cry thing you do. rate. A
neighbor's pet may. he a nuiNev. prestige and success are part ot satice
.
the picture. Deal directly
ith an
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
auractice member of the opposite You
find it easier to communicate
sec.
cc ith sour co-ccorkers nocc. Good
GEMINI I May 21 -June 2“):
nev,s could arrive by mail or phone.
ork oc erload could he sapping your Express
your feelings Openly and
strength. Get better orgamied and romance
s'.ill become more rev‘arddelegate more responsibility.. Heated
mg.
ecchanges should he ay oided at all
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. lx):
costs. Keep your friends' secrets.
Concentrate on projects you can
CAN('ER(June 21 -Jul 22 ): Take handle alone.
An older relatice may
the Ii mg-range c iccc and rise aboce need
sonic advice. Be prepared for
petty squabbles. Your financial at
last-minute changes. Complete old
fairs may he linked to those of a projec
ts before embarking on nevi
family member cc ith cc horn you hace imes.
little influence. It is tune to conquer
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20 h You
an old tear.
can make up the ground you lost hy
LEO (July 23-Aug.
Acoid getting an early start today. A promdirect controntations todac and you ise of financ
ial support arric es from
could receice a special break! -The -art- tmuNtratso
urce7A to rria ri t ic relane» support you get from our loced 4rnins
hip becomes more meaningful.
ones is reason to reimce. Gice ro-

tion of the wind ensemble, concert
choir, university chorale and the
newly formed choral union. The
vocalists have been prepared by
MSU's director of choral activities,
Dr, Steven Michelson.
neThere is increasing emphasis
now at our university to focus on
the international program and this
is our way of supporting that
effort," Johnson said. "There is
exciting wind band music being
composed throughout the world
and this is our attempt to spotlight
some of those compositions. I
believe the audience will truly
enjoy all the selections we have
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759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS
11 a.m.-1 am.

Magic Chef

Californian lottery
players hoping to
become millionaires
in richest jackpot

UNDERWOOD
APPLIANCE

30" Designer White
Smoothtop Electric Range

750

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) Californians hoping to become millionaires 120 times over tonight
snapped up SI lottery tickets at the
rate of nearly 800,000 an hour,
lured by what is expected to be the
richest jackpot in U.S. history.
The jackpot, which topped S100
million Tuesday, was expected to
surpass $120 million by tonight's
drawing, said Lottery Director
Chon Gutierrez.
The largest previous U.S. lottery
jackpot was S115.5. million in Pennsylvania in 1989. The California
record is S68.5 million, set in
February 1990.
Lottery spokeswoman Joanne
McNabb said 18.4 million tickets
were sold Sunday, an average of
more than 766,000 an hour and
more the double the previous oneday record.
With the large number of tickets
being sold, officials said it was
almost certain at least one person
would pick the winning combination of numbers.
Up and down the state, people
were buying, with merchants in
border cities reporting thousands of
people from Nevada and Mexico
getting in on the action.

759-1505

641 N

The call is FREE.The publication is FREE.
And a lot of the events and attractions in it are FREE.
Call for the 64 page,full color Attractions
LOUISVILLE
and Events Calendar.
Did we mention it's FREE.

-800-225-TRIP
Outdoor recreation,festivals, arts,
entertainment, history and more. Extension LL
It's the best of the Bluegrass,
-rh,[_norrtrruni.lcaith(
he Louisville- Lincoln Area. KENTUC
KY

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO.

NEED A
GARAGE?
2i 2 Car Vinyl ONLY

0,AI1h1,111 dJIC

Level Lot

$4325

Other Sizes Available
Free Estimates

I
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programmed."

(
Y•S('HI I.1)RE are practical. thrift c and kind.
Bright and rightei lus. they demand a Ii en.al e‘Planat
ion tor ecerv rule they are told to f ono% .
Affectionate guidance cktl-Fiaccomplish much more
'.'.ith these children than
scolding.. Wise parents cc ill teach these Aries that
their stubbornness can-he
an asset at times. Puiiles and mechanical toys deligh
t these curious youngsters. Many architects. engineers and in\ entors sere
hom on April:1. S.
'

CORBIN, Ky. (AP)- The rail
Mark Lindsey said his 63 members down, the car industry is down,
stnke began in earnest this morning
would rotate throughout the day on there are no crops to haul."
for union workers in Kentucky.
the picket line.
Workers will get as little as $20
Members of the Firemen and
David McPherson, financial sec- a week in strike benefits and are
Oilers union began picketing the
retary for Local 6104 of the losing money, while the freigh
t
entrances to CSX Transportation's
Transportation-Communication carriers stand to gain because they
divisional headquarters in Corbin
Union, said no workers had crossed are saving on payroll and other
around 5:45 a.m. EDT today. the
picket lines at Corbin.
expenses during the strike,
About 20 pickets were stationed at
He
said it didn't matter that the
McPherson said.
two entrances.
strike
came
"We've exhausted all the efforts
in
the
midst
of
a
recesThousands of Koctucky rail
workers could be affected by the sion because "railroad traffic is to extend this as long as we
strike. It was called by rail unions down anyway, the coal business is could," he said.
nationwide when last-ditch negotia•
tions failed to produce a settlement
with major freight carriers. Congress promised to keep the walkout
from becoming lengthy.
15$99
18
$099
The strike could idle up to
Pepperoni
• Tax Party TU . T a x
4
.
235,000 freight workers nationwide
.
As
and cripple a third of the nation's
"Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town"
goods transportation.
The unions involved in the strike
have been without a contract for
three years.
FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
In Corbin, Local 362 President
Central Center iPei to Ng B Cleaners)
Fri. & Sat.

CALL 502 674-5530

IIVAL-NIART®
Spectracide*
ROSE & GARDEN
INSECT SPRAY

• Widest protection roses
tomatoes flowers, vegetables.
shrubs 8. houseplants
•Low odor
•Safe for use up to harvest time
• All natural product

011 II WAIN

lafromoo•
WIWI
OM MOM MMUS
4

Spectracide*
GRASS & WEED KILLER
• Works in 24 hours (no need to

wait 7-10 days)
•Kills weeds and grass in walks.
drives, patios and fences
•When used to clear out large
area-can begin reseeding in 24
hours
• Kills on contact

-

WAL-MART*
Everyday Low Price

WAL-MART*
Everyday Low Price

$394

15 oz

•For all lawns (southern or
northern grasses)
•Kills most problem broad leaf
weeds including dandelions.
clover. plantains. chickweed
poison ivy

Spectracide*
LAWN & GARDEN
INSECT CONTROL
(GRANULAR)
•Protects lawns and gardens

NO NOP
4Pirot

WAL-MART*
Everyday Low Price
$797

(vegetable and flower)
•Kills most major insects
including grubs
• Ready-to-use (each pound
treats up to 500 square foot
lawn)

WAL-MART'
Everyday Low Price
10 lb Bag

$994

Covers 5.000 sc,1

THIS OFFER 0000 WHILE OUANTI

TOES LAS T

.1!

$384

Spectracide*
LAWN WEED KILLER
• Kills on contact (roots and all)

Quart

•k
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When They See It.

If you have any questions or comments. Meese call

) weekdays

OPINES 7,314

DOUBLE THE TOWELS ofthe Otherleading Brand

Os

1 Package of
MEGA ROLL For Only

NEW
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BAKER'S STEW

seam side down; spread remaining
whipped cream on all sides. Garnish with whole strawberries. Chill
before serving. (10-12 servings)

t ""1116

By Trudy Baker

If you've read this month's previous columns, you know this is
"Birthday Month." My husband
and I are both April babies, and of
coutse, every birthday usually
revolves around at least one celebration tradition, the birthday cake.
I'm not a cake perspn,Don't get
me wrong, cakes are fine. but I'll
take pie or cookies as my favored
baked goods, every time. True cake
people go out of their way to create
new concoctions and combinations.
some that may be delicious, but
just seem a little far-fetched; prune
cake. for instance, or zuccini. 7-up.
and even graham cracker (isn't that
somewhat redundant?) Then there
are cakes with names that if
thought about for very long, could
really make one hesitate sampling:
Ug'y Duckling cake is that with
bi,:s and feathers?), Pig-licking
cake ;just the thought. no thank
you), Death by Chocolate (for
those with hefty life insurance policies) and the controversial cake
,not for those with compulsive or
obsessive personalities) . Betterthan-Sex cake.
My most memorable birthdas.
cake was not some divine bakery
confection from childhood. but a
simple -cake -my husband baked. 1
a.as working on rry birthday that
when he called to ask if the
egg, :n the refrigerator were fresh.
:0 say. this immediately
arocs2C.
•'71S. Soon after.
I kept the
About IS
needed to know
•I wan T.,d to grease a
. asked (and I did ask.
••••''.dt he was doing. he
say -You'll see- or
s..7\OKI. his sister
•- as a technica.
„C
if 1 ha,:
• coulc
c•ar rrN.
a•

and towel together. Cool on wire
rack, 20 minutes, seam side down.
Combine sliced strawberries and
sugar. set aside. Beat whipping
cream until foamy. gradually add 3
Tbls. powdered sugar. beating until
soft peaks/form. Drain strawberries, unroll cake and remove towel.
Spread cake with half of the
whipped cream. Top with berries.
reroll cake. Place on serving plate.

lemon extract, on low speed. Beat
in flour, baking powder and salt on
low speed, beat just until batter is
smooth. Pour into pans and bake at
350 degrees 25-30 mins. or until
cake tests done. Remove cakes
from pans and cool on wire racks.
To assemble, spread one layer with
half of the lemon filling, top with
second layer and spread. remaining
filling on top. leaving a 1 inch border. Frost sides of cake, and one
inch border of top with White
Mountain icing. Call me to come
over and test sample.
Lemon filling
1/2 c. butter
1 c. sugar
2 eggs, beaten

Lemon Sponge Cake
6 eggs
3/4 c. sugar
1/3 c. hot milk
1/2 teas. vanilla
1 teas. lemon extract
21/2 c. cake flour
3 teas. baking powder
I teas. salt
Grease and flour two 8 or 9 inch
round cake pans. Beat eggs on high
speed. 5 mins. beat in sugar gradually. Beat in milk, vanilla and

boil rapidly until candy thermometer registers 242 degrees or until
small drop in very cold water
reaches firm ball stage. As mixture
boils, beat egg whites until stiff
peaks form. Pour hot syrup very
slowly in thin stream into egg
whites, beating constantly on
medium speed. Add vanilla or
extract. Beat on high speed until
stiff peaks form.
(Can add 1/2 to 1/4 teas. grated
lemon peel and yellow food coloring, if desired)

Juice and grated rind of 2
lemons
Lightly cream butter and sugar
in saucepan. Add eggs and mix
well. Add juice and rind. Cook
over medium heat, stirring constantly, bring to a full boil and boil
for 2 mins. Remove from heat and
cool.
White Mountain Icing
1/2 c. sugar
1/4 c. light corn syrup
2 Tbls. water
2 egg whites
I teas. vanilla (or 1/2 vanilla, 1/2
lemon extract, or all lemon extract)
Mix sugar, corn syrup and water
in saucepan. Cover, heat to rolling
boil over medium heat. Uncover,

Chocolate Mayonnaise Cake
1/4 teas. salt
11/4 c. sugar
(Cont'd on page 7,4)

PETS OF THE
more Street off
from left, "Roxii
declawed housec
ed. Hours of the
Saturday. The E
mation call 759

Storey's
Food Giant

COTTONELLE

BATH
TISSUE

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

PRICES GOOD WEp., APRIL 17TH 1
Ope 7 a.m. to 11

4 ROLL PIM

GALA
flatiPAPER TOWELS

IIF
PEANUT BUTTER

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

WISH LI

LAUNDRY DE

'*k

..!" arc
had pretty we:, figures'.
was go;ng on.
I was
:07.12liy. unprepared for what greeted
me when I got home.
\l‘ husband met me at the door
arC announced he had a surprise
•.
no idea he'd been up to
— and led me to the
room table on top of
the most unusual cake I'‘e
cr seen. anywhere. The cake.
:3- pan. was terribly lopsided
s:iil caret figure out how'•
that. was at this point... I
covered. that his sistr had
called in)..and was covered
icing tinted a. pale blue-ish.
We'd recently gotten an ac caand this had obviously inspired nis
art•Aork. Drawn on top of the cake
•••271:
andgelfish. a snail and a
. Two of :re angelfish were in
...e. fa,..ing each other and :he
--c .sas face front. and tt erefore
skirtry. with huge i6ug-eyes.
'Inc assorted sea creatures were
in loively shades of blood red
:-ass green .and the cake bor.: .n more red squiggles. It was/
sx-nething. in fact. we took a
pic:are
' The ,..ake did have a sarprise
inside.
a strawberry cake.
but a
and as pink as it
could be. The color contination
well, no: exactly appetizing.
really so proud of himself.
_ taste every good. once
..;.' the qourage to) take a
to the kitchen for forks.
.s the real surprise. 1:
—
::-.,.rkutly like Nagasaki in
a disaster: dirty dishes
everywhere and a half inch of flour
dust on everything. I've tried to
make it a point to mention not
'needing' a birthday cake every.
year since.
If I was to choose a birthday
cake. it would be one of the following. They are all delicious, and
my favorites. Try one for your next
birthday celebration. keeping in
mind that most people really prefer
roses to frogs or angelfish as cake
decorations.

4
114141
1
:
,
1 1,
91
SELF-RISING

—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

(
I

18 OZ.
/AR
WITH ONE num
SHOPPIRS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

ICH
BUTliffiirK OR
1% LIGHTAL MILK

BUNS

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP. MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER,
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

L

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PANTRY PRIDE
HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG

PEPSI COL

12 OZ. PKG.

ila

.,64 OZ.
WITH ONE F
SHOPPERS C.1
SMART SHOPP1

RONCO

MAC,
CHEESE
71/4 OZ.

*

fa*

QUARTER P

CHI]

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

C' PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP. MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

Duritos
SQUEEZITS

CENTER CUT
FRITO LAY
FRITO S, DORITO S
OR SANTITAS

SNUGGLE
FABRIC SOFTENER

PORK CHOPS
THICK CUT

PORK CHOPS
BREAKFAST

24 CT.
12 OZ.

64 OZ.

PORK CHOPS...

6 PK.

0
SINGLES
...suocAr.
va.I.E.:):••s•
16.1.11Ci

:
114 0'01 14
NABISCO PREMIUM

CRACKERS

Doubler

KRAFT
WRAPPED AMERICAN

FARM FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

SINGL
ES
sucEs

EGGS

41111
ON

DOUBLE Q PINK

,
Pink
Salmon

SALMON
14 OZ. CAN

12 OZ. 16

1 LB BOX

DIN1
FRA1

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PRIDIE
14111111

ROSEDALE
PEACHES

HAPPY HOUND
DOG FOOD

ROSEDALE
PEAR HALVES

29 OZ. CAN
SLICES OR HALVES

22 LB. BAG

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CORN, PEAS OR CUT

S%Neet Pe

GREEN BEANS

it.a.•••ioa
...t
s6f8•44,415
gle

ITALIAN BRAE

OZ. CAN

OZ.

\\.

CHEESE POCKE

.•••••

NEW! KRAFT
MICROWAVE
MAC. S CHEESE

Strawberry Roll
1 package white angel food cake
mix
Powdered sugar
1 quart strawberries. sliced
1/4 c. sugar
2 c. whipping cream
3 Tbls. powdered sugar
Whole strawberries
Grease a 17x111/2xlinch jellyroll pan with veg. oil and line with
waxed paper. Grease waxed paper
with veg. oil, set aside.
Prepare cake mix according to
package directions, spread batter in
prepared pan. Bake at 375 degrees
for 10 to 12 minutes or until firm
to touch (do not overbake). Sift
powdered sugar in a 17x11 rectangle on a linen towel. When cake is
done, immediately loosen from
pan, and turn out on powdered
sugar towel. Peel off waxed paper.
Starting at narrow end, roll up cake

5.9 OZ.

NEW! LIBBY S DINER
MICROWAVEABLE
MEALS

Ubby?
Ubbw
Ubbw,

)

7 OZ.

ARMOUR
CHILI W/BEANS

ROSEDALE
TOMATOES

oz.Ili

APPLE PIE.

15 oz.
BEEF STEW 24 OZ. Si

.J

FOR

LATTICE

BRYAN
KRAFT DELUXE
AMERICAN
CHEESE
12 OZ. PKG.

BLUE BONNET
MARGARINE
I LB. QTRS.

NATURES BEST
ICE CREAM
1/2 GAL.

NEW!! ULTRA
SLIM FAST
DINNERS
12 OZ.

SALAMI
CREAMY

HAM SALM]
ORN DOGS

(Except Butter

••••

.4.; .
.F.,.1,:, •,.41, . •:.r,
•
•

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

5 LB.
BAG
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most murder-suicides in Kentucky
since 1985 were "an extreme form
of domestic violence," a federal
researcher told a state panel studying how the state responds to
domestic violence crime.
Most of the cases involved men
who killed themselves after killing
their wives or girlfriends, said Dr.
Andy Pelletier, an epidemiologist
for the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
Between 1985 and 1990 there
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are arailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Sockty of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Roxie," a gray longhaired spayed/declawed housecat; "Tri•tie," an orange shorthaired spayed/
declawed housecat; and "Hero," a male Shep/Collie mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Nionflay through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m.,
Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

were 67 cases in the state in which
homicides were immediately followed by suicides. Forty-seven of
the cases involved men who killed
themselves after killing their wives
or girlfriends. Ten cases involved
other members of the family, and
the remaining 10 cases involved
strangers or acquaintances.
The preliminary findings were
released Tuesday at a meeting of a
task force studying how the state
can improve the way it responds to
domestic violence.

The study also found that the
number of homicide-suicide cases
is not increasing. Pelletier, who
expects to finish his study in June,
said he began the project at the
urging of victims' advocates and
others who said there "appeared to
be a rash of these in the
Bluegrass."
But during the six-year period,
the largest number of homicidesuicides occurred in 1989, when
there were 17. There were 11 in
1985, six in 1986, 13 in 1987, eight
in 1988 and 12 in 1990. Since
January there have been five
homicide-suicides, including two
highly publicized cases. In one, a
Jefferson County teacher killed his
wife, also a teacher, and then committed suicide. In the other a Henderson man killed his wife and her
mother and then himself.
Pelletier used death certificates
and newspaper files from The
Courier-Journal and The Lexington
Herald-Leader to find the cases.
The vast majority of deaths were
the result of gunshot wounds, and
most of the victims were white, his
study found.
Pelletier reported that homicidesuicides are slightly more prevalent
among better-educated people. Sixty percent of the offenders had
completed high school and 24 percent had completed college. Only
16 percent had not finished high
school.
A final report will be published
by the Centers for Disease Control
in June. Before then, Pelletier said,
he plans to examine the criminal
records of all the offenders to see
how many had been convicted of
assaulting their partners. He also
wants to learn how many of the
slain women had sought protection
at shelters and how many had
asked judges for protective orders.

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket
We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

OD WED., APRIL 17TH TBRU TUES., APRIL 23RD
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

ALL FLAVOR.;

FRESH*
FARM
GRADE A LARGE

PRINGLES CHIPS

EGGS

64 0Z
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH 011
SMART SHOPPER MID

WISH LIQUID

_j

IER

SEABOARD FARMS INC.
BAGGED

LEG
QUARTERS

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

!V

BACON

CHOPS

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS

LB

THICK CUT

PORK CHOPS

LB.

COUNTRY STYLE

COOKS

SPARE RIBS

HAM STEAKS

.LB.

BACON
12 OZ.

BACKBONE

CHICKEN NIBBLERS... LB.

LB.

ON-COR

SAUSAGE

LB.

CHICKEN PATTIES

LB.

FORT POLK, La. (AP) — A
second National Guardsman has
been convicted of plotting an abortive mass desertion from a Texas
base where his unit was training for
the Persian Gulf War.
Army Spc. Dwayne Brown, 19,
of Lake Charles, was sentencd to a
year in prison and dishonorably
discharged after being found guilty
at a court martial Tuesday.
Last week, 24-year-old Sgt.
Robert Pete, another member of the
Lake Charles-based Headquarters
and Headquarters Company, 3rd
Battalion, 156th Infantry, received
six years and a dishonorable discharge for the Feb. 7 plot.
A third guardsman, Spc. Derrick
Guidry, 24, goes on trial April 24.
The soldiers' unit had been activated during the Gulf War buildup
and trained at Fort Polk and Fort
Hood, Texas, but was never sent to
the combat zone.
Prosecutors said Pete, Guidry
and Brown were ringleaders of a
plot to desert Fort Hood to protest
training and other conditions there.
Word of the plot leaked out and
the scheme was foiled by officers
who canceled the two buses chartered by Pete for a 300-mile trip to
Lake Charles, where they had
planned a new conference to
publicize their grievances.
A jury of five officers took 1Y2
hours to convict Brown of charges
including conspiring to strike.
In closing arguments prosecutor
Capt. Andra Sparks said Brown
and the others "were trying to dictate their training schedule to their
military command."
"They were going through strenuous exercises designed to save
their lives," Sparks said. "We cannot allow protests of this nature."
Defense attorney Capt. Lawrence
Andrea said the conspiracy was
nothing more than "a bunch of
guys sitting around and talking
about their problems."

ON-COR CHICKEN FRIED
PATTIES
LB.
LOIN END
PORK ROAST
LB.
BRYAN

LB.

ON-COR

HILLSHIRE SMOKEEI
LB.

BRYAN

12 OZ.

FAMILY PACK

COUNTRY STYLE

BREAKFAST

PORK CHOPS

LUNCH
MEATS

SLICED SLAB

QUARTER PORK LOIN

Second guardsman
convicted of plotting
mass desertion

,
1BACON sow noc.00rsasok,

OHSE (ALL VARIETIES)

COOKED HAM

10 oz.

FLANDERS

HAMS

WSER
I
FRANKS

BEEF
PATTIES

Dom montimos

PIZZA

5 LB BOX

3 PACK

FRESH PRODUCE
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Most murder-suicides in Kentucky are
extreme forms of domestic violence
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KIWI FRUIT

ITALIAN BHEAD....is oz.
CHEESE POCKETS

u

EL

LATTICE

APPLE PIE

27 OZ.
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GC'

GREaBUNCH

1.59
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Baker's...
(Cont'd from page 6A)
2 teas. baking soda
4 Tbls. cocoa
1 c. warm water
2 c. flour
I teas. vanilla
1 c. mayonnaise
Combine flour, cocoa, sugar and
salt. Mix soda with water and add
to dry ingredients. Add vanilla and
mix. Stir in mayonnaise and blend
thoroughly. Bake in two ungreased
8 or 9 inch layer pans 30-45 mins.
at 350 or until cake tests done.
Cool on wirte racks and frost with
White Mountain Icing. (delete
lemon extract and peal and yellow
food coloring)

BRYAN
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CREAMY
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SPARKLING
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Raves
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Good Health
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Denture
Cleanser Tablets

Ruffles
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90-ct Tall Kitchen Bags
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Toothpaste
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The second session of a three-part workshop
focusi
Deficit Disorder" will be Thursday, April 18, from ng on "Attention
7 to 8:30 p.m. in
library of Calloway County Middle School. The
agenda will include an
overview of the first session, Behavior Modification
Teacher Relations and a panel discussion. The third Techniques, Parentand final szssion will
be Thursday, Aopril 25, at 7 p.m. This will featur
e Dr. Clegg Austin as
guest speaker on "Treatment of ADD." Also the
school
non process will be discussed. For more information 's role in evaluacall Anne Gorrell,
759-9331.

Oaks Club event Thursday
Oaks Country Club will have Men's Stag Night on
5:30 p.m. at the club house. This will be the first Thursday, April 18, at
stag night
season. The men plan a night once a month for men only. of the spring
For more information call Barry Futrell, Charlie Hargrove, Nicky
Knight or Gerald Stone.

Singles' event Friday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Friday
, April 19, from 7 to 10
p.m. for a games' night on third level of Curris
Center, Murray State University. There is no charge. All singles should bring
a 'finger food' to share and
a board game or a deck of cards. This is a
nonprofit support and social
group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-76
38, Jeanne, 753-0224,
Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

;.!
••

Urban and Wilson wedding planned
Elizabeth Alice I. rban of 109
Olive St.. Mu. and Randal
Hugh Wilson of 1514 Canterbury.
Murray. announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Urban is the daughter of
Ralph and Rebecca Urban of 25
West Main St., Vergennes, Vt.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Alice J. Outland of Murray and the
late Everett Ward Outland and of
Mrs. Berdine Urban of Taylor.
Mich.
Mr. Wilson is the son of Bobby
Hugh and Glenda Wilson of 1514
Canterbury, Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Ruth
Wilson and the late Hugh Darrel
Wilson of Stella and of Mrs. Mae
Gallimore and the late Doyle G.
Gallimore Sr. of Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 1986 graduate of Vergennes Union High
School, Vergennes, Vt., and a 1990
graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science in
Biology. She is currently pursuing
a Master's Degree in Biology at
MSU.
The groom -elect is a 1981 graduate of Murray High School and a
1985 graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Technology. He is currently pursuing a Master's Degree at MSU, and
Program at the Hopkinsville
is an employee of University of
campus.
Kentucky as the coordinator of the
The wedding vows will be solIndustrial Electrical Technology
emnized on Saturday. June S. at 6

r•

•it•10.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, April 17
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Young At Heart/12 noon;
Miniature Golf at Sullivan's for Gr.
6/8 at 6 p.m.; RCIA/7:30 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University.
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Chancel Choir and Evangelism Work Area/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.: Baptist
Women/4 p.m., Library open/6:15
p.m.; Business meeting. Klaymata
Fellowship and Children's Choir,'
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary' Choir/7:45
p.m.

Elizabeth Alice Urban and
Randal Hugh Wilson to marry

Service offered Thursday
A representative from the Paducah Office of Wester
n Kentucky Legal Services, Inc., will be present at Murray-Calloway Count
y Senior Citizens Center, located in George Weaks Community Center
,
Streets, to provide services for senior citizens needin Seventh and Poplar
g assistance on Thursday. April 18, at 9:30 a.m. No fees will be charged
to individuals, aged 60
and over in accordance with Title III grant regulations.
Services are provided
on a somewhat limited bases in civil (non-criminal) law
and public benefit
cases for qualifying individuals and cases. Kentucky
does
specialties. Persons should call 753-0929 for an appoin not certify legal
tment.

p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.:
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.: Weekly' Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

All friends and relatives are
;nvited to attend. Onl.
invitations will he :c!••

Newborn admission, dismissals listed
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, April 15,
have been released as follows:

New Mt. Carmel revival
New Mount Carmel Baptist Church is holding revival
services through
Saturday, April 20. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor
of Hardin Baptist
Church, is the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Specia
l music will be
presented nightly. The church is located on Highway
121 South of New
Concord. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor, invites
the public to attend.

Newborn admission
Kimbro baby girl, mother, Darla

Dobkins, 405 North Fifth St Murray
Dismissals
John Vargocko, At. 5 Box 824.
Benton; Mrs Barbara Reichert, Rt 2,
Box 271. Puryear, Tenn , Mrs Ruby
Obera Harris, 723 Nash Dr. Murray,
Mrs Mildred Peck Rt 3, Box 67

Bruce Willis talks about his life
as an actor, huband and father

Hazel revival in progress
Revival services are now in progress at Hazel Baptist Church
. The Rev.
Robert Johnson, pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Murray
, is the evangelist
for services at 7 p.m. through Friday. April 19. Gene
Orr Miller will direct the
music. The pastor, the Rev. James Garland, invites
the public to attend.

NEW YORK (AP) — Bruce
Willis wants his 20s back.
"I took it for granted that my
life was going by," he said in an
interview to be broadcast Thursday
on ABC's "Good Morning
America."
The "Moonlighting" afor said
he's tired of moving "from experience to experience" and is "paying a lot more attention to the quality of my life these days."
Willis and his wife, Demi
Moore, worked together for the

Comedy opens Friday
'Driving Miss Daisy,' a comedy by Alfred Uhry, will
be
Theatre on Broadway, Paducah, starting Friday, April presented at Brelco
19. The play will also
be presented on April 20, 25, 26 and 27. Admission
will be $10. For reservations call 1-444-9666.

Robbie Key is transferred
Mrs. Robbie Key has now been transferred from
Presbyteriah University
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa., where she has under
gone a liver transplant, to
Family Housing. Persons may call her now at 1-412.
578-3640, or send her
cards and letters to Family Housing, 514 North
Neville, Room 26, Pittsburgh, PA. 15213.

first time in the no,
. movie "Mortal Thoughts." Willis plays an abusive husband and found the badguy role a welcome change.
'It was really refreshing for
me,' he said. "That's still one of
the most interesting things for me
about acting is to keep trying
things I'm scared of."
Willis made his mark as David
Addison on television's "Moonlighting" and took the big screen
by storm with "Die Hard" and
"Die Hard 2: Die Harder."

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary' Choir/8

Apt. 25, Calvert City; Mrs. Mary Lou
p.m.
Stephenson, P0 Box 157, Puryear,
Tenn Edward Hudson. P0 Box 213.
Elm Grim Baptist Church events
Hazel:
Mrs_ Vera Hazel Dill, Rt 2, Box 830,
include Fidelis Class at 1:30 -p.m.:
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Estelle Robertson.
Mid-Week Bible Study. business
102 South 10th St., Murray; Mrs. Marie
meeti
ng. youth organizations'
Betts, 624 Broad St Murray:
p.m.
Curtis Beane. 1621 Cardinal Dr .
Murray: Kenneth Harris, Rt. 3. Box
150, Benton: Ernest Elkins, Rt 5. Box
All Campus Singi4 p.m./Lovett
718, Murray.
Audito
rium lawn. Murray State
Mrs Mary Gadberry, 1301 Poplar
St. Murray; Luther Lyons. Rt 1. Dex- ..,University. Admission free.
ter. Donnie Ray Keel. Rt. 3, Box
256-A9, Murray;
(Cont'd on page I I
Mrs. Phyllis Rose Elkins and baby
girl, Box 51, Hardin; Mrs. Patricia
Mitchell and baby girl. Rt. 2, Box 313.
Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Leanne Smith and baby boy.
Rt. 4, Box 204, Murray; Mrs. Tamela
Pritchard and baby boy, Rt. 1 Box
148, Sedalia.
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Out For Justice

Students plan celebration

Claire Harmon Pitman born

1111100

(R)

If Looks
Could Kill

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Pitman of 109 North 14th St., Murray
, are the
parents of a daughter, Claire Harmon, weighing seven
pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Thursday, April 4, at 3:40
a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Laura
Abel. They have
one son, Will, 2. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman
St., Murray, Mrs. Martha Trotter of 5121 Arrowshire Dr., LaGra of 507 Olive
nge, and Jim
Abel of 2915 Sierra Dr., Champaign, III.

Guilty By
Suspicion (PG/3,

Kirksey Lodge event
Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 will have its Spring Family
Night on Saturday, April 20, at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of the World Building on
Schwartz Road off U.S. Highway 641 North. All Lodge 170 family members
are invited to attend. Featured will be door prizes, entertainment, food and
fun.

Tonne Mutant
Minis Turtles II
700

COUPON VALUES

VALASSIS

Save $1.00 on
MAXWELL HOUSE

a

Master Blend

MEM5IIHBOM

FLOOR COVERING

Naturally Decaffeinated Ground Coffee

MASTER

Enio% oew MAXV. t
*
Master Blend Naturall( De(atteinatt
Ground(ottec, 3% adahlr In a
(on,cnient(a.:uum hag.

BUEND
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• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 West

9:15 Only

Rent pair moieseal the mm ix',!
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A gospel concert will be Saturday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m.
in the
Weeks Community Center at South Seventh and Poplar Street George
s, Murray.
The featured group will be James Jarrett and the Marty
Cobb Trio from
Dresden Pentecostal Church, Dresden, Tenn. The Lakel
and Apostolic
Church of Murray will sponsor the concert. James H. Cain
is
the
for more information call 759-1602. There will be no admission pastor and
love offering will be received. The public is invited to attend charge, but a
, according to
the Rev. Cain, pastor.

Class
Action (RI

Bargain Matinee's
Sat & Sun ONLY
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

VALASSIS

7 20
9 20
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(PG13)

JCPenney

Fourth graders at Carter Elementary School enjoy square danci
ng in
preparation for "An Arbor Day Celebration" to be held on
the school
grounds on Thursday, April 18, at 12:30 p.m. The Murray Indep
endent School District Foundation for Excellence in Public Educa
tion
finded this mini-grant project, "Ecology and the Arts," accord
ing to
Joan Bowker, teacher. Pictured, from left, front row, Julie
Hightower,
Adam Larson, Justin Stockwell, Teri Hobbs, Teca Maxwell, Brian
Settle, back row, Alison Hutson, Jonathan Graves, Allison
Vinson.
Drew Thompson, Markise Foster, Lauren Miller and Jacob
Mathis.

Gospel concert Saturday

The perfect blend of taste and value:

753-2392

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON EXPIRES 9(3011

Gospel singing Saturday

••••

A special gospel singing will be at Mt. Hebron Holiness Churc
day, April 20, at 7 p.m. This will feature the Ken Johnson Singer h on Saturs from Kentucky and The Redeems, The Sound of Praise and the
New Gospel from
Alabama. A concession stand will be open. The church,
formerly the Mt.
Hebron United Methodist Church, is located on Highway 464
between Kirksey and Mayfield. The public is invited to attend
.

Save'1.00 ,n

A 'Get Acquainted Club Scramble' at Oaks Countr Club
y
will be Sunday.
April 21, at 1 p.m. at the dub. AN members are encou
raged to attend this
first special all-club event on Sunday.
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Maxwell House' Master Blend'
Naturally Decaffeinated
Ground Coffee Vacuum Bag

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow."
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Career
Opportunities

We are pleased to announce that Gaye Latimer, bride-elect of Scott
Adams, has selected her
bedding and bath accessories from our bridal registry.
Gaye and Scott will be?
married May 25, 1991.

Voe--

Mr. and Mrs. David Stockwell of Murray are the parents of twins,
a boy,
Caleb Lewis, weighing six pounds 10 ounces, born at 8:01
p.m. and a girl,
Keilah Dawn, weighing seven pounds five ounces, born
at 8:06
Tuesday. April 9, at Methodist Hospital, McKenzie, Tenn. They p.m. on
have two
other children, Benjamin, 9, and Shara, 5.

105
a DO

(PG13)

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Knight of 1509 Danbury Rd., Murray, are
the parents of
a daughter, Kelsee Kaye, weightin six pounds 14 ounces, measur
ing 20
inches, born on Saturday, March 30, at 2:31 p.m. at Murray-Call
ty Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy Dunn. Grandparentsoway Counare Larry
and Shirley Dunn of 1710 W. Olive St., Murray, and Jimmy
and Theresa
Knight of Rt. 4, Box 90, Murray, Great-grandparents are Prenti
ce and Lillian
Dunn, 1715W. Olive St., Murray, Mrs. Mildred Canady,
Rt. 5, Murray, and
Mrs. Irene Knight, Rt. 1, Almo.

Stockwell twins born

7 15
9 10

"91.04111/

Kelsee Kaye Knight born

c.

Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Elkins-Hardison wedding to be May 3

Garden event held

We're Fighting For Your Lite.
14,

American Heart
Association

8X1.0 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS
Birth
thru
10 yrs.

f
-4

$1A8

1
D.
The Garden Department
Club recently
hosted its annual card party and luncheon. Winners at the
card party
were Mau Read, bridge, Dorothy Sobieski, canasta, and Mary
Gertzen, pinochle. Among those serving and helping with the buffet dinne
r
were, from left, Margaret Taylor, Myrtle Douglas,
Nano Adams.
Zula Sykes. Lula Bingham, Roseanna -Miller. CloYer Coth
am. Hazel
Matthai. and E‘a ‘lorris, chairman.
Photo DA Janis ...hull:

50C
HANDLING
CHARGE

$2500

•
Prime Minist
er window shops

Baby Contest
"World of Color"
• 0,e spec

4amiiy ;Add ,y $395 eacr,
G..a,anteed
$1 CC per

tiora! ch.ld
• F:3•

• C
5
• Farre-rs

LONDON (AP) — Prime MinisJohn Major said he misses wino
shopping without a crowd.
-I am a great window shopper. I
lo%e browsing in Old bookshops or
e‘en large stores with modern
-06.s." he said TuesLyin
71;:r%low %%it Ihe Br:: ,7

y 'S.

$395 ea

r-ust

DC

f, GOSPEL CONCERT

or ,...•

S.1'S. 3

casting Corp.
"I like going in record stores. I
like going out to do my own shopping, but I cannot do those sorts of
things now because it is a distraction for everybody else."
Major succeeded Margaret
That,:her on Nov. 28.

our C-Diceo

Sat. 7:30 p.m. April 20, 1991

Date - April 19

George Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar — Murray, KY

Day - Friday
Time - 11 till 4:30 p.m.

Kann Elkins and Mark Hardison
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Miss Elkins is the daughter of
Harold and Veronica Elkins of
Lynn Grove.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Carter of Belleview, Fla.. and of A.D. Elkins and
the late Mrs. Hattie Elkin of
Murray.
Her great-grandparents are Paul
Garland and the late Mrs. Ellie
Linn Garland of Cairo. Ill., and
Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins of West View
Nursing Home. Murray.
Mr. Hardison is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Hardison of
Farmington.
...
He is the grandson of the late
Parvin and Ruby Bnttam Hardison
and of the late Charles and Ethel
Bridges Schumaker.
The bride-elect attended Callowas County High School. She is
employed by James Ray and Linda
Murdock of Lynn Grove
The groom-elect is a 1973 graduate of Farmington High School. He
is employed as yard-formeman at
Kashway Building Materials. Benton. He is also music director at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.,
Murray.
The couple v.ill exchange wedding vows on Friday. May 3. at 7
p.m. at Poplar -Spring Baptist
Church. No reception is planned.
All friends and relatives are
in% ited to attend the wedding. Only
out-c,f-town invitations will be
seri.

Prepari
p.n1./edt.
Callowa!

Health
Callowa!
Wiggly/
and 12:2
Senior
am.-2 p
Senior c

Singles
Tenn../7
Building
753-3580

Open ri
Anonym
St. Leo

AA an
meetings,
Center, I
753-7663

NIurrai
p.m./Sirlo

Murray
Seven Se

Karin Elkins and
Mark Hardison to marry

H. Edd.
6291/VFV

Young
a.m./Glen
Christ.

Mikulcik speaks at event

LBL eve
a. m.
/Homepla

James Jarrett and the
Marty Cobb Trio of Dresden, TN.
LAND Aj
I 01,;(
i\( H I MT

LAD & LASSIE
"Chitdren's Clohting"
Southside Shopping Ctr
753-3456

IAE.E.

James H Cain. Pastor
For information. call (502) 759-1602

National
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SAVINGS OF 20%-50% OFF

Da‘id Mikulcik, gardener and
farmer. top right photo, spoke at
March luncheon of HoMe
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. He ga%e many hints and
showed slides of spring flowers.
He is pictured holding a squash
grown in his garden. In top left
photo, are hostesses, from left,
Mary Hopson, Jimmie Lee Carmichael, chairman, Margaret
Taylor and Vanda Gibson. In the
bottom left photo are Home
members pictured at luncheon.
The department will meet Thursday. April 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the
club house.

STOREWIDE

Thursday, Friday and Saturday •

April 18k, 19th & 20th

SAVINGS DEPEND ON YOUR CATC
H! After selectin yciur purchase GO
Your savings depends on your catch
.

IiIGGS,OMMTHEWS
Sue Carothers
So%
209 West Washington St. Paris
, Tennessee
Cash or Charge Cards Only
for This Sale.
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Penn and Wrig• ht have baby girl
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor
Sean Penn and his girlfriend,
actress, Robin Wright, are the
IF YOUR JEWELRY
WAS LOST OR
STOLEN_WOULD IT BE
ADEQUATELY INSURED?
,ft"..
.41,14
10,0•4".4.#, 14.0 ettAis.t.t...tetta
•.1,14
co,4,10 yttsce 44--ott)
tem., fieweIV.
ryte jet.-rery
4.014..1
17:ate

4...t 27e

443-3605

New Selections Of
Spring and Summer Sportswear

parerits of a girl.
Dylan Frances Penn was born
Saturday at 10:49 p.m. at UCLA
Medical Center, Penn publicist
Lois Smith said Tuesday. The baby.
weighed 8 pounds, 11 ounces, and
mother and child were doing well.
the spokeswoman said.
Penn. who Was married previously to Madonna, met Miss Wright
while filming the m(ivie "State of
Grace." Smith said no wedding
plans have been scheduled.
Penn's next movie, "Indian
Runner," is due out in the fall.
Penn directed and co-wrote the
movie, which stars Charles Bronson and Dennis Hopper.

An Unbelievable Selection Of Floor Fashions
On Sale. That's Home Economic, Our Style.
Now, for a limited time, get ON-THESPOT REBATES on some of our finest
floor coverings! Come in and select
from a huge variety of:colors and
patterns designed to match your homes
decor beautifully
Whatever you
choose, you'll make a beautiful home
fashion statement - no matter what your
style..or budget! Stop in today... and see
just how affordable stylish living can be.

1/3 - 1/2 OFF
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CALENDAR
1Cont'
d from page 9,4r

Thursday, April 18
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

•

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Piggly
Wiggly/Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-3 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Wreaks Community Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. lnfo/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/1 p.m./Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Parham-Sullivan wedding on May 18
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parham ot
Wingo announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Teresa Carol. to Thomas
Andrew Sullivan, son of James H.
Sullivan of Mayfield and the late
Mrs. Elwanda Sullivan.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jessie McClain of
Wingo and the late Bryan McClain
and of Johnnie Parham of Dresden,
Tenn., and the late H.M. (Buster)
Parham.
The groom -elect is the grandson
of Cletus and Irene Sullivan of
Mayfield and the late Roy and Gracie England, formerly of Murray.
Miss Parham is a 1987 graduate
of Graves County High School and
is currently a senior majoring in
physical education at Murray State
University. She is employed by
Wal-Mart of Murray.
Mr. Sullivan is a 1986 graduate
of Graves County High School and
a 1990 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor's degree
in advertising. He is the assistant
manager of Holiday Inn of
Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday.
May 18, at 1 p.m. at Northside
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Stat. Aloole
1••‘•••••411

Cornowelos
State Auto Insurance
A 'renJ yo..
0•70
,
41

30%
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Air
-Members of Lambda Eta Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University volunteered their help in cleaning the yard
and grounds of Murray Woman's Club. Barbara Brandon, president.
expressed her appreciation to the fraternity members for their help.
Pictured, top photo, are, from left, Jason Harrod, Frankfort, John
Mark McDougal, Murray, Mike Brown-, in back, Henderson, Joe
Englebright, Princeton, bottom photo, Lance Allison, Murray, front.
and Tim Williams, Frankfort. Ty [liter of Fairdealing was the supervisor for the fraternity group.
Photos by Barbara Brandon

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michael Landon used some of the
thousands of letters from supporters to pick a doctor and a course
of treatment for his inoperable
cancer, his spokesman Says.
Treatment for Landon•s liver and
pancreatic cancer will combine
small doses of chemotherapy Alit.
a strict diet, said the spokesma7.
Harry Flynn.
His doctor will be announced
later, Flynn said Tuesday.
Landon, 54, who starred in television's "Highway to Heaven."
"Little House on the Prairie"
-Bonanza," returned to his Mahm
home from New York after choo:ing a physician.
"As terrifying as it is, and there
are a lot of odds against him. he's
determined to beat it," Flynn said.

Christian Men's Fellowship, First
Christian Church/6 p.m./Golden
Corral.

pfk‘Cf-
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Neighbors About Their Toshiba"

1 800-633 7296
118 N. 7th St. Inside Kentucky
Mayfield, Ky. 1 000-858 0492
Outside Kentucky

urday, April 20th
at 7 p.m.

Front Kentucky: The Ken Johnson Singers
From AlAama: The Redeems. The Sound
of 'Praise
and The New Gospel

Mt. Hebron Holiness Church
Formerly Mt. Hebron Methodist Church
Hwy. 464 between Kirksey & Mayf
ield
EVERYONE WELCOME'
Concession Stand Will Be Open
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Sir Peter Ustinov
honored by group
on 70th birthday
43ARIS (AP) — Actors Tony
Cigtis, Richard Harris and Jean
Stapleton turned out to entertain
Sir Peter Ustinov on his 70th
birthday.
More than 100 actors, singers,
dancers and political leaders
gathered Tuesday at UNESCO
headquarters in Paris to honor Ustinov for his humanitarian work,
including a literacy campaign for
Third World children.
The British-born actor, director
and writer has been in Paris promoting his latest novel, "Le Desinformateur," or "The
Disinformer."
Also on hand for the soiree were
singer-actress Petula Clark, Marcel
Marceau and actress Leslie Caron.
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Carol Poe Group/First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./Debbie
Steiner.
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want ads daily
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First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Daym Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes at 11:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
WORD Program/10 a.m.; MSU
Student Lit./6 p.m.; Choir
Practice/7 p.m.

Off

JEWELERS

Kentucky Nurses' Association
District 13/potluck for MSU nusmg seniors/5:30 p.m.

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

t

Gospel Singing
•....- Sat

•

Diabetes Classes/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Health
Center.

Concert by Women's Chorus and
Men's Chorus/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
MSU. Admission free.

4
:—

\est to McDonald's

ing like never before'

Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. Officers at 7 p.m.

Senior violin recital by James
Burkeen/6 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
MSU. Admission free.

•

TOSHIBA

Michael Landon
using his letters
for his treatment

Men's Stag Night, Murray Country Club/6 p.m.

Student Art Exhibit of paintings
by Kim Atkins/through April
28/Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center/MSU. Admission free.

N. 12th

Now you can enlarge originals
by up to 200°o with fast paced
quality and user.triendly
performance,
Toshiba's new BD-8510
165% to 200% Zoom Reduction & Enlargement,
40 Copies per Minute!
Complete Edge to-Edge
Copying,
Built in Auto Doc Feeder,
Statement. Letter. Legal,
Computer, and Ledger
Sized Copying!
More than 24 Popular
Standard Features plus
Optional Sorters Auto
Duplexer, and Large
Capacity Feeders!
Improve your business copy-

Teresa Carol Parham and
Thomas Andrezv Sullivan to marry

Men's Stag Night, Oaks Country
Club/5:30 p.m.

Student Art Exhibit of photography by Itai Illouz/through April
28/Curris Center Gallery/MSU.
Free admission.

753-4451

Toshiba Introduces
a 200% Improvement!

Twin Lakers Antique Car Club/7
p.m./County Kitchen. Draffenville.

Debate on "Is the Criminal Justice System Racist?"/11 a.m., Curns Center Theatre, MSU. No
admission.

407 Maple St.

Need Room Must Clear Out IN STOCK
Silk Flowers (Handwrapped & Bushes)

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

"Just Arrived"
/IF 0
)
4
.."
New Shipment of Silk 'c* (tAt
t:1;41
ri••
Flowers & Greenery

Fraternity helps local club

"Winds of Freedom"/documentary
about role of Christians in recent
moves toward democracy/8
s p.m./ACTS Murray Cable 43.

Z••••:.: T.-„•

CAROLYN'S

LBL events/Iron Industry/10:30
a.m.
and
1:30
p.m
/Homeplace-1850.

Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

..and we try hard to give them the very
best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve.
If
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P.'s give us a
call.

Dan McNutt, AM
Reererrorog

Young N Hearts/1 0:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

•
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Our Customers Are Very Important People

AA.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post
629I/VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
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If your child is 3 or 4 years old
or will be 3 by October 1,
1991, call your school for an
appointment.

Screening Hours 8:00-11:00 a.m.
2:00-5:00 p.m.

tlkouni s% School,
('all for an appointment at
753 -7059.
East Elementary
Tuesday, May 7, 1991
Southwest Elementary
Wednesday, May 8, 1991
North Elementary
Thursday, May 9, 1991
Screening Hours 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
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Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The Colorado River in Arizona heads a list of
the 10 American rivers "most
endangered" by hydroelectric
dams, mining operations, pollution
and land development, a conservation group said today.
The Midwest's upper Mississippi
River and the Pacific Northwest's
Columbia and Snake rivers also
made the sixth annual Top 10
announced by Washington-based
American Rivers.
"Oun hope is that this announcement of the endangered rivers not
only helps to protect these specific
rivers, but raises river conservation
to the top of dur nation's environmental agenda," President Kevin
Coyle said.
"The problems affecting these
rivers are symbolic of problems
facing other rivers that are being
treated as gewers, industrial backyards and generally abused around
the country," he said in an
interview.
The rivers are considered for the
list based on the significance of the
river, the degree of threat to its
waters and the imminence of the
threat, Coyle said.
Other rivers on the group's 1991
list, in order, are: the Alsek and
Tatshenshini rivers in Alaska; the
American in California; Penobscot
in Maine; Susquehanna in Pennsylvania; upper Mississippi; Columbia
and Snake; dunnison in Colorado,
Passaic in New Jersey and New in
,North Carolina.

Spider venom
could help stroke
victims recover

Prices Good
April 17
thru
April 23

COVITIE1%1'

F-€)€.431

,

•

,

Hours:
M•Th. 8 a.m.-7 p.m,
Fri.& Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m

11I,rI1
Line
71,444t laiad 7,,_€44 Deli753Hot
-7811

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The
Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

1/4 Sliced

Pork Loin
99
1
69
Chic
ken
Lb

$3

Country Style

Spare
Ribs

Sirloin Steak Pork Chops
Chili $299 Bologna
1
99
Roll
Lb

Go dicst Boreess
& S.<"'ess

Emge 12 oz

Breast
A39

$ 1 39

Lb
$ 89

Fields 1 Lb

Peg or Thick

%./ Lb

$ 1 59

U.S.D.A. Grade A

Owen's Best Family Pack

Whole Fryers

Grou
nd
Bee
f
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Partin Hot or Mild
Pork Loin

SauisL9ge

Stokely s

End Roast
59
Vienna
Saus
Armour

Lucks
Microwave

Sweet
Peas

Lb

Meals

Lb.

14 oz

5
w9

7 5 oz

3 $119

99c

Nunn Better self-Rising or Plain

Flay-O-Rich

Flour

1/2% Milk

79

Ga.

Bathroom Tissue

Sugar

99'

5 Lb.

Tropicana

2/9°°

White House

Applesauce

$ 79

24 oz

Merit Saltine

1 59

Orange Juice

CrOckers

64 oz

Lucks Mixed Great Northern,
Navy, Oct. Pinto

1 lb

Prairie Farm

1% Milk

Beans
15 oz. 2/89'
Hyde Park Border Print
A it
Paper Towels Single Pc, Zr 100

gal.

Creamettes Med. Shells or

Spaghetti

Rotini

2/99'
& Cheese Dinner 9Mac.
•
12 oz

Owen's Best

Cheese
$489

88Q Chicken

Crunchy Corn Chips Free
Vlasic Hamburger

Dill Chips

32 oz. $ 1 39

Sweet Sue

Chicken Broth

Baked Beans 16 oz. 3/$ 1 00

Dole
Golden Ripe

Florida Pink

Ham
$429

Bananas

Grapefruit

California
Fresh

Broccoli

39 3/99' 99,.
Lb

Lb

Ecknch
All Meat

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

New Crop
Vidalia

Pork
$499

Bologna
$239

Turkey Breast

Onions

6
9
0
99
$3

New Zealand

Idaho Baking

Kiwi Fruit
4/$ 100

Potatoes

39!

Lb

Lb.

•
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2 oz.2/79'

Green Giant

Owen's Best
Deli Baked

Owen's Best
Pit BBQ

gra•

1 39

11.5 oz
By 1 Get 1

Keebler Hooplas

Green Beans 4
1 4 oz 3/
)
$ 1 19

$219

Lb

Coffee

Stokely's F.S. or Cut

Golden Wheat 774 Oz.

Alpine Lace

69'
$189
89'

1 lb

99

American Ace Super Roast

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, $31
9
Dr. Pepper, Crush
12 Pk.

Ronco Reg. or Thin

— .011•0

Lb

$ 1 79

Hyde Park

Lb.

age

5 Oz

•

Northern

4 Roll Pkg.

Associated Press Writer

Center Cut

U.S.Choice Boneless Top

1-Bone Steak

By ROBERT BYRD
ATLANTA — Don't squash that
spider. It could save your life
someday.
Utah scientists have determined
that substances in the mild venom
that common garden spiders use to
paralyze their prey seem to block
the effects of a chemical that's toxic to the brain after strokes.
"It's very intriguing, and not a
little ironic, that spiders may well
provide the keys to solving some of
the most common and serious neurological disorders," said-Dr. Hunter Jackson, a Salt Lake City neurobiologist, speaking with reporters
Monday at the American Chemical
Society's annual convention.
Jackson and fellow researchers
at his company Natural Product
Sciences of Salt Lake City have
conducted tests with rodents and
found that several common spider
venoms can be effective anticonvulsants, he said.
The reason is that some spider
venom works against glutamate, a
brain chemical that can become
toxic after reductions in blood
supply or oxygen.

7

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush told a group of elementary school children recently that
he was "very embarrassed" because
he had spoken "a bad word" the
day before in front of a woman and
had to apologize for it.
"I was so ashamed of myself,"
Bush told 15 first and second graders from Zachary Taylor elementary school in nearby Arlington,
Va.
Bush was reading to the children
in the White House as part of a
nationwide program to encourage
adults to read more to children.
When he came to a passage on a
youngster being punished for saying a bad word. Bush paused and
told the children: "I said a bad
word yesterday and I was very
embarrassed ... I told the lady in
front of whom I said it, 'I'm very
sorry."
Later, Bush refused to respond to
a shouted question by a reporter
asking him Who the woman was
and what he had said. Aides said
they did not know what the president was referring to.
Bush also read several poems
from Robert Louis Stevenson's
"Child's Garden of Verses," and
told the children that one of the
poems, "The Swing," he had
enjoyed 60 years ago when he was
seven.

By SCOTT SONNER
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New presidential
confession: 'I
said a bad word'

Colorado River
heads list of
endangered rivers
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(Con

the
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Bailey, Crum lead Tiger rally past Lake
rs, 7-4

Kentucky

Sports
Beat

scored on an RBI single by Rayburn that gave the Tigers a 3-2
lead.
Murray starter Chad Bazzell
struck out 13, but ran into trouble
in the fifth, walking Ed Chapman
to lead off the inning. Pinch-runner
Ken Carmode stole second, and the
Tigers misplayed a Matt Dennis
bunt. Bazzell then struck out two
Lakers. but Dennis banged his first
pitch into left to put the Lakers up

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Payr
third
shot,
hurlc
hurd
the
by IA
and
Re
the d
the 1
third

Both the Murray High Tigers
and the Calloway County Lakers
entered Tuesday's baseball
encounter at Laker Field
struggling.
The Tigers were just 1-3 and the
Lakers were 0-4, and through six
innings it looked like the Lakers
were going to get their first win of
the season. as Calloway held a 4-3
lead. But instead, the Tigers rallied
With one out in the seventh, the
for a 7-4 extra-inning victory.
fleet Bailey singled to left. and
Murray's Chris Bailey singled stole
seco
and scored in the seventh to tie the zell walk nd and third. Joey Bazed, and second baseman
game, and Bart Crum stroked a Luca
s Denhart hit an RBI groundgame-winning two-run single in the out to
tie the game.
top of the eighth as Murray.
In the top of the eighth, a single
improved to 2-3 on the year.
by Michael Loveet and walks by
"We're getting better.- Tiger Mich
ael Barnett and Doug Payne
coach Cary Miller said. "We just loaded
the bases with no one out.
need to play. I think this vvill really Crum
, who relieved Bazzell in the
help us. This should give us•some sesemh.
stroke a'two-run single to
confidence.left. and Bailey added an RBI
MeanwhIle, Calloway struck out grou
ndout to put the Tigers up 7-4.
17 times, as :he Lakers continued
The Lakers mounted a threat.
to struggle wIth making contact.
when Brian Anderson reached a
"W e ddnt do what we had to
walk. but Murray rightfielder Derdo. ar!,1 the Cid.- Laker coach rick Plum
mer robbed a Laker to
Eddie Morr•s sad. "Ani. time you close
the contest.
have that
strike outs. you're
Both teams return to action
going to he in trouble. Hopeful. today
. The Lakers host Heath at 4
we'll start h—ng • -ne
p.m.. while the Tigers will host S.
Neither team, showed too rr,.ah Mary at
4 p.m. and Heath in the
offense on the day Mi..rra used
second game of two.
walk to Doug Pane. a Laker error.
• • • •
and RBI oL.I. h Aiien Rayburn.
.,:o:ege baseball. Kent Waland Chris Baliev :o take a
iaaa la,:e and Rick Grogan combined for
in the top of the iTrst.
Ihree-hi: shiat
But the Lakers answered in the Slate Thorough oat as the Nturray
home half. Mitch McClain wa,ked , gam seri breds swept a twoe
and Jason Greer singled before a Mi.cour-1. es w ith Southeast
wild pitch moved them both into
Inc 'Breds won I-0. with Brett
scoring position where Rob Dennis
Issacs reaching on an infield single
stroked a two-run single to left that
and scoring on a
bv. Bobby
tied. the i_garne:at i 2.
Pare
ked to
f4.- • . Wallace imi-.)roe,:
while
ro'.u.r17
G•
":h

Mike
EMBRY
of the Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky is on the lookout for
No. I among five quarterbacks
in spring football practice.
"The quarterback picture
remains muddled," Coach Bill
Curry said at a news conference Tuesday in Commonwealth Stadium. "Nobody has
really jumped out front.
"All I can tell you is we
have a lot of good players at
quarterback. Nobody has been
great or outstanding this
spring."
Senior Freddie Maggard
started seven games last season before going down with a
separated shoulder. He returned
for the last game against
Tennessee, but suffered a torn
Calloway County coach Eddie Morris gives
some instruction to Laker batter Jaso
rotator cuff injury that
High's 7-4 VV in at Callowa Tuesday
n Greer during Murray
afternoon.
required surgery in January.
"He's throwing a little bit
more than lob speed as of
in two innings of perfect work.
105 points for the win, but the Lak- and took
second in the shot.
(Monday)," Curry said of the
The 'Breds travel to Tennessee- ers marked 73 points and the
Other Lady Lakers inclued Monsenior from Cumberland.
Martin today before visiting Austin Tigers had 62.
cia Evans, second in the 100 hur- "He's the guy who
Peay in a three-game set this
dles and fourth in the 300 hurdles: understands the offen
For the Lady Lakers. Mitzi Rickse best.
weekend.
Lisa Scall, fourth in the 100 hurman had three first-place perforHe's played the most snaps I
• • • •
dles, third in the 300 hurdles and
mances. while Vanessa Bucy won
suppose.
TRACK
third in the high Jump; Sara
twice. Bucy won the 3200 meters
"He's had more time in
The Calloway County Lady LakThompson, fourth in the 100 offense but he has not beenthe
and the 800 meters, while Rickman
ers were team winners as Calloway
meters; Jackie Geurin, second in
won the 100. 200 and long jump.
able to throw the ball so that
hosted Murray, Mayfield and Hickthe 1600 and the 3200 meters; Jenleaves a huge question mark
Other first place performers for
man Tuesday afternoon.
nifer Dowdy, third in the 400.
over his status going into the
Calloway included Michelle Bybee.
The Lady Lakers scored 101
The Lady Laker relay teams finfall.
"
who
won the 1600 meters and and
points, besting Murray High .vsith
ished second in the 800 (ThompMagg
ard passed for 1,051
-took
seco
nd
in the- -K00.--- ;
72,- Mayfield with
son. Evans, Rickman, Dowdy), sec.i -id Hick- _Herndon -won
yards and six touchdowns last
-the
shot
.put
man with a 14'.
ond in the 1600 meters (Bybee. fall as Kentucky strug
ished second in the discus. while
gled to
In boys action. 1sla:
Bucy, Geurin, Dowdy) and third in
a 4-7 record. But he has to
Christy Trenholm won thZt discus
(Coned on page 3B)
reclaim the starting spot. "It will be something strictly based on performance and
we'll do what we always do
the new Comiskey Park.
and put him and the others
Thursday against Detroit.
"You know, we will lose a game
The White Sox remained the
Yankees last season, made his first under extreme, demanding
"It is a good sign to open up
sooner or, later.." Torborg said.
only undefeated team in baseball
circumstances and see who
start of- the year and held New
playing this well on the road."I've never known of an undeTuesday night. beating New York
performs," said Curry. "It
York hitless until the fifth. In the
Chicago manager Jeff Torborg
feated baseball team."
4-3 in 10 innings for their. sixth
will have to happen in a hursixth, the Yankees chased Perez
said. "The weather has been terriIn
stra•gn•
and tied it on RBI singles by Hens- ry in the fall."
ble, but 'we've had good pitching. Calif other games, Oakland beat
ornia 8-5 in 11 innings. SeatChicago is off to its best start
Pookie Jones, the state's
ley Meulens and Jesse Barfield and
good defense and timely hitting."
tle stopped Minnesota.3-0, Detroit
since going 8-0 in 1982. And, all
"Mr. Football" two years ago.
Robin Ventura doubled home the
a sacrifice fly by Matt Nokes.
downed Toronto 6-2, Boston beat
of these 1.1 c- tories nave been on the
will receive extra attention this
winning run after Lance Johnson
Torborg used six pitchers, with
Kansas City 5-2 and Texas topped
road. The White Sox will be the
week
singled with two outs off Steve
to see if he can contend
Scott
Radinsky (1-0) getting the
Cleveland 3-i1.
;ant team to play at home when
for
the
top spot.
Bobby-Ttrigp-en pitched-victo
ry.
The
Whit
e Sox gave up
Samms Sosa's solo home run. an
begin a nine-game stand
"One thing that has
a perfect 10th for his fourth save.
five
hits
and
have
allow
ed
a total
RBI triple b.4. Frank Thomas and a
of just 24 in 55 innings this year. emerged in our staff conversarun-scoring single by Carlton Fisk
"We're snakebit right now," tions is that we need more
put Chicago ahead 3-0 in the sixth
time this time for Pookie
Yank
ees manager Stump Merrill
against Dave Eiland.
Jones to work with the first
said after the sixth loss in eight
Melido Perez. who pitched a
offensive line because he has
games. "We can't catch a break ...
Over 150 Tuxedos in stock to choose
rain-shortened no-hitter against the
front.
shown startling talent, even
not one break."
Select Early'
more than I thought he had,"
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Curry said. "And more maturity as a leader than I thought
he was prepared to offer at
this time."
MONTREAL (AP) — Montreal
Burk
Men's Weer & Tuxedos
Junior Brad Smith started
Expos manager Buck Rodgers nev- boo-bire, the target of early-season
Jr. & Missle Apparel
ds in Montreal, was glad his
four games while Maggard
Plaza.
er wants it to be said that he's mana
; Soulloaare
ger gave him a chance to
lictolon; Mayrwkl Plaza. Mayfwld
pm.
was on the sidelines, but his
afraid to take a chance.
p.m.
redeem himself so quickly.
season came to an end with a
After watching Tim Burke blow
"The most important thing as a
knee injury against Georgia.
a ninth -inning lead a day earlier, relie
ver is get a chance to come
He passed for 796 yards and
Rodgers came right back with his back
the next day," Burke said.
five touchdowns.
relief ace and was rewarded with a "The
This Week's Special: \
worst thing is to have to
4-1
victory' over the St: Louis Car- dwell
Large Bar-B-Q
on a bad game in your
Junior Ryan Hockman saw
dinals on Tuesday night.
Sandwich & Fries
mind."
actio
n the final two games,
Burke, who gave up three runs
Special Good
While Burke's effort was imporcomp
leti
ng 10 of 13 passes
witho
ut retiring a batter Monday, tant to
;t• -..J April 20
for 132 yards in a 47-15 loss
came back with three innings of form the Expos, so was the perance of starter Rick Mahler
to Florida and hitting 15 of
two-hit relief to earn his first save
(1-1).
Ethiay tfigfit Buffet \
29 passes for 143 yards and
of the season.
The veteran right-hander pitched
Bar.e•O Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
two touchdowns in a 42-28
Rodgers wasn't surprised at all.
six strong innings of four-hit ball
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
setba
ck to Tennessee.
"He came in Monday and he to
get his first victory for Montreal.
Food Bar. Salad Bar
was
all
pumped up and too Mahler. a
"Brad and Ryan have
Dessert Bar. Includes Drink $•95
non-roster invitee to
strong." Rodgers said. "His ball
shown steady progress but
spring training, struck out four and
wasn't sinking, and that's the worst
neither one of them has been
walked one.
thing for him as ,a reliever. But -1
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is
outst
anding," said Curry.
He
impressed the hell out of
good Food
knew if I had a chance to get him
Fres
hman Mike Kinney, son
me,"
Cardi
nals
manager Joe Torre
in tonight, he'd do the job. My old
of former Nebraska Allsaid.
"It
remi
nded
me
of
when
I
pappy always said 'If you fall off
American Jeff Kinney, has
Chestnut St.
Murray
a horse, you've got to get right managed him in Atlanta (in 1982)
753-0045
been
hampered because a
the
way
he
went
after hitters
back on."'
death in his family caused
tonight."
him to miss some practices.
Mahler said he didn't have a
Curry said the team should
good enough repetoire to do anyshow improvement in quickthing but go after hitters.
ness, hitting and fundamentals
"My curveball wasn't really
breaking, so I was relying on my during the Blue-White game
fastball and trying to make them hit Saturday night in
Commonwealth Stadium.
the ball." Mahler said.
"I look for
•Exhaust Work
Elsewhere, it was Atlanta 10, look for key effort and I
people who I
•Brakes
Houston 4; Cincinnati I, San Diego
believe will have to produce
•Tune-ups
0, San Francisco 8, Los Angeles 6. for us," he
said. "I want to
the Chicago Cubs 4, Philadelphia see what
-1 ire Rotation arid Balance
they do in front of
3, and Pittsburgh 4, the New York
a crowd and see what they
-Air-Conditioning
do
Mets 2.
when they get tired."
.oil Changes and More.
"Keeping your car
111
or truck maintained,
- ,•ance that can pror,de frac
helps keep major
•
r)* those ,,c,L; 'ore? cat/
repair costs down."
Any complete pair
of
prescription eyeglasses
305 N. 12th St
Put Your Trust in...
See the difference Hometown Quahty makes
(Next to Century 21)
753-9627
Compare our prices & SAVE
•
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Sox still perfect as they win sixth st
raight on road
By The Associated Press

At this point. the Chicago White
Sox might not care if they ev_er, see
TYKO MAIN EVENTS & TOP RANK INC
PRE,SENT
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HEAVYWEIGHT
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IL TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
GEONJE

FORE
€H,LLMA
ENI,EN,
LIVE! ON PAY-PER-VIEW
FROM TRUMP PLAZA

FRIDAY. APRIL 19. 1991
8 p.m.
Order before
Friday, April 19th
and save $4.05
Call

CA B L E
VISION

at
ye

THE AGENT'X'HO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FVILY S
FUTURE.

les
trt

Anniversary Special!

$25 OFF

Jane Rogers

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

State Farm Sells Life Insurance.

753-5005

State Farrr Life Insurance
Company
Home Offce Bloomington.
IllinoiS

11.v arIC.aasary(••••• Of OW
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Summersfajitical

Nary

70

Olpispir Pisse Wormy
75.1-70413
Jdf Sruisiers, Liaceseed Optidae -Offer good dm
April 38, 1991

514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868
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Bailey, Crum lead Tiger..
(Coned from page 28)

•

Bell was third in the 800 meters,
while Angela Hasty was fourth in
the 400.
The Lady Tigers won all three
relays, including the 800 (Hornbuckle, Sara Snyder. Jenny Bell
and Christy Bell), the 400 (Hornbuckle, Sowerby, Christy Bell and
Snyder), and the 1600 relay (Guin,
April Barksdale, Christy Bell and
Jenny Bell).
In boys action, Hughron Payne
led the Lakers with a first in the
triple jump, and second in the high
jump and a third in the 400 meters.
Sean Fleather won the two mile.

the 400 (Tonya Hughes, Thompson, Evans, Scall).
For the Lady Tigers, Bonnie
Payne won the high jump and took
third in both the discus and the
shot. Tammy Hansen won the 100
hurldes and was second in the 300
hurdles. Jenny Bell was second in
the long jump, while Vedra Sowerby was second in the 100 meters
and third in the 200 meters.
Renca Hombuckle was third in
the discus, Kacey Guin was third in
the 100 hurdles, Shelly Hasty was
third in the 1600 and 3200. Christy

se

and was third in both the high jump
and the 300 hurldes. Cecil Bradley
took second in the long jump, and
third in the 100 meters. Scott-Dower was second in the triple jump
and third in the pole vault, while
Robert. Tabers was second in the
pole vault.
Lee Shouse was second in the
mile and third in the 800 meters.
while Teddy Delaney was third in
the discus, Seth Arant was third in
the mile, and Jason Haley was
fourth in the 800 meters.
For the Tigers. Mau Krug (pole
vault). Willis Cheaney (long jump)

and Sean Malinauskas (1600
meters) were all winners. Malinauskas was second in the 800 meters,
while Sean Stogner (300 hurdles)
and Darren Foster (shot put), also
had second place efforts.
Jason Reed (shot put), Heath
Walls (long jump), Allen Jenkins
(110 hurdles), Fred Sowerby (200
meters) and Sam Green (3200
meters) all finished third.
The Murray relay teams both finished second, as Walls, Cheaney,
Jenkins and Stogner ran the 400:
and Walls. Stogner, Jenkins and
Krug comprised the 1600 relay

quartet.
• • • •
TENNIS
Calloway County's Lady Lakers
defeated Graves County 7-2 while
the Lakers lost 6-3 at Calloway.
Lone Oak swept Murray High at
Murray, winning 8-1 in both
matches.
Calloway's girls were led by
Susan Lax, an 8-0 winner at No. 1.
while Darra Mitchell (No. 2, 8-3).
Bonnie Turner (No. 4, 8-1) and
Julie Yoo (No. 5, 8-1) also posted
singles wins. Lax and Mitchell,
Anne Paul and Leah Baust, and

i< SCOREBOARD >••
Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."
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;
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kennescita (Tapao 1-0) at Seattle (BanKnad
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9 35 ta
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Kansis City at .Boston 12 05 P
Detroit at Chicago. 135 pm
Baltimore at Milwaukee 1 35 pm
Issas at Cleveland 635 pm
Oakland it California. 9 35 p rn
Only games scheduled

State Farm is there

101 Statehne
So Fulton
479-2741
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4
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Tuesday's Grimes
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FrInSIOUrgh 4, New Yoe 2
Atlanta 10, Houston 4
Cinonnat 1. San 0,ego 0
San Franosco 8 Los Argoies 6
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia ?Combs 1 -0) at Chicago
Bows 0-11
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Los Angees ;Oda 0-tiat San Francisco ?Downs
0-0, 235 p
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1 -01
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14custon (Portugal 1 -O at Atlanta (Avery 1
-01 6 40
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Cinonnan (Hammond 0-0i at San Diego
,i-iarts
1-0t. 905 Pr,,
Thursday 111 GIMES
Los Angeles a! San Diego 3 05 o rn
.
Chicago at Pittsburgh, 6 35 p m
Pridadeohia at St Louis 7 35 p m

4w
Atlanta
Cinannat
Los Angees
San Franagco

Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield
247-7105

$5900

165,801:113

2
for
$7900

1875R14
195/75R14

2
tor
589 00

205r75R14
215/751315
225(75915
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SAME
AS
CASH

Price

1751'80R13
185130R13

235/75R15

Lube, Oil & Filter

1406 Main St
Murray
759-1331
prosiness

While Strips

I

Stale-of-the-art all-season tread
Two steel cord belts hold tread
flat
fOr long mileage Durable
polyester
cord radial body provides good
handling and a smooth comfortabl
e ride

2
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S99 00

$4995
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CO.f1
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Four-Wheel
Computerized Alignment
it needed

required
All r nance
charges
•etunded
•hen paid
is agreed

3
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• Chassis lubrication
• Drain old oil
• Add up to 5 gts new oil
• New Firestone oil filter
Coupon reauired
Expires 5-31-91

CAR SERVICE

• rh the
Arrsentrust
% A credit
card r•-)iF;restone
M

wovt. stnp•
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CAR SERVICE

A STEEL BELTED RADIAL AT A
GREAT LOW PRICE

8

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
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Off-Price Mau
Paducah
442-8473
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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W
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3
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4
4
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Baltimore
3
3
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Detroit
3
4
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Miwaukse
3
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3
5
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Nu von,
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6
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W
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Chicago
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1
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Callorma
5
3
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Kansas City
4
3
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2
4
333
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2
4
250
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2
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Tunday's Gimes
Boston 5. Kansas City 2
TOLES 3 Cleveland 1
Detroit 6. Toronto 2
Chicago 4, New Yon; 3 10 innings
Seattle 3 Minnesota 0
Oakland 8. California 5 11 inn.ngs
Only games scheduled
Wedneeday's Gen*,
Chicago (Fernandez I -0; at New Toni (Cary
mon
Kansas City IS Dens 1-01 at Boston (Bolton
120$ pm
123
Toronto
roto
pm (Boucner 0-0j at Detroit (Searcy

Space Tire

Like a good neighbor

Turner and Yoo each won in doubles action.
For the boys, Jay Newton won
8-6 at No. 1 and Matt Price won
8-1 at No. 5 singles. Newton and
Peter O'Rourke III won 8-0 in
doubles.
At Murray High, Beth Wilson,
who will sign a tennis scholarship
with Murray State University
tomorrow. defeated Lone Oak's
Caroline Steele 8-5 at the No. 1
slot for the Lady Tigers' only win.
Michael Hornback defeated Rob
Wagner 8-2 at No. 5 singles for the
boys' sole victory.

2 Wheel
Alignment
$24"

• Ideal for front wheel drives
• Set thrust angle
•all adiustabie angles
Set to manufacturer s
specificabens

••••

Coupon required
Expires 5-31-91

• Only gaf•106 SChetklied

Friday• Games
at Prso,v, 6 35 p'
New /ON a. Montreal. 6 35
Ononnan a' sigma. 6'.O p
Pn,lodelona at St Lou.S 739 c
Los Angees a' San Diego 935 mc...ston at San rranosco 935

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Whet's How In AutoZono Ensigns

7.59-9888

•NEW Lifters

• NEW Timing Chain

•NEW Valve

Stem Seals
•NEW Pistons & Rings
•NEW Gaskets
•NEW Cam Bearings

Factory Tested. Remanufactured

Components
•NEW Freeze Plugs
•NEW Main Bearings
• NEW Rod Bearings
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BLOCK ENGINES
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most Ford 302 V-8, Chevrolet 305, 350 V-8/2-4
Bolt Main and
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Air Conditioning
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Receiver Dryers
006
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rig

• AHD
Filter
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Joint Kit
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Air Adjustable
Shock Kit
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Parker Fordla
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.
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re: eir•

e
.

Store stock only with ekchange
for most early

MURRAY-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

"Your Complete Auto Center"
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stock

Air Conditioning
Compressors

Mericon
EVERYDAY

QT

Novoline
Mod -In Rebote

'1
MOW

Duralast Starters

89C

we.v-Ts in Stock

Limit 3 cases

Meet Sam Edmonson, our front-end specialist
at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury. Sam has over 12
years experience in front-end alignment work.
Sam's experience includes work on Ford vehicles as well as all domestic and foreign cars and
trucks.
Here are Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury Sam
uses the most advanced alignment equipment in
the industry - The Hunter CIII Computerized
Alignment Machine, and the latest wheel balancing equipment. Now that Spring is here,let us help
keep your car on the road in top running condition.
Stop by or call for an appointment today.
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French .4
Fries

FOOD STORES

5 Lb. Bag
2
09

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m
., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

12 Pk. Can Product

Tortilla Chips
Corn Chips

'

Cheese Curls
Microwave Popcorn

Margarine Spread
American Cheese

99c
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5 lb

Cheese Loaf
Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

99c

'2 oz

2 lb

99C
1 0-1 2 oz

32 oz

12 or

89'

Green Onions
Cauliflower
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$349

Whole Kernel or C. S. Corn
White Hominy

Broccoli

59c

99c

Pink Grapefruit

3/s1°'

16-12 oz

29c

15 or

29c

15 02

49c

Green & White Limas
Pork & Beans

l6 oz 29c

C,ornKing
000, Wilson Corn King
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Hams

Pork Sausage
Thick Sliced Bacon

99C

Thick Bologna
Garlic Bologna
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Sliced Ham
Turkey Franks

S

16 oz
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Pickle Loaf
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Beef Bologna
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lb

Meat Hot Dogs
Beef Hot Dogs
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16 or

12 oz

$229

69c

120, 119

Fish Sticks
Corn Dogs
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16 oz $1 79

Banquet Chicken Nuggets
Banquet Fried Chicken
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Dill Spears
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Sweet Relish
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Salad Dressing
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Beef Stew
Pink Salmon
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`Gershwin By Request' ends Murra
y
By Richard Scott

Murray Lodger & Tlm.s Rawlings(

Members of the Murray Civic
Music Association and the university community were treated to the
final concert of the 1990-91 season
on Thursday, April 11, with the
performance . of "Gershwin By
Request," a program of solo piano
and vocal music by the famous
American composer George Gershwin. The evening featured Leon
Bates, solo pianist; Benjamin
Matthews, bass-baritone; Eddye
Pierce Young, soprano; and Wayne
Sanders, pianist. r
The music of George Gershwin
is immediately accessible and well
known to most people. His serious
musical compositions fuse the classical and jazz styles, and he is
known to most people. His serious
musical compositions fuse the classical and jazz styles, and he is
known for his many popular songs
and musical comedies. Gershwin
lived a rather brief life from 1898
to 1937, but within that time he
was able to compose many memorable melodies as well as the two
compositions featured on Thursday
evening's program: the musical
milestone Rhapsody in Blue, and

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1991

Civic Music season

his operatic masterpiece Porgy and
Got Rhythm, and the pronounced tion of the
Bess.
the hall with movement and sound
stride bass in Strike Up The Band. him with audience, which greeted
The program began and ended
— not an easy task considering the tone, color and texture.
The highlight of the evening was lowing thea standing ovation folexcit
ing
with the dazzling solo piano articonclusion.
size of Lovett Auditorium.
Bates' performance of the solo
The
Lovett Auditorium was showing
stry of Leon Bates. The Three PreTheir group of Love Walked In
piano version of Rhapsody in Bjue. tions majority of the vocal selecwere
signs
from
ludes were dispatched with ease
of Sping touch-ups
Porg
y
and
Bess,
and
This is the version George GM.h- sung
in groups before and after the and Embraceable You was intimate form of improved stage in the
and facility, although Bates seemed
lighting,
win originally composed. The intermissi
appe
alin
g because of the
on.
a bit careful and even straight fororchestration of the work was done began with Eddye Pierce Young dynamic contrast, and it didn't feel new carpeting and fresh paint. The
Murray Civic Music Association
the familiar Summer- as though
ward in his interpretation, especialby Ferde Grofe (composer of the time,
they were over singing.
and alternated solos with
need
s and deserves tht support of
ly in the second piece. Both progBenjamin Matthews sang an
Grand Canyon Suite). Bates dis- Benjamin
the
Matt
hews
community in its efforts to
ram halves included several
to
inclu
de
A
impressive unaccomp
played true
"arrangements" of Gershwin songs this style inmastery and affinity of Woman is a Sometime Thing, My A Long Pull To anied It Takes bring quality musical art and enterGet There, and
his performance of Man is
for solo piano. Gershwin arranged
Rhapsody. There were some addi- O'Nuttin,Gone Now, I Got Plenty Eddye Pierce Young joined him in tainment to the-area. In addition to
and they concluded with
many of his own songs for solo tional "enhancement
the final ducts I Love You, Porgy the many local patrons, MCMA
receives additional support in its
piano, which he often performed at nal score, but they s" to the origi- the duet Bess, You Is My Woman and Oh Lawd, I'm
On My Way. efforts from
Murray State Universiparties. What we heard Thurday good taste and serve were done in Now. Young and Matthews both
Gershwin's music from Porgy is
d to make the are seasoned performers
ty,
The
Kent
evening were Leon Bates' incredi- sound more full and
ucky Arts Council,
with
good
masterful,/and it's truly a pleasure
orchestral. voices. Young perf
ble enhancements of Gershwin's
ormed with a
to hear it performed by talented The Southern Arts Federation and
Bates held the piece together well, dramatic
The
style, but tended to sharp
original arrangements. They were a despite its somewhat
musicians. Wayne Sanders pro- Arts. National Endowment for the
secti
onali
zed
on
her
high
notes
.
stylish mixture influenced at times form and improvisational
vided a sensitive accompaniment fall's Be sure to enroll during next
character. rich and resonantMatthews has a
by the harmonies of Sergei Rach- In so doing, he also held
for the singers with interesting port themembership drive and supthe atten- blended well in the sound. They
maninoff, the keyboard fireworks
'duet and filled
voicings and. changes of musical Kentuckyperforming arts in western
.
of Franz Liszt', and'the jazz style of
Oscar Peterson.
Bates performed the songs with
sensitivity, musicality and an enviable technique. Fascinatin'Bhythm
Seven Seas
was ripe with chromaticism and
rich harmonies, double thirds and
Farm - Raised. Catfish Sandwich
With Slaw
sixths, and boogie woogie rhythms;
14:7e
7>
Somebody Loves Me sane with
style and elan; The Man I Love
Auto H
- Farm
mused a musical fantasy. Best of
Cheek the new everyday low menu
Bus
ine
ss
. prices at
Lif
e
- Health
all was the energy and drive of
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guid
e Rated (2
Compare Our Price

Gotta See It To Believe It!

& Coverage

6th & Main

753-0489

Buren

***

DEAR ABBY: I retired at the age
of 62, and at that time. I budgeted
my pensions and Social Security.
After taking a little out for mjscellaneous.expenses. I divided what waleft between me and my wife right
down the middle.
Five years later, when my wife of
55 years applied for her Social Security,she decided that it was all -hers.I don't want to go. into details
because it would make this letter too
long, but to my way of thinking, my
wife's Social Security should have
been thrown into the cimitmon pot.
I think my wife is being selfish.
What do you think? It will probably
not make any difference to my wife if
you al:free with nhe, but I would like
to know for my own satisfaction
because I have always respected your
advice.
BROWBEATEN IN
POMPANO BEACH
DEAR BROWBEATEN: After
55 years of togetherness, I think
you are being more than fair to
your wife. And yes, I agree with
you —your wife is selfish.(I hope
this letter doesn't start World
War III at your house)

CONFIDENTIAL TO SALLY
McC. IN DETROIT: The best
advice I can give you is in
my
booklet titled "How to Have
a
Lovely Wedding":
"See your doctor (preferably
a gynecologist) for a physical
checkup and authoritative answers to all your questions
before marriage.
"If birth control is desired, it
should be planned before the
wedding.This includes Catholic
girls, too, as the rhythm method
should be clearly understood to
be successfully practiced. (To
o
many young wives, who had
planned on working for a few
years, discover to their horror
that they got pregnant on thei
r
honeymoon.)
• "Many couples experience
shock and griefon learning that
they are unable to consummat
e
the marriage due to some slight
physical abnormality that could
have been easily corrected by
minor surgery.
"Motherly advice from'Aunt
Liz or'tips'from one of the girls
is fine, but before a bride keeps
her-date with the pr
ache,
r, she
should keep one wi h her doctor."

Get the credit
you want.
rineY
JCPe

SIOTTEI

* * *

100E0

get

Everything you'll need to know about
planninga weddingean befound
in Abby's
booklet.'How to Have a Lovely Weddi
ng."
To order, send a long. busines!..size.
self.
addressed envelope, plus check or
money
order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)to:
['ear
Abby. Wedding Booklet. P.O. Box
447.
Mount Morris. III. 61054. (Post
age is
included

25%0FF

'The Best of
the Best"
The Karate
Superstars
Display at

AprIlicreegdular
merchandise

Offer expires April 20th.
Apply for a JCPenney
charge account and receive
your one day shopping
Dree savings certificate.
Now through April 20th.

Body Elite
32-6' Trophies
10 Championship Belts
,

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

If you already have a JCPenney charge
account, you can still cash in on 25%
savings throughout our store with your
shopping spree coupon. But hurry, offer
expires on April 20,1991. Ask a sales
associate for details.
Savings on avatar plead manawndlas. This offer
does not include Itmiliffeetes, miemetiaa.
merchandise,$tyling Saba services or
Portrait Studios or Optical Departments.

Seven Star

Regular prices sr* offering p.4ees only.
Seim may or may not hem been at regular prim.

Exterior Paint

$12.99

cl

-1
45ky 8S
1.0

ONLY 4 DAYS LEFT TO SAVE!
Gal

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main
753-3361

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fn. 9-8
Sat 9-6; Sun. 1-5

J
C
n
n
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es to lifes"
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SUPER COLOSSAL

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van

DEAR SEETHING: I wholeheartedly agree that expressing
your feelings of anger and hostility is necessary to achieve
complete recovery. And while
you're in a letter-writing mood,
it wouldn't hurt to write a similar letter to your ex-wife.
But now that your life is
"about back to normal,"the wisest way to achieve complete
recovery might be to destroy the
letters — unless you can also say
"I forgive you," in which case
you may qualify for sainthood.

.

Ross Insurance Agency

Star) Restaurant.

DEAR ABBY: After 20 years of
what started out as a perfect marriage, my wife and I were divorced
several years ago. The reason: Nly
wife's rather open adulterous relationships — there were five of them
'that I know about. The final blow
was our teen-age daughter walking
in on her mother and lover in our
bed.
. My ex has..remarried and lives athousand miles away. While the
divorce was painful for me. fortunately my own life is about back to
normal. However,the men involved
are walking around =bruised from
their part in the destruction of our
marriage.
Although my religion teaches to
forgive trespasses against us. Fm
still torn up over it all and feel that
in order to achieve complete recovery, -I should write all five men a
letter signed,ofciairse and let them
know what their part in the affairs
did to me and my children. What do
you think, Abby? Sign me ...
SEETHING

PAtiE 5B
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke Products 4
SA

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER
Jif/Simply Jif 18 oz.

Chicken of the Sea 6.12 oz.

Peanut 1HMax1wel
Butter iNouse Coffee

Tuna

2 Liter

THR

Maxwell House 13 oz.

99' 1.69

12 Pack Cans

WITH'FILLED THRIFTY SA.ER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WiTH' FIL

1

24 Pack Cans

riff I

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

trIr

-

Pi9911f I
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Prices Good Thru April

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SE

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on, your groceries will be handled by a stock
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified employee now ow
company through participating in our ES.O.P. (E
Ownership Plan). As owners, well give you the personal
desire Our attitude is positive about the future of

Bakery
753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
Kraft 18 oz.

Rosedale 29 oz.

BBQ Sauce

)

Peaches

89c

„

Preserves
McCormick Brown 'Envelope)

Gravy Mix
Showboat 15 oz.

Pork 'N Beans

Tomato
=ssouro

Musselman s 24 oz

2.39
1.89
3/1.00
3/1.00

Smuckers Strawberry 18 oz

79C
3.89
139°
99'

Applesauce
Maxwell House 9 oz

Coffee
Healthy Life Fat Free 16 oz

Bread
Martha White 5 Lb

Flour

la

Bath Tissue

79c

Tomato Juice
Mardi Gras 120 Ct.

Napkins

69c
7.99
1.99

Luv's Boys & Girls

Diapers

Save 100)

Liquid 28 oz

Pine Sol

Laundry Detergent
Bow Wow Chunks 20 It

Dog Food
Whiskas 6 oz

Cat Food

Dairy

1.59
3/1.00
2.79
1.09
1.29
49°

Biscuits
Prairie Farms Gallon

Orange Juice
Piggly Wiggly 9 oz

Cinnamon Rolls

Sunny Delight 64 oz.

Citrus Punch
Parkay 1 Lb

Stick Margarine

f

Keebler 6

1.19
2.99
3/1.00

Ripplins Chips
Keebler 16 oz

Townhouse Crackers
Fasweet 12 oz

Sweetener

Banquet Dinners
Mrs. Paul's Crunchy 271 2 oz.

A-

••

4

44.

ir"
*

•••

'
.11,or,.tv

.••••

•
••
;

V

'• •- • -•

99c
1.99
1.99

Pond Raised

Whole Catfish
Noon Hour Brand =

Shrimp Cocktail
Delicious

Orange Roughy Fillets

Fish Sticks
Good Ole Days 40 oz

Cobblers
Weight Watchers Spag

Bananas

99c

Ravioli 9-11 oz.

Lasagna
Downyflake Buttermilk 19 oz.

Waffles
Inland Valley BBO. Fajita. Curly O. Taterbabies
(Economy Size 40 oz.)

Fries

•-........44414444reftr!•••-•"'
.
#
•
•

:•

Sh

Dole's Finest

3.39
1.99
1.89
1.49
2.39

49'

Lb

.

Jumbo Snow-

Sweet Jumbo Vidalia

Onions
Pears
In Husk Golden

Sweet

Corn
Green Giant Idaho

Baking Potatoes

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••41144.4•4•414444
'

69
69
3/1.19
39
lb

U.S.A. D'Aniou

SI

•-r.

4C

Fresh Produc

1.09

rdlfr

Seafoo

2 02

with coupon
Good At Plggly Wiggly, Murray Thru April 23

-•

Bleach

69c

••••„-•:.

Squeez It Drinks

r.
.1.;jAPPpe•

Piggly Wiggly Gallor

Pizzas

.,
:'
"•.-.
-.
, .‘...
;
z -,-..

Betty Crocker

•

Formula 409...

Chicken. Salisbury. Turkey, Meat Loaf 9 oz.

Cheese Singles
Piggly Wiggly Texas Style 12 oz

Soft Scrub
22 oz

Piggly Wiggly 7.8 oz.

Frozen

Milkhouse 10.5 oz.

Banquet Entrees
Regular ,26 oz

Deli Special

Purex 39 oz

Towels

1.29
2/89°
89'
79°

Piggly Wiggly 46 oz.

1.19

_

9
28 oz Frozen

V-8 Juice
Green Giant
Corn or Peas

Dish Detergent

Mardi Gras

3/1.00

Joy or Ivory Liquid 22 oz.

4122f,411110

Pota

Campbell's 46 oz.

Value Pricectdaroceries
Soft'n Gentle 4 Pk.

Piggly Wiggly 2

Tomato Soup

89c

Puritan 48 oz

Oil

Campbell's 10 oz.

lb

lb

Cauliflov
Medium Vidalii

Onions...
Garden Fresh

Celery
Great In Salad

Roma Tc

Check Out Our Prod
Dept. For All Your Fl
Balloon Gilt Giving NI

•

ratolt4OW •- 1•,00. -4*••••..e
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THRIFTY SAVER

•

13 oz.

'ER CARD

1lY wiggly

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

FREA!

)rices Good Thru April 23

OYEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU
groceries

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

will be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
s. Each qualified employee now owns a part of the
participating in our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
S owners, well give you the personal service that you
te is positive about the future of our company.

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders
t
-

Piggly Wiggly 2 Lb. Crinkle Cut

U.S.D.A. Choice Beet

Potatoes

Ribeye Steaks

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab Ohse

Fischer Regular 12 oz. pkg.

Sliced Bacon

\ Wieners
9C

r

99c

5•99

• .* e. Isc,02

99°

Lb.

rozen

1.99
1.99
1.79
79'

uet Entrees
26 oz

Scrub
ula 409

wiggly Gallor

Crystal Lake Skinless & Boneless

Fryer Breast

2.79
lb. 1.29
59'
2.29

lb.

White Meat

Turkey Breast
Cut Up

Fryers

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Roast

Jb.

U S D.A Choice Beet Boneless Shoulder Cut

Swiss Steak

2.49
lb. 1.69
2.39
lb. 1.89

Beef Patties
Boneless

Chuck Steak
Pork Chops

Frozen

Shrimp

Chicken Quick

Catfish Steaks

2/5.00
Steak, Sausage, Chicken Jimmy Dean

laised

Ile Catfish

lb

lOur Brand

mp Cocktail

ige Roughy Fillets... lb.

2.29j
1.99
5.99

Biscuits

1.99
2.39
4.59

Box

Jimmy Dean 1 Lb. Roll

Sausage
Griffith 3 Lb. Box

Corn Dogs

Broccoli

Field

Onions
Celery
Great In Salad

Roma Tomatoes

( Out Our Produce
For All Your Floral1 Gilt Giving Needs

lb.

reast Quarters
79c

59'

Fischer All Varieties (Except Beef)

Sliced Bologna

ea.

2..29
2.19
59'
99°
lb.

lb

Ohse 12 oz

Wafer Meat
Eckrich Original and Polish

Lunch Meat

Smoked Sausage .....

•I

Bakery

•

Field's

Field's Lite Sliced or Shaved

Field

Buffet Ham

Roast Beef

4.99lb.

lb
Fresh

"Kids Love it" Field's Jumbo

lb. 1.99
2.99
2.99
99°

Bologna
Bil-Mar

Turkey Breast

lb

Cheese Lovers Special Colby

Longhorn Cheese

lb

Easy To Serve American Style

Potato Salad

lb.

300 Free
Quality Stamps

3.99
ea. 1.89
ea. 1.49
99°

Strawberry Pie

ea.

Baked Fresh 14 OZ.

Crumb Cake
Breakfast Treat 6 Count

Cinnamon Rolls
8 Count Golden

Hamburger Buns

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166

With $25.00(Excludi
Orng Tobacco
Mor)e Purchase
Good At Piggly Wiggly, Murray Thru April 23
••
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79'
59°
2.29

Wieners
Eckrich All Varieties 212 oz. pkg.

lb.1.79
29
Ohse 12 oz. Bologna, P&P Loaf, Salo Spiced Lunch

2.99

Jumbo Snow-White Head

Garden Fresh Jumbo Stalk

Boneless Ham

•

Fryers

Lb

Medium Vidalia Sweet 3 Lb. Bag

Roast
Wilson Corn King Whole

Great To Grill Fryer

For The Grill Split

z

99c

lb

Arm Shoulder

Deli
Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Cauliflower

Spare Ribs

1.6

esh Produce

st
BS

lb. 1.69
1.99
lb. 2.39

Pork Steak
Small & Lean

lb.

Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Tyson All Varieties 9-10 oz.

b

Boneless Lean & Tender

lb.

Store-Made Grill Ready

40-50 Ct.

5.99

69
69
1.19
39'

Pkg.

Lb.
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Panel defends stand that research is not worth cost

'
.t"‘it

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•.‘

WASHINGTON (AP) — A sci- the Senate Commerce space subentific advisory panel is standing committee Tuesday.
its criticism that the research
In that statement, the hoard said
capable of being conducted on the if space station funds were availproposed space station is not worth able. scientists "would likely
:`:.• project's S30 billion cost
.choose to spend them in a very difIhe Space Studies Board of the fererij was.
National Research Council expressSince then. NASA officials have
ed its .1ISMay with the station last
mom( just as the National Aeroi. dutics .and Space Administration
:.*IN,C::ed plans for a smaller. cheap...-. ‘ersion of the project.
LOS ANGELES (API - A 'for'•(/‘.24rall. the board continues to
mer Drug Enforcement Administraport its March 1991 statement lion agent
faces up /to 90 years in
mic7ogr.ivt: research." board
prison for dealing an estimated S3
Chairinan Louis J. Lanzerotti told
million in stolen narcotics.

•,;

acted to remove one major criticism by adding a 2.5-meter centrifuge to station plans. Lanzerotti
called a centrifuge "the single
most important facility for space
biology and medicine research."
The space agency decision "was
a welcome piece of news." he said.

Former drug enforcement agent faces prison sentence

rH()WIND DRUGS
•15 Cash Discount •PCS • Medirnet • BC-BS
• --1-(,.e Delivery
*Computerized Records
•Vcdical Claims Service *Paid State Aid
Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R.Pli.
109

S. 4th St.

Cali Todaii

Am

WATO.,

753-- 1462

Professional
Real Estate

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto i iar
Life
Home
Health
Business
Annuities
A

Hugh H. White

tradttl.ort tr, •,erLice

Tracy D. !Sic.iii.arie

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC
Pacts

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Preston Barrett

641 South

753-2617

Darnell Garcia, 44, of Rancho
Palos ‘'erdes, was convicted Tuesday, in what was described as the
worst corruption case in the agency's history.
Garcia. who had argued he
earned his _millions smuggling
gold, not drugs, was convicted of
charges including drug trafficking.
money laundering and theft of government property. Sentencing in
federal court was set for July 15.
Services .for Mrs Margaret
Mrs. Fuqua is survived by one
"This is a sad day for the Drug
Fuqua were today at 1: a.m. in the
daughter. Mrs. Bernice Wallin and
Enforcement Administration," said,,
DEA Administrator Robert Bonner. chapel of Blalock-Coleinan Funeral husband. E.C., 1619 Loch Lomond.
'
Home. John Dale officiated.
Murray; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Pallbearers Aerk Buddy. Shelhy. Lisa . Patton and husband, Tony:
RaN Flamed. Jimmy Jones.- Jimmy Grover. Mo., and Tim Wallin and
Stelbv. Gary Smith
i Homer wife, Delores; Murray: four greatc:-nephew s.
grandchildren, Briana Patton and
Burial was in Lehannon Church Nicholas Patton, Grover. Mo.. and
of-Christ Cemetery near Sedalia. David Wallin and Michael Wallin.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Mrs. Fuqua. 91. of 1619 Loch Murray: two brothers, Will J.
divided House is ready to reject
Lomond. Murray. died Monday at Smith and wife. Jessie, and Stanley
President Bush's $1.45 trillion
6:10 p.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Smith and wife. Mary, all of
1992 budget and adopt a DemocraHome. !Mayfield.
Mayfield.
tic alternative that its authors say is
kinder and gentler to the elderly.
But across the Capitol. the
Funeral rites for Bert L. Wil- daughters, Mrs. Jenner Burkhart
Democratic chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee is struggling to liams will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in and husband, Jerry. Ri 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mary Lee and husband,
find a majority to support his prop- the chapel of Blalock,Coleman
Armon, Rt. 1, Hardin, and Mrs.
osed spending plan for next year. Funeral Home. Dr. Lynn Mayall
will officiate.
Loretta Downey and husband, Earl,
The House planned votes today
Burial will follow. in Elm rove
Union City, Tenn.; four sons, Charon the Bush and Democratic
les Williams and wife, Delores.
budgets. two spending blueprints Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
that Republicans said were largely
home after 6 p.m. tonight Detroit. Mich.. Toy Williams, Mursimilar. But Democrats said their
ray, Bobby Williams and wife.
-tWedn
esdavr.
plan waS - fairer to Wdrking and
Thersa.
Rt. 8, Murray, and Jimmy
Mr. Williams. 75. died T esday
low-income families, citing its
Willia
and wife, Patricia, Pascams
rejection .of Bush's proposals to at I a.m. at his home at
law
n.
Murray
.
reduce Medicare spending and cut
goula. Miss.; one sister, Mrs. Loyola Page. Murray: 13 grandchildren:
the tax -rate on capital gains
the _ H-e is survived by his wifc. Mrs.
Saint L. Henley N\
profit on sale of investments.
five great-grandchildren.
three
House Majority Whip William
Gray. D-Pa.. said of Bush: "He
Aants to cut pennies from insulin
The funeral for Curt Mohler is age Manor, Mayfield.
Trescriptions. and chase senior ;it:- today
at 2 p.m.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lens out of hospital beds ear. so Miller Funeral in the chapel of
Home
of
Murray
Rabic
.
Treas Mohler, to whom he
Donald Trump gets a few million The
Rev. Roger Joseph and the
was married on Jan. 14, 1934; three
more when he finally sells his Rev.
Terry Sills are officiating. daughters, Ms. Eva Mohler, MurMusic is by Stephanie. Has and ray. and Mrs. Charlene
Garland
-Janice Hays.'
and husband, Fred, and Mrs.
Pallbearers are Craig Garland. Delores 'Boggess and husband, icrTerry Boggess. Sonny Henley., r.
-one--miDonald MohShane Henley, Kenneth !Mohler and ler and wife, Jo Nell. Rt. 7.,
MurA Marsna,i County.
nus
Steve Weatherford, active, Mike ray; one sister. Mrs. Gladys Brown
been sentenced to juvenile detenMohler. Leon Mohler,'Bobby Moh- and husband, Elwood (Preach
er),
. - and two other arrests are pendler. Jim Ed Norwood and Baron
Rt. 1. Hardin: two brothers, Gaylon
.7. connection 'with at_ least
_ fi‘e
Palmer. honorary.
Nlohler and wife, Earlene, Rt. 5, tederal-State Market %eats Serene Apra 1,, 1091
Kentucky Ptrchese Aral Hop Market Report Includes 4
fCS near DrafferAille.
May- field. and Loyd Mohler and Buying
Stations Receptt Act471,FAL 254 lirrowa&
Burial will follow in Murray wife.
:7-ear-old boy was seri15-1.00 bitter, Sons steady .91 lower.
Teresa,
Evansvi
lle,
Ind.;
11
Memorial Gardens.
LS 1-2 1310250
SO on
in juvenile court Monday to
grandchildren; 10 great- IS 1-2 210.230 Rs
.544•00-4A5,0
Mr.
Mohler
.
76,
di s in a detention facility in
Rt. 1. Kirksey, grandchildren;
LS 2-3 13•244 bs
343.30-49 00
five stepgreat- IS 3-4 Wart bs
died Monda.v at 9:30 a m. at Heritaccording to Sheriff
grandchildren.
Sens

Mrs Margaret Fuqua

Divided house
ready to reject
1992 budget

Marshall County
youth sentenced

HOG MARKET

inc ho was accused of the
'-urglaries of the Roger L-1117 resice Dec, 13 and the North Marrail
of Christ on Jan,
and, two other undetermined dates.

1.0W EST
\1 1()RTCiA(iE
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Miss Willie Mae Redden
Mrs. Edna Agar White
Miss Willie. Mae Redden.;
formerly of Murray.. died Thur,da;.
April 11. at hc,:
- home in St C.
Shares, Mich.
• 'She was the da.....iiter oi the :ate
Sam Redden and Anr.:e liolme,
Redden. She also was preceded in
death by three brothers. Jess.
Arthur and Frank Redden. and one
sister. Magdalene Redden.
Miss Redden : sums scu sonc
sister. Mrs. Mar!, Elitarieth Redden
Boy- le. and two brothers. 1,17.C,
Redden. and Paul Redder, an.,:
LaRue. Murray.

14
Cletreirte
er your ideas turn to
Dixieland'

rI

Come by and take advantage of our low mortgage rates!
When you refinance your loan you may:

4›,

Allt;"4

• REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS

• BORROW ON THE EQUITY OF YOUR HOME
(Please check with your tax advisor to determine if certain lax advantages apply

COME BY OR CALL TODAY BEFORE THE RATES INCREASE!

•

Mack Workman
'

•• .

.
4._

4.•

j -4•
f
•

LENDER

759-1141

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

AROUND WE GO

• CONSOLIDATE 1ST AND 2ND MORTGAGES

•;.;

gold.

Views On
DentalHealth®

The full arch bridge is one
of the more challenging esthetic procedures in dentistry'. All of the teeth in one
jaw are joined into a fixed
bridge It is generally suggested when the remaining
teeth are weak and the best
hope for maintaining them
'and the replacements for
the missing teeth) is to encompass them into one solid
unit. -United we stand. Divided we fall...
.Like most fixed bridges,
the materials used are porcelain fused to metal. The
teeth must be prepared parallel to one another so that
the fit is passive and true.

The GmAbe
rland Bank
Federal Savings Bank

406 S. 7th Street, MAYFIELD (502) 247-2616 • 14800) 346-8986

....5411.00-4100
-341 00-43 an
$43.04.34.0
S.M.011-40.00

'90(

'90 I

'89 I

'89[

'89 .J

'89 E

'89 F

'89 C

'89 F

'89 E

'88

2

'88 D

'88 P

'88 P
A

Stock Market

'88 P

Report
Prices as of 9:00 AM

Burial was in Acacia Park
Cemetery, Birmingham, Mich.
Also at this same service were
the funeral rites for Mrs. Edna
Agar White, 102, who had resided
with Miss Redden for many years.
She also died on Thursday, April
11. Her burial was in Forest Lawn
Cemetery. Detroit, Mich.

Rs

Home Loan Zone.

CS 1,2 2/1-350 bs
IS 1-3 300-00 Ls
CS 1.3 401525 bs
LS 1-3 525 and up
IS 2-3 WOW bs
Boars 535•01-310.10

Sets ices were Saturday. April
13. at 10 a.m. in the chapel of A.H.
Peters Funeral Home, Grosse Pointe Woods. Mich. The Rev. F.
Richard Pickelhaupt officiated.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

E••
4 .4,* ,. • .

Thomas
Blalock Parker

Mrs. Thelma Thomas Blalock
Parker, 85, of 809 Poplar St., Murray, died Tuesday at 3:52 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Murray Calloway County Hospital, she was
a member of First Baptist Church.
Euzelian Sunday School Class of
First Church, Woodmen of the
World, Quilters Club of Murray,
and Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
She was married Jan. 22, 1922,
to, William Burman Parker, former.
Murray Chief of Police, who died
July 2, 1974. Two infant daughters
also preceded her in death, along
with three sisters, Mrs. Mary Susan
Bonner, MIS. Esther Lovins and
Mrs. Annie Lovins, and one
(yeller, Clifford Blalock.
-- Born Nov. 7, 1905, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John - Thomas Blalock and
Ethel Brandon Blalock.
Mrs. Parker is survived by two
sons. Dr. Castle-Parker and wife.
Pauline. Murray, and Dr. William
Thomas Parker and wife, Jane Ann.
Paducah; a sister-in-law. Mrs.
Nlable Blalock, Murray; five grandchildren, Paula Ford, Maysville,
Gene Parker, Rockport, Texas.
Clay Parker, New York, N.Y., Lori
Gilespie, Nashville. Tenn., and
Creston Parker, Birmingham, Ala.;
three stepgrandchildren, Sam
Thompson, St. Louis, Mo.. and Jeff
Thompson and Shelly Parker.
Paducah: two great-grandchildren.
Suzanne Ford and Christina Ford.
Maysville.
Services will be Thursday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
horlie after 6 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Baptist' Church
Litrary Fund or Gideons
International.

Curt Mohler

Jim Fain

Mrs. Thelma

Hugh H. White, 79. Rt. 8, Murhusband, Will Ed, and Mrs. Sue
ray, died Tuesday at 9:45 a.m. at Heiss and husband, Al, all of Rt. 8,
Puryear Nursing Home, furycar, Murray; four grandchildren, Diana
Tenn.
Travis, Eddie Travis, Heidi Heiss
He was a retired farmer and also and Hilde Heiss: four brothers,
retired from Maintenance Depart- a, Macon White and Kenton White,
ment at Murray State University. Murray, Elwood White, Rt. 2,
He was a member of Green Plain
Hazel, and Woodrow White,.
Church of Christ.
Puryear.
Born March 4, 1912, in
Services will be Thursday at 2
County. Ten? he was the son
of p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Henry.'
the late Sam White and Betty Home of Murray
. John
Smith White. One sister, Mrs. Lot- Dean Crutchfield will Dale and
officiate.
tie Lash, and one brother. Comas
Burial
will follow in Green Plain
White, also preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs. Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Gertrude Oliver White. to whom he
hoe after 4 p.m. today
was married on Dec. 10, 1932: two
daughters. Mrs. Fi*e Travis and (Wednesday).

Bert L. Williams

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

OBITUARIES

This is particularly important with porcelain fused to
metal, because if the bridge
does not fit smoothly, pressure from within the crowns
could cause the porcelain to
fracture.
A full arch can be done in
sections, with the individual
bridges interlocked. With today's technology this device
will give as good support as
when the bridge is one solid
unit.
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414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366
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Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.
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Lakusg.for a
GOOD USED
VEHICLE???
Chocseifivin OurLocal 'Ride his-'90 Chrysler 5th

411.

Ave.: Loaded.
14,000 miles. Clean.
urat
tal.
ay-

'90 Honda Civic
Wagon:5 speed,
A C 6,000 miles.

was

ch,
of
the
ay,
133

'89 Plymouth
Voyager: 7 pass.,
AC, running boards.

22.
ner
led
ers

'89 Daytona ES.:

san
Ind
Inc

'89 Jeep Wagoneer:

Turbo, 5 speed
Loaded

Full size, leather.
Loaded.

6 d.
‘

of
ind

'89 Dakota 4x4: V-6,
auto., AC. Nice.

wo
ife.
am
rm.
Ers.
ndlle.
as.
on
ind
Ia.:
am
elf
Cr,
en.
1rd.

'89 Plymouth
Reliant: Auto., A/C.
13,000 miles.
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MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Thousands marveled at Elizabeth Lyon's
dream come true.
President Grover Cleveland and
Queen Victoria reportedly sent
congratulations. Trains made
unscheduled stops so passengers
could see what a Chicago newspaper called the "Wonder of the 19th
Century."
One rumor had a circus owner
offering $300 a month to make a
sideshow of the "wonder."
According to another story, a famous showman wanted to cut a
$10,000 deal.
The "wonder" was Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John and Paul, sons
born to Elizabeth and Oscar
Demarcus Lyons on April 29,
1896. It was the world's first
recorded birth of quintuplets of the
same sex after a normal pregnancy.
All five babies died within two
weeks. Their remains ended up in
the Army Medical Museum in
Washington D.C.
"These tiny little bodies should
be brought back and buried in their
rightful place, beside the body of
their mother," said Edgar Sadler of
Water Valley, near Mayfield.
Sadler and others have researched the story of the quints.
"When the matter was first
reported to the citizens they were
incredulous," the hometown Mayfield Monitor reported. They

speed. AM FM.
19,000 miles.

'89 Eagle Medallion:
Auto., A/C. Low, low
payments

'88 Jeep Wrangler: 6
cyl., auto., hardtop.
26,000 miles.
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'88 Dodge Dakota: 6
cyl., auto., A/C.

1441
its 4
4:1114

14,000 miles

'88 Pontiac Sunbird
S.E.: Auto., A/C,
AM/FM. Sharp.

1900,
10.30
1900
t11.541

1:00
13.110
I400
111,00
won

DEAR DR. GOTT. What treatment
is available for reactions from breast
implants with silicone polymers? One
year after surgery I developed swelling and pa in in theknuckles-Of My fin:
gers. leg bones and knee joints. I had
the silicone implants removed immediately and replaced with saline filled
implants_ My condition has not
changed. and my doctor is baffled.
-----DEAR-READER Um-baffled.--too:
The obvious answer to your predicament is The silicone implants probably played no role whatsoever in your
symptoms. Therefore, you should be
examined by a specialist in internitt
medicine. who will obtain blood tests
to determine the cause of your
arthritis.
Although the silicone breast prostheses are an improbable cause of
your painful joints, you can be tested
to see if you are allergic to the polymer. However, your improvement af. 4ep-removal-of4he-siiitoriesuggests-to
me that an allergic reaction did not•
occur.
More likely, you developed an unrelated joint disease, such as rheumatoid arthritis, which should be diagnosed by blood tests and treated. The
internist can advise you.
DEAR DR..GOTT: I've been experiencing a burning sensation at the base
of my throat. Is this heartburn and if
so. what can I do to relieve the
symptom"

'88 Pontiac Grand
Am: Quad 4, 5
speed, A/C, wheels

By Berry
Craig
weren't alone.
Thousands trooped through the
Lyons' little house to see the quints
who weighed between four and five
pounds each.
Cleveland allegedly asked permission to name the babes. Standard Oil Company offered S5,000
for the honor, a Paducah paper
said.
Elizabeth and Oscar Lyon
already had seven kids in the summer of 1985 when she announced
her dream: she'd give birth to five
more kids — boys, all born at the
same time. Elizabeth vowed to
name them for Biblical figures
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John and
Paul.
After the quints died, they were
heavily embalmed, almost
mummified. ,
Dr. Samuel J. Matthews, who
delivered the babies, had their
bodies preserved in a glass case.
With Elizabeth's blessing,
Matthews took the quints to county
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M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6.11 N.
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".41.99, !
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-Weeping
-Poodied
•Spiraled

-Porn Pom
-Dwarf
-Blue or siello•A
We have it all at Rolling Hills Nursery,

Quasar
Entertainment Center
$20(4 per wk.

cyl., 5 speed
AM/FM.

753-7670

407_ N. 12th St.

Central Shopping Center
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RELLO 140,11015
CKPARTMENT ?
OEM IS fiVISEL
WINN& TN:4N ?

(4KISELiEvA8LE!
I'VE (KEN IRVIN&
TO.SNEAK SACK TO
RETURN This WfTH OUT HAVING TO
FACE rmi SALES-

SUNDA4 AFTERNOON WECNE DAY NIGHT. .501TuRDA4 AIORNSHE's sotoiNG A 144-HOuR
Well If Silt's WAITING FOR
ME LIKE A VULTURE"

OVE
rmiiMlAs
R
atE
4(
eTWEILMEEE

CLERK AND evcR,4
Tifil€ I CALL,
SHE'S MERE !!

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

753-7011

Friday, April- 19
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Inv your pet go, a yr., Nair Tn.. And WI
By GARY LARSON

leather. 1-oWner
Clean.

THERE'S NOTHING- LIKE A
WARM TE.D12,71 BEAR ON
A STORMY NIGHT

'86 Oldsmobile Delta
88: 4 dr. Loaded.
Cassette.

'86 Nissan 4x4: 5
seed, AM FM,
wheels.
PEANUTS
4/141-50, I ADMIT I'm GETTING TIRED
OF LJASHIN6 ALL THESE GLASSES

HELLO, CHARLES? I THINK WE
PAVE A PROBLEM .frAY MOTHER
SAYS WE CAN'T KEEP BUYING
ROOT BEER FOR YOUR D06...

PEPPERS
[Dodge

'jeep

mows
2400 E. Wood Street
Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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"Wherever It Takes, We Want
to be Your Car and Truck
Company"
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Spring Is Here
=We can improve
your lot & home.
* Call us today for
a consultation

la
1 1/

anso cordially invite you to attend the

THE FAR SIDE
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Rolling Hills has everything yo'.
for Spring Garde' ng

-With this ad-

715 S. 12th St.
(across fnmi stonys Food Gum)

'86 Cadillac
Fleetwood: 4 dr.,

,
..*.•
F

New Appearance

Gyrated at

'87 Nissan Sentra: 4
dr., auto., AC,
Michelin tires.

•

Conveniently located with its own

R& B Rentals

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

;
•

If you want something

Grand Opening
of
Veterinary Medical Center

'87 Dodge Dakota: 4

•

1

•

•

Create a New Appearance

Dr. Jeannine Buchanan and her staff

'87 Pontiac Sunbird:

•

,

Beautiful Spring...

Remote VCR with on
sceen '8" per wk.
Remote 19" TV
slOw per wk.

DEAR READER A burning se'nsation at the base of the throat could. indeed. be heartburn — pain from the
irritation caused by stomach acid.
Heartburn can generally be relieved
by drinking milk or antacid preparations. such as Riopan. Maalox. Gelusil
and Mylanta.
Sometimes, angina (heart muscle
cramps from poor cardiac circulation-Ran mimic hearibberi..Therefore.
the symptom should be brought to a
doctor's attention. An upper GI series
(X-rays of the upper gastrointestinal
tract endoscnpy (during which a specialis examines the upper gastrointestinal tract with a fiberoptic instrument) and an EKG (heart wave _testi
will ordinarily differentiate between
cardiac heartburn and peptic disease.
Occasional heartburn is common in
most people who have over-indulged
in rich food or drink. However, if the
discomforlliersists or frequently recurs. medical testing is indicated. Because hiatal hernia, a weakness in the
diaphragm where the esophagus
meets the stomach, frequently causes
heartburn. I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report -Hiatal
Hernia." Other readers who . would
like 'a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to P.O. Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369:- Be
sure to mention the title.
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Loaded. 4x4.

4 dr., auto.. AC,
AM:FM.
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Nature's Prescription For A

To Better Serve You

'87 Jeep Cherokee
Laredo: 4 dr.

,

•

RENT-TO-OWN'

OPEN EVERY DAY

auto., AC.

give up the bodies if sonic+
could prove Elizabeth wanted
babies buried with her.
Elizabeth Lyon died in 19; I
age 84. Her grave is in t
Maplewld Cemetery in tslal
"I think N1ayrield has a (ix
,
Sadler said. "The Lyon (oink
a Mayfield first that's airily.; 1.
forgotten."

J

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

'88 Plymouth
Sundance: 4 door,

'1)
)

KENTUCKY
BACKROADS

home: When the LyOns Moved to
adjacent McCracken County, the
family took the tiny corpses, keeping them hidden. Elizabeth was
afraid if she buried the bodies,
they'd be stolen again.
In 1916, she donated the bodies
to the Army Medical Museum. In
1988, the Mayfield Messenger
reported that the museum might

M.D.

Wagon:5 speed,

at
of
ne.
ite.
ray

fairs, and carnivals, charging admission to see them. After two years,
Elizabeth Lyon stopped the doctor's enterprise.
Matthews locked the bodies in
his office safe in Mayfield, the
Graves County seat. Once, the
bodies were stolen and shipped by
train to Louisville.
The thief didn't get away. Police
arrested him in Louisville when he
got off a train from Mayfield with
a large box.
After Matthews died, Elizabeth
hid the bodies in the family's

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott,

A/C. 15,000 miles.
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The Legend of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John and Paul

'89 Dodge D-50: 5

'89 Ford Escort
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Legal
Notice
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Legal
Notice

1

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO NOAH%
E
PETITION
The Farmers Home Administration FintlA in
Murray is accepting nominations for counts Li-7 •
tee elections for Calloway and Marshal:
This notice is issued to inform ehgehle soters of t•
right to nominate candidates he petition Lore,
petition and instructions on its Lompletri••
obtained from sour local FmHA o tee e
Persons nominated should has.: an
term as an owner. tenant, or shareeroppe•
717,7
•A`l1.fity or area in which aL
Ines of the
.t7
committee are earned out They must ,c Liti/en,
the United States or aliens law tulle asirr•itied to Ln
United States for permanent residence. and be
qualified for ,:ornminee s/14 ,,7k SIVUsis
th.
persons who meet tee el!inhil:t ,:riteria are also
eligible for nominati..)n for e:e.,:tion t.i the cour.n.
committee. Nomination, ritti47
tt'..t:.‘,:d ri
Murray FmHA office loeate,ea)
Neee ...feStrect
he later than !Alas
fee el A eeneettee
eteetions are open to all
•
to race, colonieligion,
aff•hation, Mantal

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS
Kentecke
Finance
and
Administration
Cabinet Department
for Ea.:lel:es Menage
mere
isinr.
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ministration. Re, #l 58. Nee Cap:
.ennex. Frankeet. \.
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MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
most popula•
3- pays ep to
, Of Medicare
e. e•oved charges
-'any policies pay
cnly 200 o). We even
:ay on office calls
e^e other Out Of hOSzeta' expenses. FO'
•'ee nformatiee
Call:

IalICUS
SHOE
REPAIR

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
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eOST black Doberman
Pincher near Paimer and
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489-2484 Reward
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Arr rrna•
Employer
DUE to eiicya- s o- 1.tology o•
-e_
part-time office ''u •
can type work.
peopie nave a te
upteat atetude a- -:
woreng in a s-na.! 44•..7 ' .
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r Please ma -esu-e
30. S 8tn. Street S.. re
28' vV
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•EARN EXTRA 4ee,Clee:.'
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Waist band
Metal tube
Torrid
Mist
Gift
J3 Equaiity
36 Chaldean city
37 Lying face
upward
38 Harbinger
40 Walking
sticks
41 Note of scale
43 Running
44 Escaped
45 Wild plum
46 Head Fr
47 Seed
container
48 Opp of WSW
49 Steal from
50 Consumed

.
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Clues for today's crossword puzzle.
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EARN money at
fing envelopes Senn a se
addressed stamped enye
lope to PMA Box '323
Broken Ar•s, w
74013-1323

;,

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc,
business opportunity.
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1-900-454-3535
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e•E E e EL, energre
•
zZ7oer50n A 1'
:(.'oge typing secireta•
Fositonis ovitrnicr..,
.-_-;.,a^y and starts as
ruan me secretary Se- •-. •
EXPERIENCED ca -te• 'en.,"ie to PO Box 1 54..C.,
2yrs preferren 753 2382 fv"..nay iny 42071
after 5pm Re'erences
CeNE ef me nations targes•
required
--vrtgage :enders is in
EXPERIENCED ere! cook
ca" orricer for Graves
v.anted
5( (X, per hottr fee•eeai and Cailoway
for qualified
Appiyiii so-nties Knowledge. or t
person Majestic R, ,!..Ale at the sa'ne a'-'Oshies exper
lioliday Inn
e- ci. reou•red Exceile-r
sat.s." oas,kage
FINANCIA._ '7,s—royals's
"an
n
•
ar-d Fete'maleifernaie Dee to rapid
ises ro Fleet Mortgage
expansion we have se
Box 7808 Pat
openings fee part 1 nee Cy.s.
/502 7308
councelerse ours 5pm to
9pm Moeda/ Teursday
7-rector
and 8 00arr tit noon Satur,•• ',PR at)-ate
day Exceilenit salary and
•
•
Total re
opportunity to advance An =Pee:- •ty for daily opera
EOE Apply in person tons of station including
WTCB, 1410 Industrial natr, and taping supenv
Park Rd Paris TN
sc," proauction and fac. •
ties scheduling volunteer
FUN lob National company
and student recruitment
needs telemarketers
arid training Additional re
5 9pm No experience
sponsibility for hestrrig local
necessary Call 753-2028
portions of AL.,. THNC-aS
CONSIDERED Fr
GENERAL office work
Tues Sat 9am 6pm Send cons-deraeon send •c.../
resume to PO Box 1040K sume audition tape
names and phone numbers
Murray Ky 42071
of references by May 6th to
HOUSEKEEPER 3 or 4 Operation Search
WKSAS
days a week Permanent FM Box 2018 University
position Own transporta
Station Murray Ky 42071
bon Mail resume to PO MSU is an equal
Box 1040N Murray, Ky
opportunity affirmative ac
42071
bon employer
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For

2 BATHROC
1623 Loc
$500/mo plu
eman RE 7'

2BR house
furnished $
smokers
Deposit/ref
quired 437

••

BROWNING B P S composite stalker 3 ,
'12ga
Call 759189)
GOLF cart good condition
$450 753-3966 after 6pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

3BR 2 bath double wide on
Hwy 280 Close to scIlRool
753-8231
RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For information call
753-2613
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

11112177x
Or

FOR Sale c
established g
Coldwater
es only 481

YOUNG reg
hereford bull
trig to servi
4-37-4667 Et

12x3 SWIMMING pool like
new $125 302 Ford motor
2 Ford transmissions
474-2371
350 CHEVY engine runs
great Aluminum wheels/
new bres fits Ford truck
1990 YZ 125
Call
753-8059
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call May
field 247-7831
FA BR 1C•Fabric•Fabric
Spring fancies arnsing daily,
Bridal too" Country Remnants
hl•stsd I Draffen
silk, Is;) nest 1, BonanrA
Marshall Cosini, lElam-Spm
Mon-Sat

KILN dried hardwood Hall
hardwood kiln Benton Ky
527-1097

LAWN cha 'wood
bon

GREEN extra
good condition
newly married
college student
753 4668 after

long sofa
Ideal for
couple or
$50 Call
pm

usual
ake
'to

PATIO stones 2- x8- x16gray or red 69c ea Also
2"x12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square bnckfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 431b bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
KINGSIZE waterbed, bag only $1 99 ea Also
baffled mattress sheets, 1gal size Shrubs or
Azaleas are just 52 99 ea
comforter rails heater
$1100B0 Antique server Coast to Coast Hardware
best offer 753-4562 after 753 8604
7pm
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Antiques
Also mail-order service
Send for free price list arid
ANTIQUES 8 COLLECT
ABLES Market Sunday, 'Collection A'15 different
April 21 Cape Girardeau s U S coins 'Collections B'
Arena Building 9am to 4pm 21 different foreign coins
$695 each $1295 both
314-334 5153
Post paid 2 wk satisfac
ATTN Antique Dealers !ion guaranteed Free gift
Spaces to rent now avail
with every inquiry Christ°
able Hazel Ky Call pher's Coins 1605 West
492 8175
Nights Main, Murray Kentucky
901 247 5518
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753 4161

240 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel tractor with box
grader blade new 6ft
bushhog $9000 Kagoda
diesel tractor 140hrs new
5ft bushhog box grader
blade $9000
Call
753 2905
4000 FORD tractor 2 stage
clutch Good condition
492 8622
580D Case backhoe perfect condition $17500
753-2905
IH 2350 loader 84' bucket
Krouse disk model 4)4
21f1 753-5596, 759-9928

--1••

2 COCKAT
female w
474-0116

AKC registeri
brador puppe

ZENITH v'M 7000 video
camera with all attach
ments 474 0116

BEEN to the furniture
market Must make room
for new stock Your gain is
our loss Carraway Furniture 105 N 3rd 753-1502

A/C serviced and cleaned
Spring special- 436-2904

WOOD for sale 753 9745

Or

MAO- S Errand Service of
fere housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

•

ERSIT
style apartrr
tral H/A, app
wave $400/
753-2633

3BR 1 bath ,
deposit
753-0932, 7

SUNTAN booth 753-3488

ROYAL blue prom dress
Size e Tea length plus all
accessories
$75
753-4390

LAWNS mowed Quality
work for lowest possible
price
References
7536986

•

753-1152
MURRAY,

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
1cu tt bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40lb
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

PROM dresses 759-4503

I WILL keep and care for a
iedy or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Experienced and good refer
ences 492-6510

•

r • e• •

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tete
115 S 13th St

eirANTED Experienced
printing personnel Innovatrve Printing and Graphics
1623 Hwy 121 Bf Pass

• of--

2br 1 bath
W D hookup
Located Rivi
7 389 0141

24ft PERRY travel trailer
self contained, skirted, in
sulated. underpinned Ex
cellent condition, brick pa
tio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

USED twin box springs and
.GOLF clubs (rriens andsivomattress 753 3041
mTs) Mens Palmer AxUSED window air C,Onch
iom irons (sw-3 iron) 1yr
boners 436 2755
•
old- also Women s Powerbut countess irons (PW-3
WOULD like to buy.
-good
iron) For more information
used antenna tower
dell Tim at 753-8,355 during
759-1204 after 8pm
day or 753-5904 at night

,MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PAN(;BURN'S CANDY IS BAcK
IN MURRAY'. Charlie's
Safe-T Phartnac!,

STATEWriDE Sales Director Earn 75K to 100K your
first year Female/male Hot
ln.sio•xi Weight Loss Clinics
e- e
!is opening in
"...••e We are seeking a
enthusiastic, fashion'
.!Ar.idul With rec.runing
•• anagement and sales
to assist in opening and
-,Anag.eg 15 centers through K. and 'I". Call loth',"
.
Sugarhaker
• • • 'Po.0 Inter. lews in
.11-airsda.,. .

C.

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

USED and, antique furniture glass tools quilts
901-6V-6290

386 TOWER Computer
25MHZ .80meg fiarddrive
EGA color monitor 1 2meg
5 , drive has software on
hard drive $1995
354 6600

SECRETARY Receptionist
needed for local medical
offio? General office and
typing skills a must Excel
ent communication skills
reqeired Send resume to
PO Box 10401 Murray, Ky
42071

X.

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

2 FORMAL prom dresses
1 black metallic 1 turquoise Both size 7 Will sell
cheap 1 wedding gown
Paid $550 will take $150
753-5474 after 4pm

PREP cook lad), is wanted
,
pa!,.. 54 5(1 per hour
;'!•:••••7 arTis in person at
eteieeiL key ale II•rhda.s Inn

•

•I

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each We will
remove 527-2932

1988 MONARCH pontoon
boat 35hp Mercury motor,
trolling motor, depth tinder
tape deck, trailer $5200
1986 Yamaha 4-wheeler
Moto 4 $1100 1985 Lincoln Town car 58 xxx miles
Price negotiable Farmall
cub tractor with mower
deck $2000 Farmall tractor with plow disk, bush hog mower deck Pond
scoop lot more Price negotiable 753-6842

JOBS $11 41 to
$•it 20 hr For exam and
aeei cation information call
2'2-7€9 6649 ext Ky 109
eae eprr 7 days

HOME based business
European skin care Nc de
livery No inventory $98 to
start For information call
707-876-1834

1974 GRANDVILLE 12x65
2br 2 full baths New carpet
wallpaper and breaker
panel $4700 436-2639

BRICK, 1br
unfurnished
age, patir
5255•mo

Heating
And Cooling

PCS - TUN available to
licenses' dental hygienist
Fer
eae time Send resL•me to 324 Tyson Place
Par
Tr 38242

Business
Opportuntty

Miniature Golf

SMALL pop up camper in
good condition 762 2628
days 759 1454 after 5pm

PLAS-ERE
Needed for
tempt-a', summer work
May terceen August 1991
App'y a: Personnel Se,
vices Sparks Hall Murray
State Unniers,ty Murray
roi' 42071 Phone 502
440.5 c• 762 42e*
e 1,4:7

100

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

LOCAL resident wishes to
purchase immediately
acreage (30-100) in Calloway and Marshall Co Con
tact by mailing name ad
dress and telephone to PO
Box 970 Murray, Ky
V
42071
`erer

PART t.rne positions are
"ow available for inside ant
eee.e•y personnel Please
ano,y - n person at Classic
Diners Cennal Shopping
Cente• nes' to Big B.
Clearn-s.

WILL wash and wait mobile
homes Call Starks
Brothers Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
753-2922 753 2753

14x80 3br central HA real
good condition $14300
759-9501

Lighted
Driving Range

JUNK cars 437-4087

PAR - time checke•
neiained Appiy in person
on.y Oviens Food Market

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753-1016

Pict%(-erwr

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

T me temporary help
^t.teed for ,nsurance of
fee Experience preferred
Ma I resume to PO Box
1040'_. Murray Ky 4207'

Secretary Receptionist position
available May 1st.
Position requires
above
average
secretarial skills.
Experience with
computers preferred.
Salary
commensurate
with experience.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 M,
Murray.
Ky.
42071.

14x70 1986 BREEZEW
OOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish nicely land
scaped on lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores
436-2672 after 6pm

Stmit
P
sdr

Contact Video Elite
618-524•3388

LOVING energetic crea
tive person to care for 1 and
Syr old boys 35hrs per
week Live in preferred 1 yt
contract starting June
1991 Must be willing to
relocate to Rhode Island
near beaches and univer
sty A retired homemaker
or young adult preferred
Child care or parental qual•fications required Reply
to PO Box 322 Benton Ky
42025

SAES Person
Local
eempany need someone
•- some sales expene- Le a^d knowledge in
eeeebing and building materials Viers Lumber Co
500 S 4th
Murray
753-6450

OtosE•

Office 10th & Pane
. 1)eadline April 20th.
Phone 753-7640

52
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Park

49

usn ta -as as
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48
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AS

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

47

Ext

• .72, C .1

), roommate
_ e for mice,
"29

Lifeguards & (oncesion
Workers Needed

42

.7. 73

••.re Both
ee POI
5535

rep
Wanted

BOO:
cee
Mon-F•• .:•
":SS
Must t- d.
rnamea
eel are ge-e-a
ledger
-ter at y .s•,•
disposa ,
- -'ts
able Please see: e
alone wek
PO Er-, -,•71 `,._.••a,
41:7'

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta 116, equipped
1122282 $255.35
Call Gem ai 753-2617
"Pius Tea, Yak a Lieelse
48 IkL Osesel End Lease.

Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

TREAS.'_Jmoer ew Se,
:tay
8-4pn We'e
epen
..da.y.s ..a_Lveek
oerter se,
.e you

39

e-

_AW PePIRCEMENT
:EA a-: c•age'--es
REWARD Lost cog Sea,
2peo ^'•-•, g Fo• aoo
•
b•oen Chieeaeua
eoltar Center R 'le area near
ake 436-24T:
cn.
5'579O-09.' -ete•

RS

F

Dark al7d.
dark fire-cured
:rev has':

3€

s•

••7:-•

' Stevie, By'
,ere am
emger reseorsicie tee

LAWN maintenance care
help needed Experience a
plus Retirees welcome To
apply call 436-5805

E

50 Years In
This Location

e

KY
FOR ADDITION AL
1NFOR's1ATION
-A\L:
filD f x

PLOYE '
7
.

753-1713

77:%Crs:;\

'et

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

"free local
claim service"

Estatiwrep 1891
10C Years of Service
to Murray and Calloway County
10C North 5th Street
Just off rne Court
Square
from
First
Christian
Church

.EDT

PROJECT
Paintiree. Re A..
.zee);
-

JOB Announcement Num
ber 91-30 (5i Date 4 5 91
Position Park Desk Clerk
(Full-time) Kenlake State
Resort Park Hardin KY
;FUNNEL CATFISH HYBFI'D
Grade and salary Grade 5
NIUE Gill Fathead minnows
Salary $5 247 per hour Mi.apt lea& Bass Bled Ciao
anO TiNC04 GrassCare ,icr
nimum requirements High
5a,C1.4e.dCato5 The/405w
school graduate Additional
NA:A vet 'ewe a wog.' e7 2
experience in a front desk
':
Ook.inOs
operation of an accommo
Dwyer, VAN Be
dation facility we substitute
F'obY zoni
tor the education orea year
A: The Fatlowng Loosen
for year basis Apply by
Swett.' SANG Coo
submitt ne, a State applica
lawray. Kr
SC71 7530423
lion weice can be obtained
-4•4 400500 ern
at the loca Department of
.
VCII)IC coca x-•
Employment Services or
.
• 411
any other State Govern
Q06E436439
ment orf.cei to Kentucky
Fish Wagon, inc. Department or Personnel
Room 223. Capitol Annex
Rot.* 3. Box 337-C
40601 Atten
Harnsbewg. Arkansas 72432' Frankfort
tion Job A^"ouncement
c'19.6
No 91 31:' 5 Job An
-ounce-, nt Number
snc d a
oe p aced in the
•• • '
Lorner of
,..
•
s the -Spe
ca
h_uncement No
n.ank
^e for apply
rig
'4...3'4 test'
Call 753-1916 arid be relacec or' the regis
ter Cy May e 1 99' *WrIten
rest reszu
.'est g•ven
Storage Buildings Monday
day, 9 00
an' 43:n
n Room
8x8 $600 8112 $750 8x16
249 Can ',LI A -'-ex ;-"rank
$900 Variety of sizes 8
tort Kenn,ckyCr'; this
styies Gee us a call & our
DOSit]Or
'D any
Competition will tall.
ter eg
State 'eci.erne.
L. E. Williams
reseict s
489-2663.
OPPC 7,

4°K
Fish Day
>drIs Time
Fr Stocking

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

1 c$4 1

Business
Opportunity

Notice

TOPSOIL
pickup or we
deliver 753 0277 or
759 1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450,12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502-247 7831

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales service supplies parts and
rental units Local com
party Call 1 800 248 4319

WAREHOUSE space for
rent on Industrial Road
Size 50 x50 with 13 high
door Call 753-5976
310
Want
To Rent
PROFESSIONAL couple
moving to Murray would
like to rent or lease home
9 0 -1 - 5 8 7 4 8 9 4
502 762-4627

1BR furnished apartment
Close to university and hos
peal Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753-4012
1 ROOM furnished apartment with refrigerator Private bath Available April
10 $100 Also 2br turnshed apartment Close to
campus Water paid Available May 12 S210/mo No
pets 753-5980
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR apartment 1326 Diuguid Rd W/D hook-up, dishwasher, garbage disposal $275./mo plus deposit Available May 1st Call
753-0504 759-4557 after
5pm
2BR duplex with carpet
Extra nice washendryer
hook up Central HA
Northwood 753 4487
2BR energy efficient du
plea New paint, extra
clean Central H/A appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
A BRAND new bnck du
plea 2br, a/c gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights
FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609
NEAR University Large
2-bedroom apt Has large
Irving room Large kitchen dining area and ample
closet space Range refrigerator dishwasher, disposal and washer-dryer
hookup Fully carpeted
Electric heat and air Well
insulated
5275 1 mo
5275idep 759-1301 Mon
thru Fri 9am 4pm
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450imo 1yr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753 2905

NICE 1,2 3br apartment
Furnished near campus
Also 1 3br house, 1-4br
house WD hook-up Day
9 5 753-6111
night
753 0606
NOW available lb( apart
ment with paid utilities No
pets Leaseideposit required near downtown
436-2755
TAKING applications for
secbon 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

HAVE an oi
dog for shc
Classes or
trained Servi
over 12yrs

Pe

UKC Regist
puppies 6wl
for females
males Hillbill
line 502-437

MOVING Sak
seat, chair,
house plants
hold items C

4 Fa
Yard
321 Is
Thur
18th
Men, 1

& chi
clot

1171
1983 Fe
shill
1979 Fc
miles
1974 Fo
miles
1981 Fe
auto . a
1988 Dc
p.s , p I
1982 Mi
interior
1984 Lir
car
1986 F(
1982 Pi

NI
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Homes
For Sale

BRICK, lbr furnished or
unfurnished Carport, storage, patio, no pets
$25.5mo 753-6931

Yard Sale
1013 Sharpe
Thurs & Fri

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

ERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br, central HiA, appliances microwave $400/mo 753-8096
753-2633

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Col
eman RE 753-9898

April 18 &

753-0375
1901 N. 12th

Curtains, drapes, bedspreads, furniture, craft
books,cook books, old
buttons. named brand
clothes. houseware. old
jewelry, material, quilt
pieces, much more.

ssumable VA loan
SW 404.)
7S1 017S

WNER WANTS OFFER!
rame home in good shape
Nice outbuilding on Mai dee
lot &28,54)u
817 S 4th Si

753-8651 753-0375

II
2br
ates
eve
Ky
ties

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
FOR Sale or Lease wel Real Estate services with a
established grocery store in wide selection of quality
Coldwater Serious Inquir- homes all prices
753-1222. toll free
ies only 489-2150
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
370
Livestock
& Supplies

3BR 1'e bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
YOUNG registered polled Shores 3br central H A
hereford bulls From wean- near lake 2br on Ash St
ing to service age Call $8.000 Commercial property in city Wilson Real
437-4667 Ed Mize
Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263

2 COCKATIELS male
female with cage
474-0116
AKC registered yellow Labrador puppies 527-2072
for
Dad

high

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

F7')Ae
ldiWrg
p le
Duld
inc
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ent
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aid

artPopril
irnto
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xnt

hu-
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'ter
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fuIra
up-

luall

)3

:S

it-

It

ir
'8

UKC Registered Walker
puppies 6wks old $100
for females $125 for
males Hillbilly Mac bloodline.502-437-3016
410
Public
Sate

Lots
For Sale
WATER FRONT LOTS lo
cated on Kentucky Lake
good fishing, water skiing,
laying in the sun and enjoying the company of people
having fun Two lots
$37,500 Moody Realty Co
414 Tyson Ave Parrs
Tenn Bill or Jimmy
1-800-643-5093 or
901-642-5093

2BR 1 bath Country home
on 1 acre 5 miles south o
Murray 759 1934

APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
MOVING Sale sofa love house partially finished
seat. chair, baby crib, new septic, central heat'
house plants, misc house- AC. outbuildings
hold items Call 753-8969 492-8519

4 Family
Yard Sale
321 N. 5th
Thur & Fri.
18th & 19th
Men, women,
& children's
clothes.

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable For sale or lease
753 3293
HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm lbath, attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'. acres $25,000 negoti
able 502-436 2010
HOUSE in country on 11/.
acres 3bedrm 1 bath, central gaslieat & air $28 500
or first reasonable offer
489-2362

St

753-0530

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near Univer
sity $28 000 753-3293
3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Genn Air
stove. 20x28 family room
with woodstove, lots of
built-ins Shutters, wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shopping Quiet street Reaso
nably priced
Call
753-2206
3BR brick 5 miles south
east 1360sq tt , I bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40 s
436-2742

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room
LR.
kitchen/dining combination, utility room 3
baths, lots of closets
double garage concrete
uouble driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher energy effiCient. large wooded lot

** SPECIALS THIS WEEK **
1983 Ford Ranger Pickup, 4 cyl stick
shift
$1,695
1979 Ford Ranchero, new tires, 88,000
miles
$1,995
1974 Ford Custom Pickup. 62,000 actual
miles
$1,895
1981 Ford Pickup 48,000 actual miles,
auto., air
$2,795
1988 Dodge full size pickup, new tires,
p.s p I . air
.
$6,595
1982 Mercury Lynch Wagon black/red
interior
$1,395
1984 Lincoln Town Car, new tires, good
car
$4,000
1986 Ford 6 cyl , Mini Van
$6,500
1982 Pontiac 6000 4 dr. .... . $1,995
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NEAL STARKS
MOTOR SALES
327 N. Main Benton, Ky. 527-2820

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.

090

966 THUNDERBIRD Restored to near show condition 428cu in
ps/pb
seats windows air $9200
4-434621

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

1967 FORD Custom 400
•
436 5269 after 5pm

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

1976 CHRYSLER Cor
doba Good body, motor,
transmission 98xxxx ac
tual miles 1976 Cheveroiet
350 van 753-9673

If you are concerned, give us a call for a

free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Cars Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsvillie Fed. Savings Building

C & L Landscaping, bush hogging grading clearing
tree removal top soil and
river rock 492-8254

CARPENTRY commercial
and residential work Remodeling, additions, decks
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm

20 Yrs. Experience

Can Accommodate
Jobs In Tight
Places

502-489-2181
or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

1973 DODGE motor home
24ft self-contained, air
$4800 Phone 436-2743
1975 pop up trailer Good
condition Plus two new
700x20 tees $100 each
Call 753-2316

TOYOTA

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642

Si.550

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

1977 Ford Van, 302
auto.
$1,400

15

1965 VW Beetle .5750

- '

yrs.
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exp. Free Estimates.

Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
riFr ,4 Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

1973 Ford Galaxy 500
2 dr. hardtop.....5.550

•

HAULING. yard work tree
removal. mowing Free es
Mates 759 1663
HERMAN'S Janitor Service
Floor Cleaning "24 Hours
A Day'Business offices
private homes churches
Weekly, monthly one time
job Call 474 2358
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wultf s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
mercal and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835
L&L Lawn Service Com
mercial or Residential
Free estimates 753 4001
McKINNEY Bookkeeping
service now taking new
clients 759-4173
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

Smith
Masonry

1982 Mercury Capri

1979 El Corrino- $2,650

1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto ps/pb ac 753-3742

HARDIN Painting Resi
dential or commercial References on request For
free estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience

1983 Ford Pickup 300
6 cyl. auto-------S1650

1980 Mercury Marquis
4 dr
$1,250

1980 TOYOTA Celica 5
speed, ps/pb, a/c
474-0116

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No Job too
small 75,3-4251

ThePrudentual

Hatchback

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed, blue runs great
436-2174 evenings
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MOWING, landscaping
and tree work All odd jobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2869
MOWING, ROT -TILLING
in town only Will take limited number of small to
medium size yards for 11
season 753-0611
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MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential. commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

.:
'••••-".

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

PAINTING remodeling, TOTAL lawn service Free
deck and landscape con- estimate 436-2744
struction Free estimate
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
436-2744
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15, most repairs
PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates $35, all brands 3rd Street
Small repairs Reasonable Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fri . 9-2pm Sat
rates 753-6844
753-0530
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate WILL do general light haul
ing, mowing yards. paintSame day service All work
ing, other odd jobs
guaranteed 753-4200
759-9636
PLUMBING repairman with
WILL do plumbing All guarsame day service Call
anteed 435-4169
436-5255
WILL do yard work and odd
PROFESSIONAL lawn jobs of
any kind No job too
care Mowing trimming small 759-4401
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction WILLIAMS Concrete Finguaranteed Free esti- ishing Service centrally located to serve Calloway,
mates 759-4440
Graves McCracken MarREMODELING and con- shall Trigg and
Christian
crete work Experience and Counties Low prices
Free
references 759-9254
estimates 354-9397
RILEY'S HOME IM- WILL mow lawns and
do
PROVEMENTS Back from other lawn work 436-2528
Humcane Hugo. Roofing our
specialty. 10% discount to WILL mow yards Reason
senior citizens. Phone able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
489-2693.
474-2300
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding WILL mow yards 436-5269
painting, plumbing con- after 5pm
crete Free estimates Call YARD
Work Mewing trim474-2307
ming odd jobs of any kind
ROGER Hudson rock haul- Free estimates 753-8463
ing, gravel sand dirt driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763 759-1823
Free
Column
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
FREE puppies 4362507
after 5pm
753-2674

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM, WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

GENERAL office and
house cleaning Refer
ences supplied 753-4897

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

1971 CHEVY LWB pickup
auto $600 LWB topper
$50 4 radial Gres $100
753-7925.leave message

MOWING trimming weedeabng City or county No
lob to large or to small Call
759-9708 day or night or
759-9505

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
1984 COACHMEN motor
docks, rails and lifts. All work
OF MURRAY
-home Less than 10xxx
approved by TVA or Corps of
miles
$16500 247-6699
515 S. 12th
Phone
Engineers. Former owner of
•
Iliarray, KY
2 CAMPERS 76 Nomad, Twin Lakes Moonng, Call
7534196i
76 Wildcat Excellent Mark (Tony) Krimm at
Must sell' 354-8695 before Sam or after
1983 OLDS 98 broughm shape
5pm for free estimates.
$3950 or $600 & take up 492 8158
notes 489-2446
CAMPER top for small BOGARD Paving Paving
1983 OLDSMOBILE Cut LWB pickup Fiberglass and sealing driveways and
lass Brougham PEL PS tilt Sliding front window $275 parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estiwheel, cruise control V8 OBO 753-4359
mates 753-9552 or
115,000 miles $1500
TRUCK camper Call 437-4391
753-6664 anytime
436-2571
1984 RENAULT Encore
BREAKING and disking
good condition $1200
gardens Yard landscaping
436 2903 after 3pm
and bushhogging
436-5430
1984 TOYOTA Supra
loaded good condition
BUD'S WELDING SER
15ft BASS boat 50hp Evin
new tires $4500 753 8500 rude HD drive on tilt trailer VICE EXPERIENCED
days. 436 5371 after 5pm
Mon Sat
Depth finder Evinrude troll 7am-6pm
492-8419
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca- mg motor Water ready
Used 15 times Locally BUILDER
lais Blue 2 door loaded
new homes
61,000 miles $3750 Call owned $3425 Call garages additions remod901-247
5567
leave
759 4808 after 6pm
eling framing decks, pamessage
tios solar green houses,
1989 HONDA Civic 1 17ft MARK Twain 305 VS pole barns Experienced
owner since new 5 speed Extra nice Only $4900 carpentry Tripp Williams,
42mpg No damage his- 759 1882 after 5pm
753-0563 after 5pm
tory Taxed and licensed
until 3/92 $8900 firm
759-4619
DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
War ttien do t• You can as a "preservative sating ireieance arid other
trnancel service pcoducts tor The %dense! VoJIlbewoirigiororieO4
the 100 best compares to sell tor • Vail pet solid training state or the
art su000e a comprehensive compensator package and opportunity
ton unlined earninas growth
810' 2 Coldwater Rd.
For more clormattor, cail me today Rest Marin 3551 Park Plaza Rd
eaducak Ky 42001 1 800-264-0950
8-5 p.m • 753-9181
'`ho 100 we C:cmpares e s rcai D Meltarry and The Feree Ler Group
753-8124 after 5 p.m.
PAWN( tfy ion WamS Sons be Now Vali 19e9
or See J.B Taylor
Be a pen of The Rock.'
An mug opixrimay affickes
1986 Chev. Celebrity
Euro Sport
4 dr..
C1990 The Ptudaraa haurince Ceripany el America
$2,750

"

. .
- . ••

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

1982 CHEVY Caprice New
Ores $1850 753-7137 after 5pm

753-4199

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bebber
759 1247 leave message

A D Lawn Service mowing
planting, pruning
753-0672 leave message

5 Points
Used Cars

Used
Cars

• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

Campers
1971 18tt Coachman pull
type camper sleeps 6
$1000 753-5372 after
4pm

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower com
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligatiou
Day or nite. 753-5484

David Palmer
Steer Loader
Service

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete drive
1979 CHEVROLET, ways, painting mainteoaded, Bhp John Deere, nance, etc Free estimates
Shp Airens mowers, topper 489-2303
or LWB Must sell All excellent condition 1709 ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free esCalloway
timates References
1983 S10 Tahoe Blazer
435-4632
. Loaded, 4-wheel drive,
black gold with gold tinted APPLIANCE REPAIRS
windows, good mechani- Factory trained by-3 major
cal $3700 753-4562 after manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
7pm
work and parts warranted
1991 CHEVY S-10 43 V 6 Ask for Andy at The Aploaded , $9700 437-4020
pliance Works, 753-2455
5'0

LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495

1988 GMC mini van Sharp
Priced to sell 753-0603

Aubrey Hatcher
13,1' Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus. Mgr,
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

88 SUZUKI Entruder
750cc water cooled shaft
drive Only 3000 miles
753-2568 after 5pm

NEW and used parts for
Datsuns and Toyotas
474-0116

1985 GMC Safari van good
condition Clean PS/PB
PW tilt AC AM/FM 77xxx
miles $5700 Days
492-8138. nights
753-0081

BULLDOZING and back
hoe work Call after 4pm
354-8161
Financing
available

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

2 SUZUKI 185 motorcyc;es
for parts 489-2484

2 DUALLY LWB Chevrolet
truckbeds White $800
each 753 2905

Vans

Services
Offered

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bilt reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436-2003

AlA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer backhoe
trucks Levies roads driveways parking lots septic
tanks foundations basements gravel din ponds
753-0577

FAMILY has outgrown
1988 Corsica LT Excellent
condition 47,500 miles
$5000 759-4545 anytime

Services
Offered

GRAVEL. dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

Motorcycles

PI:NcH 45 $225 15th An
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd Music Murray's
Rock ford-Fosgate authorized
dealer Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753-0113

OUTFITTED 17ft Stryker
75hp Stinger extra nice
436-2463 after 6pm

530

Services
Offered

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drrve-ways
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664

470

PONTIAC 400 small block
only 700 miles on motor
Motor is in a 77 Gran Prix
All for $500 489 2117

33 BLiciPa A
'88 Toyota Cressida '13,187
'88 Chevy Craro„,
'88 Toyota Cary
'88 Port ire, LE . rT.45,7
'57 3k1W
........
'87 Toyota Corolla... ,„.„...'5157
17TILIrUS LX Wr...... '7,487
'87 -Toyota Cam DX .....'7087
'85 Toy, Corea
'I
'55 Ford Esocri
ri057
'95 Verc. Coin Park '5,987
'95 Cheri
....„ '247
Pk
85 kick
'5 M7

530

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

96 hp EVINRUDE $375
443-4621

CAR Stereo Installation
733.0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms

'8/ Cevy Monte Cart '2.987
'82 Toyota Corea .....
79 Voiksiagen Rabbit„
TRUCKS
3:
S.,Iverto
55 Toyota Lando% sF 5"
5; Ford Cor,Fi
''5057
89 Toyota gap 4i4 10,487
'89 Ford Ranger XLT '7,787
89 Chel
'81 Ford F•350 Van _1787
'88 TOyota 4knner 11.4i7
'88 .P''th Voyager 10.4r
'87 Ford Ranger XLT........'5,997
'87 Toy. SR5'4 Runner _10,487
'17 itaida 4L4.,
.387
'87 Toyota 1
15 Ford F150 XLT 40_27,987

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath.
covered deck 354-6006

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1990 GRAND Am 5000
miles loaded $9500 Call
after Spin, 753-8778

'54 Toyota Cr,

THREE
bedroom
1-'e bath brick excellent
condition on quiet street in
city Central gas heat, living
room dining room, kitchen
utility room large sunroom
paved driveway carport.
detached garage or workshop -fenced •-beekya-rd
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster

CAR stereos 30yrs exper
in sales and service
You cant beat our prices
Installation and service
(Factory stereo repair)
World of Sound 222S 12th
753 5865

CARS
'90 Toyota Camry...........,11,987
'90 Toyota Corolla .....
89 Pontiac Grrd 0 '1487
'89 Pont, Grand Pril LE 1,987
'89 Toyota Cry
'8 987
'89 Toyota Ce'lca GT..... '10.987
'84
'15,487
3Toydta Corolla DX

77 FORD cube van Good
work vehicle 492-8158

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

fence

1990, 17e ft WINNERIntrigue, 1404'sp Mercruiser
low hours Built-in coolers, mooring cover, ski
1986 CHEVROLET Ca- equipment,
trailer Excelprice Classic Brougham. lent
condition $8900
excellent condition, clean, 753-140
4 days or
Michelin tires, fully loaded
762-4051 after 4 30pm
753-7903 after 5pm
31ft BURNS Craft house1989 CHEVY Cavalier boat
Completely selfwhite blue interior $7000 containe
d with full
753 9911
bath separate
shower stove refrig A/C
1990 GRAND AM,2dr One newly redecorated Chrysowner, white, I8xxx miles ler 225 V-8 marine with
Auto, tilt. cruise. AM/FM Mercury outdnve Moored
cassette, sport wheels at Cypress Springs Marina
Would consider trade $16.500 753-8500days,
753-6015 or 753 8648
436-5371 after 5pm
1986 BUICK Skyhawk Limited Low miles Extra
clean 753-3785 after 5pm

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

REAT HOME IN
LMOI $39,900 t Rd
Bnck ranch CACI I acre %sit

19

3BR 1 bath 2 story Lease/ COMMERCIAL building
deposit
No pets 2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut753-0932,753 5898
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

3br
dis
209

530

Public
Sala

2BR house appliances
furnished $250 mo Nonsmokers preferred
Depositeeferences required 437 4931

cat
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Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SuNBuRY-MuRRAY Eienino Bunny Bread)
753.5940
‘1%..11.10,11111116101111111.

COLONIAL BUY OF THE YEAR-Describes this
extremely well-maintained 4 bedroom,21/2 bath home in
a lovely neighborhood. Beautiful hardwood floors, study
or hobby room,and fenced back yard with lots of trees are
only a few of its many features. $115,000.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

WIj

753-1222

1:1
'
HAI :1 :Ji ;II 111

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas& electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-KelvinatorEnterson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.
RGA/Brian Tracy
Sales Conference
Brian Tracy, Coach Rick Ritmo, and Charlie
"Tremendous" Jones are speaking at the
Southeastern Sales and Management Conference produced by Resource Group of America
on May 22 in Nashville at the beautiful 2,400
seat Tennessee Performing Arts Center. We
are seeking an experienced sales motivational
speaker/trainer to represent RGA and enroll
groups of salespeople through company sales
meeting presentations in all the major sales
companies in the Murray area including:
automotive, real estate, insurance, cellular,
copier, supplies, etc. This job is a high income,
100% commission position that requires full
time professional sales work habits 8-5, M-F
until May 22.
Since 1985 over 18,000 sales and management professionals have increased their sales
results by attending this conference. Ticket
prices start at $79-129. We pay 30% commission.
You must be extremely professional, articulate, and an enthusiastic self-disciplined sales
pro with excellent closing skills. 20 to 30 cold
and warm calls per day are required. Immediate short term, high income position for the
right person Call David Colley at 615-8894676 (Thursday & Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.) for
phone interview.
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It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Packed As
Mixed Chops

1/4
PORK
LOIN

Fresh Head

CRISCO OIL

39

59

Lb.

LIMIT
2

U.S.D.A. Choice - Any Size Pkg.

T-Bone Steak

Lb.

LETTUCE

100% Pure Vegetable 48 oz.

$4.39

Florida 5 Lb. Bag

$2.79

Red Grapefruit

Boneless Top
Reelfoot Smoked

SI
, RLOIN

PICNICS

Large Head

99
Lb.
•

Sliced Bacon
Young N Tender Boneless

Breast Fillets

A.
A

Jim Adams 12 Oz. Pkg.

$1.29
Lb. 79'
Lb. $2.99

Drumsticks or Thighs

59

Lb.

Jim Adams 12 Oz. Pkg.
Young N Tender

CAULIFLOWER

Wieners

99'
$1.59
2/$1.99

Jim Adams 16 Oz, Pkg.

Sausage
Jim Adams 4 Oz. Pkg.

Cooked Ham

Ea.

Fresh Snap

99'
Lb. 79'

Green Beans

Lb

Fresh

Yellow Squash

tinC.

S

Tomato

Cloud
- -

Tomato

T..:1°',
331,•

__A--

--••••

Campbell s 10.75 0*.
O

Jumbo Roll Bounty

ite
Cloud

White Cloud 4 Roll Pkg.

TOWELS

BATH TISSUE

19 79c 99c
Limit
4

Why Pay More 84 oz.

Cranberry
Juice

Why Pay More

4

$1.69 Ya117*

ISA
CHOCOLATE SYRUP

79

Duncan Hines Soft
II oz. Bag

Cookies

$3.99

Banquet Asst. flavors
14 oz.

Cream Pies

9

Cheddar 8 Mozzarella
Country Legend Imitation

Health Life

BUNNY BREAD

24 Oz. Bottle

Prairie Farms
Gallon Becket

4
99 Ice Cream

SHREDDED CHEESE
8

16 Oz. Loaf

Oz. Pkg.

99c 119c 99c
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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